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PREFACE.

As our eoonomy becomes more mature and as economic re
lationships become more and more eomplex9 accountants not 
only become more aware of.the difficulty involved in the re
porting of finaneial information but they also become more 
aware of the need for reporting ft properly. Consequently 
the profession at the present time is confronted with some 
of the most important problems which it has ever faced. They 
are important not only from the viewpoint of accounting it
self : and the well-being of the prof ession9 but possibly 
with respect to our whole economic system0

Perhaps the first and most important question: is that 
of. Mffhaf is business income?n An intensive study with re
spect thereto is now being conducted by several interested 
groups within the prof ession;, and an attempt is being made 
to set forth a clear and concise procedure for its deter
mination. Another important question is "Are the present 
methods and standards of disclosure of financial information 
obsolete?" Much investigation and experimentation is also 
being done with respect to this question. Still another 
critical.question is "What is the effect of the inflated 
dollar on the determination of periodic income and how shall 
it be reflected; if at all* in the financial statements in



order to preserve their integrity?" , There are, of course-, ; 
many more related problems which need to be settled under 
todayis conditions$ but those mentioned probably are the 
most important 0 ' .' y-' ; /-' "- ''
'' ..It is with the last question, whether accounting pro»- 
eedure how in general.application should recognize the 
sh ifting real value of the dollar.for the purpose of income 
determination, that this paper will be coneernedo To date 
no■comprehensive textbook dealing with this subject‘matter 
has been publishedo As a result, the greatest part of the 
material used in. the preparation; Of this paper was gathered 
from the many periodicals in the fields of accountancy and 
business in general o •. •

y



INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem .

As a. result of the present'inflationary- period, the ae-
eonnting profession in.the United States has been presented . 
with not only one of. its greatest problems but perhaps also 
with one..of its greatest ehallenges of modern times» The 
issue eoneerns the problem of whether price level changes 
should be reflected in the determination- and interpretation 
of periodic income and, if so, how should they be reflected0 
During recent years a great amount Of discussion and argu- \ 
ment on the subject have taken place among aeoountants$ : 
economistsa business leaders/ and others * This has not come 
about because the problem is new, for it has presented it
self many times before; but it.has come about primarily be= 
cause of the fact that there has developed an unprecedented 
interest from many quarters in the affairs-of business enter
prise* ; ' ' , i- ' ' ■ ; • - .V " " '

The purpose of this paper, therefore? will be to present 
the nature of the basic problemg to summarize the current 
thought thereon, to discuss the currently most popular solu
tions offered to the problem, and lastly to indicate the 
most practicable course to take in its solutions
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Signifloanee of the Problem

. As might be expected, the greatest part of the discus
sion and argument eoncerning the problem has taken the form 
of eritieism of the eonventional aeeotmting methods.of in
come determination,, ‘ The accounting profession has been 
severely criticized of late by certain groups, both within 
and without the profession, for failing to provide a realis
tic method for the reporting of incoae"during such periods 
as these* ; ■ ■ : -v : . ’

Many reputable publications recently have been refer
ring to reported profits in such terms as ”illusory gains,” 
"phony profits," and "paper profits” since such profits were 
for the most part derived without adjustment for the reduced 
value of the dollar* During recent Odngressional hearings 
on the adequacy of corporate profits, testimony was presented 
to the effect that the current profits of our corporations 
are overstated.in comparison.with their real earnings, and 
that accounting is not presenting fairly the results of 
their operations* Many reputable economists, financial 
analysts, business managers, and accountants are of the 
opinion that present financial reports are meaningless and 
incomplete, if not just downright misleading0

It is stressed by this group that the primary function 
of accounting is to provide information so that sound deci
sions and judgments can be made therefrom* But it is con
tended that such is impossible when the information provided
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is incomplete«, For example.; it is claimed that through 
this overstatement of earnings, the management of an enter
prise is likely to be misled as to the desirability of ex
pansion and as to prieing policys which in turn might have 
an.adverse effect upon the economic' well-being of- that enter? 
prise. Stockholders; and other owners are likely to be mis
led as to the value'of their investment and in their demands 
for a higher return .on that investment s which if allowed - 
might tend to dissipate the capital of the enterprise. Pro
spective investors: may be misled as to the profitableness . 
of an enterprise and hence might very easily‘be led into 
what otherwise might have been judged an unwise investment» 
Employees and labor union leaders are likely to be misled as 
to the soundness of their demands- for wage increasess. which 
if granted might actually be unwarranted. Those in control 
of public fiscal policy are likely to be misled; in their re- ' 
quests for higher tax ratess which if approved might in 
effect be. a tax upon capital and not upon income as might be 
intended.

Furthermores it is often pointed out that reported pro
fits and other accounting data are used more and more in the 
compilation of national income statistics. At' the present 
times compilers of these statistics must make special adjust
ments to our accounting data in order to compensate for the 
fluctuating value of the dollar. vlf such adjustments are 
not made at all or made incorrectlŷ  the formulation of na- - 
Moral economic policies might be.seriously impaired. It is
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elaimecL that the aoooiiiitapt is. in a mueh better position to 
make such corrections of his financial statements than any
one :elsec ■' ..1 -' t . ' ' . : : .■

finally it is contended that$ because, of many of the 
;eff epts of overstated: :ppof its . as mentioned, in preceding . . 
paragraphsg the profession- is partially responsible for the 
aJMplitude of our eyolioal fluctuation, and that such effects 
possibly might contribute "ito further inflation and insta
bility in the months'to come, There'are, of.course, other 
ways,in which the profession is criticized at present; but - 
it is believed the reader should be sufficiently informed 
of fhe fact that much of the blame for- many of our present 
economic maladjustments is placed upon the prof ess ion. be
cause of its refusal to change the■conventional accounting 
procedures; of income determination to include the effects 
of price level changese i'

; Begardless of whether all or any of these charges are 
justified, the question should be of greatest significance 
to the. profession if for no other reason than to cause a 
review of our conventional procedures of income determina
tions for the primary purpose of accounting itself is ??the 
measurement of periodic income by means of a systematic
v h. ’ ' : -Mi,. , . ■■■,.process of matching costs and revenuesMoreover, during

lo ;W,A. Paton and AaGo hittletoni An Introduction to Corporate Accounting Standards (Chicago: American Accounting As soe rati on, 1940), ~p e 123 o v ,
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reoent years the basiG trena in aeaqtmtimg has been in the r 
direction of an increased emphasis on the measurement of 
periodie:ineome c This has been true because of the fact 
that more has/been demanded from the income statement by all 
interested parties*: To many persons, for example, the earn™ 
ing power of a business enterprise as a Agoing concern” is 
the most significant financial information that can be ob
tained * - • ; -

For these reasons it is more important than ever before 
that-those figures employed in the determination of periodic 
income be realistic and.meaningful. And if the profession 
is convinced that conventional accounting procedures are ob
solete and need revision, then the time for decision is now, 
not later* Although there have been Indications/in recent ' 
months of an end to rising prices and an approach to relative 
price stability, history has shown us that the price level" 
will not remain stable indefinitely0 At any: rates‘ the ac= V: 
count ing problems which have resulted from the present infla
tionary period will be present as long as the accounts con
tinue to reflect pre-inflation dollars» Even if prices 
should, decline to a pre-inflation level, then similar prob
lems would be met as long as the accounts reflected dollars 
of the present inflationary period* Therefore,, to wait until 
such time as-price's again become stable would not be the 
proper titiie to decide the issue* " ■ ;/; ;



#L#TER II

• TBS NAI'UBS OF THS PROBLIM

The Traditional Aecounting Assumption

At the' heart of the problem, of eonrse-, is the trail- : 
tional accounting assumption that the dollar as a common 
denominator and as a representative of value is a reasonably 
stable unit of measurement 0 For- many years accountants have 
prepared financial statements under the assumption that the 
dollar today is the same as it was five, ten or more years 
ago and that it will remain the same five, ten or more, years 
henceo Accordingly they have generally regarded the net in- ' 
come' of an enterprise as representing the increase in its 
net assets as measured by the excess of revenues over ex
penses, without regard to whether or not the dollar has re
mained constant in valueo- This concept of income has become 
■ known as ?,aeeount l.ng income o?t ; , ..
. Unfortunately for accounting,- the dollar has no value 
in itselfo Its worth is dependent only upon its power to 
purchase other goods'and services, and it is" a.commonplace . 
in ecOhomics that, as the general price level rises, the 
general purchasing power of the dollar (its real value) de
creases o Furthermore, when the general price level rises, 
the prices of different goods and services do not rise.at
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this same rate* Some of the goods and services increase' ; . 
very rapidly in dollar .value 8 some remain relatively stable, 
while still others may even decrease in dollar value» Con- - 
segmently as the general price level fluctuates, the dollar '' • 
becomes a unit of different magnitudec ,
■ . Aeoepting the fluctuating value of the dollar as a 
reality, the question then arises as to what effect it might - 
have on the determination of periodic incomes Those who ' •
criticise conventional accounting methods point out first . ' - 
of all that it is an exiom of all measurement that if two 
related but unlike quantities are to be employed in any 
derivation,' they must be expressed in the same = measuring 
unito For example, if one measurement is expressed in 
inches and another in-centimeters, the two must be converted ' 
into a common unit before they can be employed in any one 
derivationLikewise, "if part of the revenue of an enter
prise should be expressed in American dollars and part in 
British pounds, the total revenue obviously could not be 
obtained without first converting the dollars and pounds 
■ Into one common unit of measurement0 v . "

It is maintained that accountants are proceeding in 
total disregard of this firmly-established principleo In 
their computation of profits, costs are matched against 
revenues without regard to the value of the dollar, or in 
other words, the stability - of the' "measuring miit „ For ex- / 
ample, when costs measured in terms of 1931 dollars, such as



might be the case with depreciation charges, are matched . 
against revenues measured in terms of 1948 dollars,.the 
matching. is accomplished ..in; t erms.;.of; non-comparable units of ; 
measuremento The effect is the same as if inches should be 
mixed with centimeters or Anierican dollars added to British 
pounds without conversion. The f inal result is that rex
ported profits contain not only the real earnings of the 
enterprise, but in addition purely monetary gains and .losses 
resuiting.from changes in the value of the dollar from the 
time a- cost is incurred to the time it is matched against- 
revenues« Tor this reason, it is believed by this group 
that reported profits in an. inflationary period such as the 
present become;unfeallstlc and overstated, and as such they 
.are not capable of being properly interpreted„

Thus it is generally maintained by this group that be- - 
‘cause;of the dimension'of time between different transac
tions , the dollar, when, used as is, lacks the constancy of 

■ - : ' ' ' : ; . - ■ . : - ■ ' 1 value necessary for an acceptable standard of measurement„
It Is in this, respect that it is. thought the traditional ac
counting assumption is fundamentally unsoundo furthermore, 
it is believed that if accounting is to adequately portray 
the results of business operations, it must recognize the 
changes in the value of the. dollar and eliminate from earn
ings’ those monetary gains and losses caused therefrom. With

■ I. See"4 for~exaniple, William Black!e, "What is Account
ing Accounting for - Now?", N.AoG.Ao Bulletin, Vol. XUS 
(July 1, 1948), p. 1353* - ~



this 'belief tliere has developed another concept of incomê - 
that of êconomic income*̂  - - •

' fhe Goneept' of Economic In come "

As pointeh out• in the preceding sections there are those 
who hellere the traditional accounting assumption is'somewhat 
illogical6 It is maintained that since the computation of 
profit is essentially the difference between two-magnitudes, 
revenues and expenses$ such a computation should not vio
late' the . axiom:oftall measuremente Therefores•in view of ' 
this alleged deficiency, in our conventional accounting pro
cedures, this group would attempt to:obtain a common denom
inator through which different types'of transactions can "be ' - 
measured and related on one:common plane of money value 0 
Inasmuch as revenues.may he presumed to he expressed in terms, 
of the current •value of ‘the. dollar, It is/ thought costs 
should he related to revenues on the same price level basis-.-V"

Of course, in the absence of a constant standard of 
measurement, the dollar is still used for this purpose0 
However, the dollar as a measuring unit is not left un
changed as is the case in the determination of accounting 
incomeo In order to satisfy the given purpose, as stated, 
above, the costs of those goods and services expended in the 
acquisition of revenue which are not measured in terms of 
the price level in which the corresponding revenue is ex
pressed are translated through the use of price equivalents 
into dollars of the same value0
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,: ; This approach;h.ag 'beoome knoxm as the ”current eostw
approach; the ”current cost” of any previously-incurred cost 
is of course merely that particular cost restated in terms 
of the .price level existing, at the time of deterainationo

It Is maintained that if the 'costs. deducted from 
revenue are not current costs, then like is not compared 
with like and the profit as represented by the excess of 
revenues over expenses will he distorted» ; Thus the validity 
of the principle that current costs # and only current costs, 
should be charged against revenue is independent of the fact 
df price change or the amount of price change between orlg«= 
inal costs and current costse■ The use of original costs 
would be justified even in periods of stable prices only be
cause of the fact that the results so obtained would be sub- . 
stantially the same as those obtained through the use of ': ■ 
current costs = In this respect it is thought that the •- 
practice of charging current costs against'current revenues 
does not violate the principle.of amortizing actual costs, 
but instead constitutes a' more, realistic interpretation of 
that principleo . '

lo The methods by which current costs are obtained will' be discussed in subsequent chapters at the same time the pro
posed' solutions to the problem are. given. All that is attempted at this.point is to familiarize the reader with the 
basic concept of curfent costs

2, Willard I, Graham^ ®The Effect of Changing Price 
levels upon the peterminationReporting, and interpretation 
of Income,». The Ac count ing Review, - Vol. JSXL'f (January 19493 ;. pp,. 15-16 , ' -

•3» hoc, cit.
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; , With .an" und er st and. ing of the e one apt of current costs, --
the most frequently used definition of economic income .
should he easilj understood» Briefly stated, ecohomic in
come is that which is determined by the matching of current 
Gosts against.current dollars of gross revenues» Thus this 
concept of income defivea its support from the fact that it 
attempts to measure ineremenfs in the net assets' of a "busi
ness enterprise -without .distortion from changes in the value 
of the dollar, And in so doing if is contended that re
ported profits for one period or for a series.of periods' 
can be used intelligently in their analysis and interprets.- . ;
tion by all parties who might be concerned therewith„
■ In view of the foregoing, the basic problem as stated 

previously might very .well, be rephrased at this point as 
follows? Ŝhould reported profits reflect ?economic income? 
or ?accounting income' and if economic income should be re- 1 
fleeted, how should it,be determined from a'practical stand-l". .
: point?" - ' ' . ' ; • ■ ,- Ag.' i ;

.7 ; . Present Status of the .Problem . ‘1.. ‘

Despite the fact that many economists, business leaders • 
and a strong minority group of accountants have accused the 
profession of doing nothing about the "unreality*? of reported

13 Prom the definition of economic income as given by Prof, Slichter of Harvard University in testimony before the Joint Gpmmitte© on the Economic Report, December 6, 1948,
Cited by Thomas H, Sanders, "Depreciation and 1949 Price .' - '
Levels" Harvard Business Review, Vol, XXPII (May 1949), 
p< 295o:g:t . . ; : ; : ;v-.v: 1; .• i, - "
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profitsj almost nothing constructive has been done to change 
the conventional methods of periodic income determination.
It has not been because the profession has refused to recog
nize the problem and its implications8 but. simply because 
the majority of'accountants do hot think the determination
of economic income is practicable or necessary at the pres-1 . . .  . . . . . .

ent timeo . /' V'-i" ' . ..
Perhaps, the most urgent q.uestion discussed at the 1947° 

1948 annual meeting of the "American Institute, of Accountants ' 
ms what, if anything, should be done about the problems 
caused by the changing value of the dollar. Naturally there 
were wide: differences of- opinion, but the consensus of those 
attending was to oppose any deviation from the cost basis in 
the'accounts or: in the presentation of financial statements0

The American Institute of Accountants recently conducted 
a survey, of opinion among a selected group of accountants, 
economists.'■bankersbusiness - exeeutiveS., and other inter
ested persons as to the advisability of reflecting economic 
income in the periodic reports. . When the survey was made 
public on September 12, 1948 it revealed that the majority 
(almost three to one) was opposed, to altering the historical

V 1> The vi ews of those accountant s .who believe our conventional :standards are sufficient for the determination of. periodic income will be presented in Chapter Till.
2. William S. Papworth, t?A Summary of Papers from Institute’s 1947='48 Annual Meeting,” The J"ournal of Accountancy„ 

Tol. LXOTI (November 1948), pp. 383=384.
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cost basis ©f.accountlag to give effect to the changing 
value of the dollar However» about one “half of those sur= 
veyeh favored supplemental information showing the effects 
of todaySs dollar on the Condition of the enterprise and 
the necessity for retaining a considerable portion of earn̂  
ings to meet higher costs s Furthermorê  approximately 80 
per cent of the forty-eight members of the Committee on 
Technicalilnformation and Hesearch of the Controllers’ In
stitute believed that operations should be charged with 
depreciation based only on the original cost of the depreci
able assets without adjustment for the fluctuating value of 
the dollarc . . t . .

The Securities and Exchange Commission is believed to
have issued defieieney letters to those companies which
made: special price level adjustments for depreciation.charges

' ■ - . - : 3:V ' '; before arriving at net income for the year 19470 And the
Research Committee of the(American Institute of Accountants
in Accounting Research Bulletin Hds 33/ released in December
1947V condemned the practice of charging against current

io George Do BaileyV "Relationship of Accounting to 
Other Factors in Accurate.Reporting of Inflationary IncomeP n  

The lournal of Accountancy, Vol«, L23XVI (November 1948), 
ppo 366-367o

2o Editorials ,"Controllers Pref er Depreciation Based on Original Cost $!? The Journal of. Accountancy, Vole LX3ZXJI 
(September 1948) 3 po- 223=;

:3i" Carman G„ Sloughy "Recent Developments in Accounting for Depreciation oh Replacement CostThe Journal of 
Accountancy„ Vol. HZOII (January 19491 >• pV 6$.
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liieome tHe amoimts believed to represent excessive plant
: • ;;vv i ' -v:eosts as ; oeeaslotied by eurrent prlee levels* ■
nevertheless, in spite of the viewpoint of the majority 

of those persons interested in the problem, a number of prom
inent corporations in view of today’s high price level made■ 
specific adjustments of their 1947 and 1948 depreciation 
charges* Some have attempted to partially solve the problem 
by charging off immediately the ^excessiven costs of acqui
sition or construction under the assumption that a price 
loss occurred at the time the expenditure was made* Others 
have attempted to determine the current costs, of their de
preciable assets and then have based their depreciation 
charges thereon* Included in those companies making special 
adjustments of their 1947 depreciation charges are such well- 
known corporations as the United'States Steel Corporation, 
Libby-Owensord Glass 'Company, Dupont de Nemours and
Gompany, limken Holler Bearing Gompany, and the Republic 
Steel Corporation0 Some of these corporations and others 
continued this policy in 1948; however̂  some, such as the 
United States Steel Corporation,, changed back to an original 
cost basis in consideration of the pronouncement of the 
American Institute of Accountants and the attitude of the

1, Further discussion of this Bulletin Ifo* 33 will be 
presented in Chapter IT, The Current Cost Approach to De
preciation Accountings



- . '■ . : ,%' ■ . V ■ • 'Securities and Exchange Ooamiission»
In view of the foregoing and the fact that the price 

level has not continue cl its upward trend during recent 
months, it is highly probable that the issue for all prac«= 
tical purposes has been settled==at least until such time 
as drastic changes in the price level should once again 
take place« :

I* For a detailed analysis of the:action of such com= . 
panies 3 the reader is referred to American Institute of Accountants„ Accounting Trends in Corporate Reports (Hew 
York: American Institute of Accountants? 19491, ppV 59=62»



GHAPfEB III

THE - APPROACHES TO THE PROBISM -

Eoiir Kinds of Approach .

Despit© the faet that the tempo of the discussion has 
deereasecl during recent months, there have been mmmerens 
proposals presented on the accounting level by those who have 
indicated a desire to adapt present aocounting standards of 
income determination and financial reporting to reflect the 
effects of price level changes0 Of course 9 each proposal 
submitted, has" been widely acclaimed by some but at the same 
time censured by otherso Even though such a situation has 
many advantagess it nevertheless makes a proper solution to 
the problem appear increasingly difficult«,

Up to the present time there have been four general 
kinds of approaches to the basic problem^ Each kind differs 
from the others in two major respects« Firsts they differ 
considerably as to how the accounts should be adjusted, if 
at ally to reflect the changes in the value of the dollar = 
Secondly^ they differ as to how the dollar should be evalu
ated as of one time in terms of the dollar as of another 
times : - . ■ .' ■ ; ■

The first approach to the problem consists of an at
tempt to reflect economic income through the adjustmeht of
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©nly the depreciation and inventory costs to a current 00st 
basisc, Some methods which have been advanced go the whole 
way and make the ad justments in the regular system of ac
counts; others merely reflect the effect of such adjustments 
on the periodic statements G The manner in which the. per
tinent current. costs-are obtained varies considerablŷ  - Some :. 
advocat e the use of replacement, costs f or this purpose $ some 
the use of index numbers, and still others the use of ap
praisal estimateso

; The second type of approach to the problem consists of 
an extension of the quasi-reorganization technique« This ap<= - 
proaoh involves a restatement of those assets which are 
thought to be out of line with their current costso for the : 
most part, only the fixed assets would be considered in the 
adjustments and their revaluation presumably would be carried 
out only at wide intervals of timet The means by which such 
revaluation would be accomplished would be through the use . , 
of either index numbers or appraisal estimateŝ

The third type of approach to the problem; involves the 
adjustment of all costs and,revenues to the basis of a common 
dollar, through the use of either a general price index or 
specific price indiceŝ  The adjustments may be entered in 
the regular system of accounts, as in the case of Stewart

■ - ' ' 1 :freeman’s ĉapital price adjustment method,or such 

T  lo Of o Chapter Til, posta .
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adjustments may be made only a's statistical adjustments to 
the financial statements, as in the case of ELWo Sweeney’s
; V : " ' ; ■ : . ' i  : i  i  ■"stabilized accounting," The latter approach proceeds even
to the point where realized and unrealized gains and losses
on "money-value" items such as cash and receivables, and
current liabilities are recognized0 ; As such, it is perhaps ■
the only Comprehensive treatment of the-problem which has
been published to dateb . :

The fourth and last type of approach to the problem 
consists of the retention of present accounting standards - 
of income determination without any adaptations thereof for 
price level changeso Bo adjustments whatsoever are made in 
the accounts or to the figures in the body of the regular 
financial statements„ Howevers the use of supplementary 
statements and disclosures to show the effect of price level 
changes on the enterprise is highly recommended1 : '

The four distinct kinds of approaches to the basic prob
lem as diseussed above will be presented in that order in the 
chaptera to follow„ The reader, howevers should keep in 
mind at all times that it would be impossible in a paper such 
as this to discuss all the■complications and ramifications 
which might result in the practical, application of each of •; 
the methods to be: presented. in fact, probably would
not be known until such time as. the method were actually put 
into practical usev It is attempted, therefore to present

lb Gf. Chapter ¥XS post*
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herein only.those features concerning the theoretical value 
of such methods and the feasibility of their general appli- '' 
cation.

It should also be pointed out at this time that, de
pending upon the Batur© of their assets and liabilities, 
.different business enterprises will be affected to various 
degrees by price; level changes. For examples an enterprise 
such as a small loan company which has assets consisting 
primarily of cash and claims to- cash and which has liabil
ities consisting primarily of current payables would be 
little affected by price changeso On the other hand, a 
business enterprise which has among its assets such items as 
merchandise inventories, machinery and equipment, and real 
property and which has liabilities consisting in part of ; 
long-term, obligations might be affected considerably by 
price level fluctuations® Hence not all. methods to be pre
sented will be applicable to all types of business enter
prise 0 However, since the problems of price inflation pre
sent themselves to the greatest degree in those enterprises 
which have a considerable part of their total assets made up 
of costs that must be amortized over more than one account
ing period, principal emphasis will be given thereto®

The Common Approach

•The most popular approach to the problem consists of an 
attempt to reflect 11 economic income" through the adjustment 
of only depreciation and inventory costs, the first approach.
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tM#'-'Is mentioned in vblie prede(iiag -seetiohe
In justifying this approaeh, emphasis is given to the 

.faet that the costs chargeable against revenues during any 
particular accounting period may be divided into two dis~ 
tlnot categorles <, First > there are costs representing those 
goods and services which are expended during the same ac
counting period in which the costs thereof are incurred„ 
Seeond,' there are costs representing goods and services ex= 
ponded, but the costs for .which were incurred In a previous 
accounting period ©r periods0

It is believed that expenses of the first type can be 
considered, for all practical purposes, on the same level of 
prices as; the revenues against which they are matched, since 
the benefits derived therefrom are realized at about the same 
time the revenues are deemed to be earned o' However, expenses, 
of the second type would not necessarily be matched against 
their associated revenues' on the same price level basis be
cause of the existence of the dimension in time between the 
Incurrence of such costs and their assignment to revenuee

The primary problem, .■therefore/ lies in those costs that 
must be matched against the revenues of more than one account
ing period = Such costs are typically those incurred for 
goods acquired for resale and the fixed tangible assetsc 
Other costs, such as.those incurred for supplies and insur
ance, many times are of the same nature'but, due to the fact 
that the effect of price level changes thereon is not : •
: ordinarily great, they .are generally excluded f or adjustment '
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purposes® If they were to be cons1dereds the methods which ; 
are recommended for the adjustment of Inventories or the 
fixed tangible assets might very well be applied thereto,,

.Consequently it is thought that if sound methods can ' .
be developed to express depreciation expense and the cost of 
goods sold on a current cost basis$ then for all practical 
purposes the greatest portion of the items affected by price : 
level changes have been .covered. Thus it is the opinion
of this group that the most practical solution to the prob=> . 
lem under consideration can be achieved by adopting current 
cost techniques in only the accounting for inventories-and 
fixed tangible assets. Because of the fact that this is the 
most common approach, it will be the purpose of the follow
ing two -chapters to present and discuss the recommended pro
cedures of those accountants who have taken this, position* - 
The first chapter following will be devoted to the methods ' 
presented in the current' cost approach to depreciation ac
counting, and the-next to the methods presented in the cur
rent cost approach to inventory accountinge



CHAPTER IT

TBE GHRRENT GOST APPROACH TO DEPRECIATION ACOOIPITIMG

Introduetion

-So that the reader may better tinder stand the position 
of those accountants who advocate the current cost approach 
to depreciation accountingj, there will be presented first 
.the .point of view of those accountants who do mot wish to 
change the orthodox procedure of charging depreciation 
against revenues bn the basis of unadjusted historical cost0

The Orthodox Tiewpoint •

The attitude of those accountants who do not desire to 
reflect price level changes in the determination of depreci
ation charges against revenues is typified by a special state
ment made by the Committee on Accounting Procedure of the 

' , ' : - . - 1 American Institute of Accountants in September of 1947. In
its statement the Committee first recognized the fact that 
business management has.the responsibility of providing for 
the replacement of plant and machinery. It further

;:' 1, The special statement made by the Committee is
identical with Accounting Research Bulletin Ho, 33 which " 
was released by the American Institute of Accountants in tl anuary of 194da
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reoogaized that in the reporting of profits under present 
eeonomic conditionss the cost of material and labor is re
flected in terms of ^inflated” dollars while the cost of 
those plant, facilities which were' acquired at a lower price 
lefel. is reflected in terras of. dollars whose purchasing power 
was much greatero It also recognized that in considering 
depreciation with respect to product costs s prices and 
business policies * management must take into consideration 
the probability that plant-and machinery will have to be re
placed at costs much greater than those of the facilities 
now in use„ However„ in regard'to adjusting depreciation 
charges against current income for current price levels, 
the Committee has this to says v

... It has been suggested In some quarters that - 
the problem (the consideration of charges against 
current income for depreciation.of facilities ac- 

• quired at lower price levels) be met by increasing 
■ depreciation charges against. current income = The •
committee doe;s not'believe..'that this IS; a: satis
factory solution at this,time o It believes that 

: .accounting and financial reporting for general use
will best serve their, purposes by adhering to the 
generally accepted concept of depreciation on cost^ 
at least until the dollar is stabilized at some 
levelo An attempt to recognize current prices 
in'providing depreciation9; to be consisteat 9 would require the. serious step of formally recording 
appraised current values for all properties, and 
continuous and. consistent depreciation charges 
based on the new values. Without such formal 
steps ? there would-be no objective standard by 

, which to judge the propriety of the amounts of 
depreciation charges against current income„ and 
the significance of .recorded amounts of profit 
might be seriously impaired 0 '

It would not increase the usefulness of re
ported corporate income figures if some companies 
charged depreciation on appraised values while 

. others,adhered to cost» The committee believes,
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therefore9 that consideration of radical ehanges 
in accepted aecounting procedure should not be 
undertakent at least until a stable price level 
would make it practicable for business as a whole 
to make the change at the same time *1

The 'Committee does believe9 however, that when there are
ngross discrepanciesr? between the cost and the current values
of facilitiesg it would be entirely proper for management to
make annual appropriations of net income or surplus in expect
tation of replacement of such facilities at higher price-V , - . ; ■ _  tv • • , : . v , v . - V
levels c ^

It should be pointed out that the statement of the Com^ 
mittee does not contain a complete exposition of the subject 
and that it is probably tentative,. The latter is evidenced 
by the fact that the Committee states me radical change in 
accepted accounting procedures should be undertaken until 
such time that a stable price .level would make it practica
ble for business as a whole to make the change at the same 
time, Further evidence;is provided when the Gommittee says .
it does not believe that increasing depreciation charges is

. 3 : 'a satisfactory solution at this time.

1, A Special Statement by the Gommittee on Accounting 
Procedure of the American Institute of Accountants, ®Appro
priation, not Charges, Recommended to Cover Inflated .Replace
ment Costs,,f The Journal of Accountancy, Vol, I30XIT 
(Getober 1947Tp~PPo ’

2, Lo g , eit, /
3, In a letter to the members of the American Institute.

of Accountantss published in the November 1948 issue of The 
Journal of Accountancy, the Committee reaffirmed the posi-~~ 
tion taken in Accounting Research Bulletin Ifo, 33, The Com
mittee did amplify its statement as to how the immediate
problem should be met. In its letter the Committee gives ;
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î resufflaMy the deeision reached hy the Oomittee and 
the Bmjdrity of those accountants who are in accord there
with is based for the most part upon three argumentsG 
First s, that, any attempt to introduce any costs other than 
■unadjusted historical costs into depreciation accounting 
simply removes it from the field of reality into the pro
vince of wishful thinkingc It is maintained that there is 
no possibility of measuring with exactness what the services 
consumed today would hare cost if all of them had been 
bought todayo Secondly j that even if the answer could, be 
founds it would be purely academic in nature. In other
words, such information would not be pertinent to the reason
■ .f ' 1 h; .... " ■ v. ;■ ■for keeping accounts» Finallyg it is stated that a gross
state of confusion would result if depreciation charges were 
determined upon any base other than unadjusted historical 
costd Gonfusion would result primarily because the provi
sion for depreciation in the general accounts on any other . 
basis would be subject9 inmost eases3 to an unlimited 
variety of considerations ? even temporary expediency„ H<,0o 
Greer compares the situation which might result with one 
that would result if one business enterprise reported its

3° (from p0 24* eonto I. full support to the use of supplementary financial1 schedules9 explanations or footnotes by 
which management may explain to stockholders, employees and the general public the need for retention of earnings,

1o Howard Go Greers ^Depreciation and the.Price Level- 
A Symposium*” The Accounting Beview, /Vol. 3ZIII (April 1948) s, 
Pc 131o
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income one year on a cash receipts basis, the next year on
an accrual basis 9 and. then the next year on a mixture Of

i ’ - ' ,the two,,
It is pointed out that no single set of figures can 

possibly record all the varying ■measurements of past results 
and current positiono Therefore some one basis must be se
lected as best representing the factor of greatest signifi
cance „ Since the historical cost basis is definite, tangi
ble and objective, it is believed the most significant, 
information can be obtained therefrom. The accounts main
tained on this basis reveal, among other things, the amount . 
expended to acquire the assets, the portion of the cost ab
sorbed throughout the various accounting periods, when the
cost has been fully charged off, and how much is left to the

2 . - .. . owners in the way of a money return. Consequently it is
' believed that -if the many gains made in recent years toward
clearer presentation of corporate finances are not to be
nullified and the usefulness of:corporate income figures is
not to be decreased, then the profession should adhere to
the historical cost basis. . " ■

The Current Cost Approach

,Nevertheless, there are many of the nation’s leading .

• 1, EoC, Creer * op,, oit,, p, 129.
- 2. ibid.V p. 1 3 0 .;g;" '
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accounting writers and thinker-s who are taking issue with, 
the decision of the research committee. Alsos as stated . 
previouslyp a numher of prominent corporations have made 
special adjustments of their depreciation charges = Even 
though there have been several different proposals advanced 
as to how to deal with the problem* the basic thought is the 
Same-—to match current costs with current revenues«: „v

The present supporters of the viewpoint that deprecia
tion charges based on unadjusted historical costs are inade
quate rely for the most part on one principal argument0 
They stress the fact that while labor, material and many 
other costs currently incurred are matched against revenue 
at substantially the prevailing price level* depreciation is
:computed and matched, against revenue, in many cases, in terms

t : . ' : ■ ■ " ■ \ , 1 . . " ; . ■ . ' . ■of a much different price level0 This argument, of course,
boils down to the fact that our unit of measurement is not 
homogeneous during periods of changing price levels, the 
same argument presented at great length in Chapter Ho •

To review briefly, it is believed that this mis
matching of costs and revenues during a period of rising 
prices will result in an overstatement of periodic income. 
Furthermore, that when such profit figures are used as a 
basis for the determination of tax and dividend payments 
there could very easily be brought about an impairment of

™ 1, WoAo Paton, "Depreciation and the Price Level— ASympos ium," The ..Account ing Review, lol, XKII1. (April 1948},
po 119o .; . ' - ' V"
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capital funds> wtiieh in turn might not only jeopardize the 
rights of certain investors hut also prove to be unsound 
with respect to fixed asset replacement policy.

It should be mentioned also'that those who support cur
rent cost'depreciation do not necessarily believe they are 
violating the principle of original-cost depreciation*. It 
is argued that original-cost depreciation derives its im
portance from the fact that the original cost of an asset is 

. ■ the most objective . and dependable evidence of the economic \ 
sacrifice incurred as of the date of acquisition. But the 
question arises, as to whether the original dollar cost .will 
represent the actual cost--the actual economic sacrifice 
incurred as of the date of aequisitiqn--as time passes and 
:: the price level moves up or down, > The current cost advo- 
; cates believe not, . ■

I”or example 5, suppose that a building is purchased and 
:;: that on the-Acquisition date it .is recorded at its dollar 
cost. The recording of this asset at its dollar cost as of 
the date of acquisition of course would be considered proper
since at that time the dollar cost represents its actual

' h:'' >  ■ ■■ .., -u...:- ■■ ■■cost in terms of the actual economic sacrifice incurred,
-.But suppose. that during a five-year, period subsequent to it s

- purchase prices double, As of the end of the five-year
periodg the question is then asked whether the recorded

• dollar cost now represents the actual cost incurred, The
■ answer is given as both "yes" and "no.,*1 In terms of the -
price level at the date of acquisition the recorded dollar
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oost does represent actual costs but in terms of the price 
level five years later the recorded cost Is just one-half 
of- the âctual cost6M

Consequently It is believed that since the Ticurrent 
eost9 of a fixed asset is the original dollar cost restated 
in terms of the prevailing price level at the time of deter
mination, it more nearly represents the actual economic
sacrifice incurred than does the unadjusted historical cost

: i  ■ ■ . .  :: Z  v . "  " '  • ; "of that asset, fhus it is often said that■those who sup- .
port current-cost depreciation are supporting actual cost . 
more effectively than those who advocate continued adherence 
to depreciation based upon unadjusted historical cost, where
in dollars of all kinds are absorbed against revenue without

2 ■■■ ■'■ ' ad justmento : ;

■ Proposed Current Cost Methods ,

Assuming then that the argument for current cost de
preciation has substantial merit, the solutions to the prob
lem based thereon will now be reviewed <, v

Supplementary Inf ofmat ion: The first possibility, of
course, would be merely to include in the periodic reports

1o The choice of method for adjustment to current 
.cost, whether through the use of replacement costs, appraisals or index numbers, will be discussed in another sec
tion of this chapter o ; t v ’ . ■ - - ■ ' '

2o V=Ao Paton, "What is.Actual Oost in Depreciation Accounting?̂ , The tournal of Accountancy, Tolo LXKX7 (March 
1948), pp. 206-207o —



a supplementary statement eoneerning the effects of price 
level changes on the accounting for depreciation«, The ef<= 
feet on net income of the two alternative methods of com
puting depreciation „ (depreciation stated in terms of re
corded dollar cost versus depreciation stated in terms of 
current costs} would be specifically pointed out = Informal: ' 
calculations might even be made showing how the reported 
income figures would be modified in the event the proposed
,-i. •.''^ .' -•■■■■■yp- ■. - ::-v ^concept of *tactual'cost1* were adopted0 This proposal, of 
course, does not entail the use of current costs in the 
determination of net income. It is included in the discus^ 
Sion at this point merely for the sake of completeness, and 
will be treated more fully in Chapter VIII0..

. Capital Ad j ustment Method s: Some account ants would not 
be satisfied with such an informal procedure. They would 
prefer that current costs and the depreciation thereon be 
permanently.recorded through their incorporation Into the 
regular-system of accountso Even though there is some dis
agreement: as to how this should be done, the- net results are 
for the most part the same,
■: ‘ 2 ■■ -■ .. i - ■■ ■■' • ; ■ d ■'One writer has. recently advocated a method in which 
the changes in current costs of capital assets would be

• l0 WoAo fat on, '•What is Actual Cost in Depreciation Accounting?’I, op, eit „, pc 122, .;
2c Silliam Blackie, "What is Accounting Accounting for - Now?", NoA0QcA; Bulletin, Vol. XXIX (July 1,- 1948}» 

PP = 1365”69 o . .
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reflected- periodically in the regular asset accounts them
selves o fhe per contra effect of such adjustments would be 
carried into a special account called "Price Change Capital0t} 
Since this account would be charged or credited with the 
amounts, of .increase or decrease 9 as the. case may be a of the 
current costs of the capital assetŝ  its purpose would be to 
show the extent to which the net assets have been affected 
by price level changes' since acquisition, • The account . 
would be considered a net worth account„ It presumably 
would separatê  in part, from net worth those changes there
in arising through purely economic factors $ the variations 
in the price levelo. -

.The;detailed operation of the proposed method is illus
trated in the hypothetical situation given on page 32°

; It 'should be noted first that the increase or decrease 
in the current cost of the asset is carried directly to the 
asset accountthe•offsetting debit or credit being split 
(except at the end of the first year} between the regular 
reserve for depreciation account and the price change capital ' 
account c - That portion of the change in the- current cost . .
which is credited to the reserve account represents an ad
justment of prior periods9 depreciation p hased upon the new 
current•costsv The remainder is then carried to the price 
change capital account, and represents, the degree of change 
from original cost or earlier current cost to the current 
cost during the period o Seconds it should be -noted that the 
depreciation charge for each period is determined on the



Illustration of Bepreciation Gomputed on .a Current Cost Basis
Assumes. Asset. aequired at beginning of year at a cost of $100? mth an estimated

servlee lif e of ten .years;, -Sta 1 1i-depreciation.a c cej3ted0 . ' '

.Entry,to Eeeord Appreciation. Entry to Becord Depreciation
Current Credit Credit Credit
Cost Debit Beserve for Price Oliange Debit Beserve forat End Asset 'Depreciation Capital Depreciation Depreciation"

Tear.; of Tear' ' (Credit*}.. . (Debit*) ' (Debit*)
\ 1V $110 $10 : $10. ■ 11 : 11 :
2 120 10 - #1 . 9 . 12 12

: '3 - ■ 130 10 2 . B 13 13
'k . 1A0 ; .V. .'-10 : : . - '7 :* ' : :.'.:14: : 14150 ;v: ■10":.;1„ 4 '' 6 :' : 15 . ' . , .;i5 4.
y 6 160 10 ' 5 5 ■ . . 16 . .16
7 160 0 ■ 0 0 ' 16 16

1 150 :: lo* .47* . t : : : ' , 3 *' 15 f ; ' 15 '
9 140 10* 8* 2* 14 1410 m 10* 9* ' 13 13

Totals : ; . 30 :' .. 9* / 39 ,. ;;i3:9:.i, .;,4. \. 139... ;. ;
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basis ©f ourrent cost, with the credit being made to the 
regular depreciation reserve account„ Thus the balance of 
the reserve for depreciation account represents that portion 
of the current cost as of any one date which is deemed to 
have been consumed i

At such time as the asset is fully depreciated? the 
asset and reserve balances of- course would cancel out each 
other; however 9 the balance of the price change capital ac
count would remain until such time as it might be eliminated 
by contrary.conditions or be disposed of by proper action 
of the board of directorso. ■ -

" In this way, it is contended by Mr« Blaekie s the 
periodic income would be charged more nearly with the real 
cost of the capital assets consumed during that periods the / 
reserve for depreciation would reflect the proper amount 
necessary to adjust the assets to the unallocated balance of 
current costs, and the price change capital account would ; 
show the extent to which the net assets have been affected by 
price level .changes since acquisition*

.There are many accountants who would agree in principle 
to the method outlined above| however, some would prefer to 
use supplementary asset and asset reserve accounts rather . ~ 
than the regular accounts in which p© record the increases 
and decreases in the net current costs„ Of course, the use

'^“ lo' ' William Blaekie, op. cit», p. 136?.
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of supplementary aoeomnts would not change In any partloular 
the primary objectives' of this proposale

Another Tisriter advocates a method very similar to the 
preceding one, except that the entries made to periodically
adjust the book values of the assets to current cost are 

■■■ ■ .. . 1.. ■-h :v,\- : . ; : ■■■., ' . . ■ p-'.omitted =, fhis is done on the assumption that the deter
mination of Income based on current cost does not neces
sarily imply that the balance sheet also should be adjusted 
to a current cost basis0 The balance sheet is thought of by 
this writer as an ĥistorical summary of the‘effect of opera
tions t© date*1 rather than as a statement of financial eon- 
dition in the strict meaning of. the terme

. 4s:was true in the preceding method, the amount of the 
periodic depreoiafion%eharge is computed by using current 
costs as a hade. The amount would appear as a single figure 
on the principal income* statement,'since Mr, Graham can see 
only confusion resulting if a separation of'depreciation on 
unadjusted original cost and appreciation is made. If de
sired, supplementary analytical figures could be shown in 
footnotes e ■

The Offsetting credit, however, would be handled dif
ferently under the two methods„ In the preceding method the

I, Willard '10 Graham, ?,The; If feet of Changing Price 
Levels^upon the Determination, Reporting, and Interpretation 
of IncomeThe Accounting Review, YolhlXIV (January 1949)»■
p.o 25o ■ ‘ ..... . - . -
\ 2. Ibid,, Po 260 *
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entire amount was eredlted to the reserve aeeount; in 
Ifr0 Graham̂ s method it is split between two aooountSo That 
portion of the charge whieh represents depreciation on unad
justed original cost would fee credited to the regular re
serve account„ and that portion which represents depreciation, 
on appreciation would be credited to an account called 
"Capital Adjustment9” • This Capital Adjustment account, like 
the Price .Change Capital account mentioned previously„ would . 
fee considered a net worth account0 Likewise$ its balance ■
would represent an adjustment in terms of a new price level
' ■' - . •" - i ; ■ ■ . ■ . . .to the owner's equity in the assets.

There is one difference in the nature of the two capital 
ad justment account So It is true that both would have .the 
same balance with respect, to a part 1cular asset after that 
asset is fully depreciated=: However9 during the life of 
that asset the two would have different, balances from period 
to period. This would be due to the fact that in the pre
ceding method $ appreciation is recorded in the asset ac
count and as a result the Price Change Capital account would 
always contain in part during the life of the asset some un
absorbed appreciation. In the present method; however, no 
appreciation is recorded in the asset account; thus the 
Capital Adjustment account -would represent only absorbed ap
preciation from one period to another,

’When an asset is retired under Mr, Graham8 s method, the

T op. cit, po: 25 o ■ • . ' . -
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% gain or, loss on retirement should be computed by multiply
ing the current cost of the asset as of the tiiie of retire
ment by the per cent of the estimated life not yet expired9 
and deducting therefrom-the net salvage (proceeds less cost 
of disposal)o - The difference between the undepreciated 
cost (less net salvage) of the asset on a current cost basis 
and on an original cost basis would then be credited to
(net gain) or debited to (net loss) the Capital Adjustment

i ■ " ■ .. -; - - . - ■■ ... v ' . : -account* .. . ; V
Compromise Methods: As stated previouslŷ  there are .

many aceountants who would not agree with either of the
representative current cost methods presented above or/for
that matter, with any current cOst method. At the same time,
there are others who agree to a.current cost method for
capital assets but. who are not willing to go as far as the
proponents of the above two methods. They would favor a
compromise procedure under which appreciation is absorbed in
the. operating charges for depreciation, but under which an
adjustment of net earnings would be made for the difference
between the.current-cost depreciation and the depreciation
based upon unadjusted original cost, For examplej in the
illustration of the method proposed by Mr, Blaekie, an entry
would be made at the end of the fourth year debiting the
Price Change Capital account, or 'whatever it may be called,
and crediting some such account as Âbsorbed Appreciation”

1, Willard 1, Graham, op. Git*, p, 25, .
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in tlie amount of four dollars 0 The Absorbed Appreciation 
account- would be considered an income account and would be 
shown as a final adjustment to the net income on the peri
odic statement <,

■In this manners depreciation charges are based upon a 
current cost basis and the final net income is placed upon 
a strict cost basiso Earned surplus„ of courseg is not af
fected by such an adjustment0

There is still another group who would adhere to a 
compromise approachg but who would prefer that only earned 
surplus and not net income be placed- on a strict cost basis* 
Theyg in turng would make an adjusting entry debiting the 
capital adjustment account and crediting surplus directly for 
the appropriate amount * In this manner both the depreciation 
charges; and net income would be reflected on a current cost 
basis, Nevertheless, the balance of earned surplus would be 
the same after suchladjustment as.-if a strict original cost 
basis were followed.

Those accountants who are in favor of the first com
promise approach advocate it on the ground that the only ad
justment necessary because of price level changes is to the 
operating expenses and the operating profit5 that to. adjust 
net income and surplus is unnecessary and in some eases mis
leading for their proper- interpretation and administration,

1, #*A, Pat on, Edo', The Accountant’s Handbook (HewYork? The Ronald Hr ess Co0'7~T943), pp, 81$-816, •
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In other words s ' they wouM ■ attempt to sake the measuring 
limit mere homogeneous in deriving the operating results, 
but at the same time they would prefer to present net ineome 
and surplus in a manner which conforms to the conventional 
accounting and legal int erpr etat ion=

The same reasons are advanced by those who would sup
port the second compromise approach,. except- that they would 
restrict these comments to surplus alone =

Quasi-Reorgan12ation; Another solution to the problem 
that has been suggested is that of resorting to quasi- 
reorganizationo However, it is generally specified that 
such a procedure should, be undertaken only in those eases 
where there is such a difference between recorded data and 
current costs as to make the continued use of the old fig
ures extremely misleading. The method might be even- more 
desirable, according to its proponents, in the. event that 
new interests have acquired a controlling position in the 
enterprise during such a situation. In any event, the 
method-would require a complete accounting adjustment much
the same as would be made in the. ease of an actual legal 

■ 2 ■ - ' ’ reorganization, - - \
Hrofess.or Bohr also thinks there is considerable merit

to this suggestion, provided it is carried out with

. 1, W,A, Baton, Ed, , ô , cit,, pp, 815-816,
2, W,A, Baton, "Depreciation and the Price Level - A Symposium," op, elt,»■p, 122,,
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appropriate safeguards and is based upon objective evidence<= 
But at the same time he acknowledges the difficulties in . 
such a procedure 9 and qualifies himself by stating that it 
would be feasible only.at wide intervals of.timeo

A fundamental differ'enee between this approach and 
those discussed previously is that the former would probably 
be more thoroughgoing and, in most casess would result in 
a formal capitalization of the credit reflecting the net 
Increase in the capital assets. . " ;

- ; Means of determining Current'Costs

As: stated: previouslys the term ficurrent cost" refers to 
the original cost of a particular fixed asset restated, in 
terms of the prevailing price levelo But at this point the 
question might well be asked as to how the original cost 
should be so restated« The answer is not definite or easy0 
Just as this segment of the accounting profession disagree 
Upon the method of adjustment? so they disagree upon the 
method of restatement0 Some accountants would prefer to use 
engineering appraisals as a basis for determining current 
cost, others would prefer the use of replacement costs, and 
still others would prefer the use of price level indices.

Appraisals:- The use of engineering appraisals in this 
connection is advocated on the grounds that many business

■ 1' IV ITames AV Dbhrg ^Depreciation and the Price Level 
A Symposium,w The Accounting Beview, 7ol, 3X111 ̂ (April 1948). *po 118,.
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enterprises, especially industrial concerns, find it neces
sary to have appraisals made at regular intervals for other 
purposes such as for fire insurance coverage and loss set
tlements, taxes, and credit purposes» -Through the use of 
revision services it is thought that complete appraisals 
need not be made each year, hence the cost would not be 
prohibitive» •

Replacement Cost; Of the various methods advanced for 
the determination of current cost, perhaps the most wide- 
spread is that of using -replacement cost as a basise Of 
course It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss in 
detail the many aspects.of the question of whether plant 
costs should be revised in accordance with the replacement 
cost theory. Oonseguehtly the discussion to follow will 
pertain only to the: contention that depreciation based upon 
replacement cost tends to compensate for the fluctuating 
.value of the dollar * Even though the discussion is to be - 
restricted to only the foregoing aspect of replacement cost 
theory, there are two distinct lines of reasoning employed 
by those accountants who are proponents of such a methodo

The point is very often made by one group that

lo Robert N. Peck, f,Use of Appraisals Urged in Present 
Depreciation Dilemma.y.̂  The Journal of Accountancy, Vol» 
hlXXIT (December 1947), pp. 459-7^00

2v Most writers refer to r̂eplacement cost” as that cost which would be incurred by a business enterprise on any 
particular date if a fixed asset should be replaced or reproduced in .kind at that time „
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depreolation charges oomput ed. in t errtis of unadjusted his- .
■ torleal costs "will not provide for the replacement" of the 
facilities at the higher prides now prevailing and that;in 
order to provide for their replacement, depreciation charges 
should be based upon replacement cost - Furthermore, they 
hold that during a period of rising costs, a concern which 
is operating with fixed assets acquired at less than present 
replacement costs endangers its- working capital, position, by 
using historical cost as a basis for depreciation charges,
This ;could arise, according to the proponents of the conten
tion, through the disposition of ■management to lower selling
prices with respect to those of his competitors in accord- : : ' ■ " ■; ; - i
ance with his comparatively lower costs"e :

Apparently those who support these contentions believe 
the primary purpose of depreciation accounting is to provide 
funds for replacemento Of course, this is an old semi- 
fallacy,, Most acGOuntants have consistently adhered to the 
principle that depreciation accounting is intended to allo
cate the costs of productive facilities over their estimated
.useful life in a systematic and rational manner .so as to

' : ■ ' : ; . ■ . . ; ■/' . ■ 2 ■ . • measure Income as precisely as possiblea

T" lo H-cAi Finney, Principles of Ac counting - Intermediate ' (Mew:. York: Prentice-Hall, ,inc., 1946), p. 336c " It should be - pointed out that only the argument of this group was bor
rowed from Mr, Finney; this is not his personal opinion„ .

.2= vIditprial,•"Depreciation and Inflation," The Journal 
of Accountancy, Vol, UZZZV (October 1947), pc 265»
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Depreciation aQComrrtlng provides nothing as far as 
fmnis are concerned. The basic source of all funds is 
reirenue s: not the acts of recognizing costs and then match- . 
ing these costs against revenueo Furthermore, the amount of . 
revenue is not 'affected materially in any competitive indus
try (ignoring^ of course ? those situations where revenues 
are determined by a cost-plus contract} by the amount of 
depreciation charged against revenue or the cost procedures 
used by a particular concern<, In this respect depreciation 
is yust like any other cost„ The amount of revenue, for the, 
most parts is determined by the quantity and the price of 
the product sold during a particular accounting period; and 
the price is determined primarily in a "market situation
reflecting the entire array of demand and supply influences/* 
: v  : ' ' V ■ ■ inot simply from the recorded costs of a particular producer<,
For these reasons it is the opinion of most accountants that
.the thinking of this group is unsound; therefore this point
- . • . . ' ■ ' 2 . : will not be discussed further in this thesisc

" lo M oKo Paton7 ̂ Depreciation and the Price Level - A Symposiumst} opo cit., pQ 120 =
; 2= The. essence of this argument is presented here not 

with the intention of digressing from the subject matter».but primarily because it is the thought of so many writersj 
on accounting matters= It is true that the laity is re
sponsible for much of this type of presentation; however„ 
there are still some accountants who agree thereto = Of primary importance, thoughs is the fact that so much of the literature concerning the effects of price level changes on depreciation policy is directed toward discrediting such 
Ideas= Almost every article written criticizing replacement- cost depreciation accounting does so on the ground that anyone who advocates such a method has the idea in mind that 
such a method is. designed to provide for the replacement of



$kere is,- however, the other group of accountants who 
believe that a method of recording depreciation charges on 
the basis of current cost and using replacement cost as a 
means for its determination is sound„ The reasons for such 
a procedure are of course not those of the first group but„ 
as pointed out previously9 the theory that replacement cost
more nearly represents actual and current cost than does un-=

. ■ • ' - v , 1 . ' ,.'■■■ : .adjusted historical cost0
Those who advocate the use of replacement costs as a 

basis, in many cases of course would have to rely upon en
gineering appraisals for that information, However, in 
those eases where the capital asset concerned is being traded 
in on the market at the time the information is needed, it 
could be obtained from that source 0 Contrary to the opinion 
of some, it would be immaterial for ■ the purpose at hand ; 
whether or not the asset is to be replaced in kind or whether 
it is to be replaced at all„' tlhat ■ is wanted, is a current ■ 
cost of a cost previously incurred.

Index Numbers: There are a number of accountants who
think that the approach to a current cost basis through the 
use of appraisals or replacement costs is rather unfortunate»

2, (from pi 42, cont0) the fixed assets at today’s or tomorrow’s costs, which of course is not true, is a re= suit, the real issue at hand— that of a homogeneous unit of 
measurement— is avoided; and this the writer deems unfor= Vtunate. . ; . : v -
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This is contended by one prominent accountant on the basis 
that such methods usually are speculative, they cannot be 
verified objectively, and primarily they fail to distinguish 
between changes due to fluctuations in the price level-and 
those due to other causes» Professor.Dohr believes the
best approach to the situation is through the use of care
fully constructed indices- of price level changes in the areas 

' ' : • . :•■■■ v v .V.; ■: 2 ; a, .in which, an economiG position is maintained. Another pro
minent accountant agrees with the above, and believes that 
index.numbers for the classes or groups of assets being re-- : 
stated need not be many and would not be difficult to ob~

: . : ■ 3 ■ ' - • - ■ ■ , : ■ ' - ■tain. . ' ■ ; - . , - ' ■ - ;
Seonomic statisticians, however, have long argued 

among themselves as to the validity of the so-called aggre
gate price indices. Special composite commodity indices, -
such as those based on construction and building Costs, are

\ ... V. ... v :. ; -of.this typee Some authorities consider them almost wholly
unreliable because of .deficiencies in their construction, •

.I* James I.- Dohr, op. : cit., p. 118.
2. hoc. cito . - ;
;3o Maurice E. Peloubet, "Depreciation and the Price 

Level - A Symposium,a . The Accounting Review, Vol. ISIII 
(April 1948}, pi 126.

4= A complete discussion of the reliability of theseindex numbers of course would be: long and very complex. It •
will be the purpose of this section to point out only some 
of the more pertinent considerations relative thereto.



' '■ ■ - : : ■ ' ■ V , . ' 1 • . . ' ....and ezltioize their use most severely. Most eeonomie , 
statistieians, however/ consider such persons as perfect ion-, 
ists and believe that, for certain purposes, reliance -may be 
placed upon those indices which represent an average of 
closely-related price series.: They claim no perfection for
• index numbers and are fully aware of their limitations and
- ' ' : “ : ' ' ■ ■ ' 2 the need for considerable restraint in their-use.

If it is assumed then that the available, special
price level indices are reliable for certain purposes, the
question then arises as to whether those purposes are the
ones to which these accountants Intend to put them. There
are those who think not. They emphasize that the principal
function of an index number is to indicate trend and to give
some approximation of the rate, and range of increases and - / 3 ' - ..
decreases in the subject data. "Furthermore3 they are the
reflection of a general range of price fluctuations, and as
a result are meant for broad application» Aeeordingly it
would be highly illusory in most cases to apply an index
number to a specific historic cost and then consider the

1. For example see Bassett Jones, ^Arithmetic Monsters and Economic Absurdities,n The Journal of Accountancy,
Tol. m z  (mroh 1 942pp. 225-234.

2. EesearCh Department, American Institute of Accountants, sAn •Inquiry into the Reliability of Index Numbers,w 
The Journal of Accountancy, Vol. IZjDOFII (April 1949-1?
p= 313=
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This situatiom would result from many factors, I*or ex
amplê  assume ■that it. is desired to restate in terms of cur
rent cost the historical cost of a building by applying a

• . . ; ' ' : , 2.special index based on construction costs. The first
factor to consider might relate to the type of construction,
since construction indices usually are developed on this .
basis»I Ataohg some of the more common classifications are
“brick-, steel frame,” ffframe,n and “reinforced concrete 0n
The point is, however, that many buildings vary widely in
their construction content even within a given construction
type. One building, for example, properly classified as
“brick, steel framet.might contain 60 per cent brickwork
and 10 per cent steel; whereas another building included in
the same category might contain 40 per cent steel and 30
per cent brickwork. The same index most likely would be ap~

. . / - ' . : 7 ■ • : 3plied to both, and this would not seem to be appropriate,
A Second factor to consider would be that of geograph

ical location. It is an established fact that building costs 
vary as between locations4 Many such indices are not so 
broken down. However, even if they were broken down into

. / 1, Research Department, American Institute of Accountants, op. Git,, pp, 315-316»
2, lor a comprehensive list of such indices, see Appendix A, : ." . ' ; - .
3o Eesearch Department, American Institute of Accountants, op, eat,, p, 316,



speeifie. areas, tke index number for a given area is still 
an average of ebsts in several cities and towns'* Tliere may 
be a considerable variance between the high and low costs
averaged. This factor, too5, reduces the reliability of such

' 1 :v;' ,V . . .'7 indices. .
A third factor to consider would pertain to the extent 

of construction as it applies to the index0 For example$ the 
indices under consideration usualiy pertain only to struc
tural items* Generally no price series are included in the 
derivation of the indices to take into account, the so-called 
m̂echanicals" such as plumbings heating, air conditioning 
and the'Mike o Many buildings Vary widely from the standpoint
of mechanical, installations 0 As' such3 the reliability of in-

• . . 2 '; dices, is further reduced, 7 ' :
Finally, there has been considerabie criticism of such 

indices in that they do not give effect to the various in
tangibles affecting building and construction costs* Such 
intangibles would include, for example, labor and management
, 7 ■ V • 7" - ; :-■■ ■ 7- : ■ • : : . - 3 ■efficiency, competitive conditions} and labor overtime*
•. .. For these reasons, many authorities have expressed the . 

view that none of the regularly published indices for

77. l I* Research Department7 American Institute of Account— 
ants, op*, eit*7, p* 316* 7 . . • 7 ' -
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oonstruetion and building oosts are suitable for the pur= 
pose of obtaining current ebst equivalents. They would 
prefer that a business enterprise compute its own index0 
In this way it could be made more applicable to the current 
cost of the types of plant facilities peculiar thereto* ■'
Others> even though they concur with the arguments concern̂  
ing the limitations of the published indices, have expressed 
doubt as to whether the additional cost, time and trouble of, 
constructing indices would be worth while0 They insist that 
if the regularly published indices are followed consistently,
equally practicable results may be achieved even though the
. ' - ■ ■ ' ' -. ■ ■■ iadditional refinement would not be obtained0 At any rate,
it is generally contended by this group of accountants and 
economic statisticians that special price indices will pro
duce a much more accurate and objective measurement of cur
rent cost than any other method ,

The reader at this point might wonder why general price 
indices were not included in the'discussion„ The reason is 
that it.is generally considered for the purposes at hand 
that a general price index is inadequate= The idea being 
considered in this chapter is not one of measuring business 
capital in terms of the general value of money, nor is it 
the accounting for the purchasing power of money for all pur
poses 0 • It is ■merely one of converting historical costs to

 ̂ lo Research Department, American Institute of Account- ants, o£0 cite, p, 314»
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current costs» where the historical costs apply to specific 
things and not to all.things in general0 Therefore, appro
priate indices would he restricted to those which tend to
measure purchasing power in terms of only-specific items 

- / 1 such as buildings or machinery* This would indicate that
special indices- based on classifications by type, as dis-, ’■ ■ ■ ■ 2 ■
cussed heretofore, should be used0

The next chapter will be concerned with the current cost 
approach to inventory accounting* The reader should keep in 
mind that one of the current cost procedures as outlined in 
this chapter would most likely be used in conjunction with 
one of the inventory procedures to follow, if the most common 
type of approach to the over-all problem is adopted*

I* William Blackie, op* oit*, p* 1360,
2* A general index is sometimes used in those methods 

wherein an attempt is made to measure changes in the purchasing power of the Invested capital from the standpoint of an 
individual owner. One such method will be discussed in Chapter 71, • A discussion concerning the suitability of such 
an index for that purpose will be presented there *



CHAPTER Y

M  CURRENT GOST APPROACH 
TO INVENTORY ACCOUNTING '

Y ; Isat reduction

Becaus© of tli@ fact that laYentory cost in most busi
ness enterprises is the largest single cost element and the 
one most commonly subject to violent price fluctuationsit 
- is not surprising that it has become one of the focal points 
in the discussion of the overfall problem.

As was the case in the preceding'chapter, accountants 
here again are most positively divided in their thought„
Even though they differ as to degree,and as to'procedure9 
there are those, who earnestly believe that price level 
changes with fespect to inventories should be taken into 
consideration in the determination of periodic income* The 
primary reason for such a viewpoint is, of coursethe prin- 
ciple that revenues should be matched with costs expressed 
in terms of current money units— the current cost approach0 
On the other hand, there are those whos even though they 
recognize the basic problem involved, believe the methods 
presently advanced for the correction thereof are not:feasi
ble « This argument is advanced:on the basis of various 
lines of reasoning, some of the more important of which are
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that such methods are only 8?half methods ̂88 that they are 
Inconsistentg and that they tend to equalize periodic pro=> 
fltso Further diseussion eoneeraing these points will fol=> 
low shortly. Then, of course, there is that group which 
does not believe in the. concept of economic income regard" 
less of whether acceptable methods are or are not available 
for its determinationd

The primary purpose of this chapter, then, will be to 
present and discuss the arguments, both for and against, the 
various methods presently advanced by those who believe in 
the principle that the costs of goods sold in some way 
should be reflected in terms of current costs0 However, 
prior to discussing current cost methodology with respect to 
inventory accounting, if might be well to make a few general 
observations in connection with inventory pricingd

For the purposes of this chapter, it will be assumed
that the primary basis of accounting for inventories is
cost* The Gomm.itfee on Accounting Procedure of the American
Institute of Accountants recommends that such a basis be 

1followed<, The. Executive Committee of the American

lo Committee on Accounting Procedure, American Institute of Accountants, ’Accounting Research Bulletin Number 
29: Inventory Pricing," The Journal of Accountancy, Tol0 
mXKXY (September 1 9 4 7 ) —
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Accounting Association has. taken a similar position0 A
departure from the cost basis would not be permitted by 
either of the two organizations s except in those eases where 
cost is indeterminable of where the utility of the goods has 
diminished (such as through damage s deterioration9 or obso
lescence } since acquisition.. In the case of the former, a 
valuation at net realizable value reduced by an allowance 
for an approximately normal profit margin is generally recom
mended 0 In the case of the latter, it is recommended that 
the inventory be priced at the "lower of cost or useful

■' ■ 2 ' ■ ; ' v: ; ■cost." In view of the foregoing, then, cost would be the 
acceptable basis under most circumstances. Thus the assump
tion that cost is the primary basis of accounting for inven
tories is not without substantial evidence as to its 
validityo p : '' ■V

However, even though the cost basis is adopted, the > 
costs to be matched against the revenues:of a part icular ac
counting‘period may not always be the identified costs of ' 
the specific items sold during that period„ -This, of course, 
would be the .case when the identity of similar goods pur
chased at different prices is lost between the time of ac
quisition and the time of sale. Furthermore, it is the

■■Ivy Executive Committee, American Accounting Assoeia- . tion. Accounting Concepts and Standards Underlying Cor- 
porate~Financiar St at ement s ° -194^Revis ion 1 Chicago: American

2v: For an explanation of the term "lower of cost or 
useful cost" see Committee on Accounting Procedure, op. eit, 
pp. 198-199= . —
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opinion of many8 inclucling the Committee on Aeeotinting Pro- 
eedure of the ijneriean Institute of Accountants 8 that even 
though costs can he specifically identified, such costs may
not produce the most useful financial statements in some

i \ ; "situationso , ■
Thus it may be necessary in some eases and more prac

ticable in others to make an assumption as to the flow of 
costs* Any one of several assumptions might be made such 
as "first-in, first-out"; "average cost"; or "last-in,, 
first-out*" The Committeê  however, has recommended that, 
in making the decision as to the assumption which should be 
followed, the primary objective should be to choose the one - 
which, under the circumstances, "most clearly reflects 
periodic income *" It is with the substance of this state
ment that those who would adopt the "last-in, first-out" 
method and methods related thereto, as current cost pro- , 
oedures, are primarily concerned*

- "iifo" as a Current Cost Method .

Of the several current cost methods presented, perhaps
the one most commonly supported pertains to the use of the

. - 3"last-in, first-out" assumption as to the flow of costs*

1* Committee on Accounting Procedure, pp* cit*, p0 198
20 Ibido, po 197= -
3c In order to remain within the scope of this paper discussion of the Llfo method will be restricted, of course, 

to those arguments presented concerning the use of this method as a current cost.approach*
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Development of Llfog .fftien Lifo was first considered, 
as a method of inventory costing9 there was general agree*- . 
ment among accountants.that it was of limited applicability„ 
.It was understood that it should be used only under those 
circumstances where raw materials constituted a major part 
of the cost of the f inished product? where such, raw ma
terials were relatively homogeneous and interchangeable s -
.where the cost of the' raw materials promptly influenced the 
price of the finished product, and; where the production 
period was relatively long,, The method originally was based 
upon an assumed flow of goods»
• Recently there has. been a change in emphasis. The flow 

of goods theory has developed into a flow of costs theory0 
The present justification of Lifo as an inventory costing 
method is basically that it will permit the matching of : 
current costs against current revenuesc The assumption now 
Is not that the goods last acquired were sold first, but• 
that their costs represent the actual expenditures nearest in 
time to the time- of sale and are, therefore,- the closest 
costs in point of time to the current costs as of the time 
of sale„ For example, it is contended that Lifo would ae». 
complish this in a period of rising prices by pricing in
ventories at old cost levels, thus automatically matching

lo Oarman G-0 Blough, Changing Accounting and Eco
nomic Concepts Affect Methods of Inventory PricingThe . 
Journal of Ac count anoy, ¥01. l̂ XXtTI (September 1948) Pc , ' "206c. - '• . v,
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tlie higher eosts with revenue <, At the present time the 
low of goodsi? argument for the most part has been aban= 

donedg and most proponents of Info feel free to admit that 
their only object is to match current costs against cur
rent saleso

As a result of this change in emphasis, Mfo has been
used by many different types of business enterprises other
than those for which it was originally intended» The method
has even been adopted recently by some department stores 
- . „ 1 
using the retail inventory methodo In the opinion of some

It Until recently3 department stores and other similar 
retailers whose inventory records are kept on the basis of 
the retail inventory method could not adopt the elective in
ventor y method (Ilfo) for federal income tax purposesc As 
a result of this tax regulation$ many such retailers 'did not employ the Lifo prineipleo

On March 4," 1948 howevers the Treasury Department, following the decision of the Tax Court in the ease of Hutzler BroSo Company v0 Commissioner (8 TO No. 3), formally 
approved the use of Lifo in connectIon with the retail inventory method, provided that sound statistical methods are 
employed. : To provide a suitable basis for the retail use of Lifo, representatives of the Bureau of Internal Revenue s the- Bureau of Labor Statistics and of the Department of ; . . 
Labor, and representatives of retail organizations arranged 
for the compilation of a series of semi-annual group price indices. These indices are now prepared and published by 
the Bureau of Labor Statistics and are considered acceptable 
to the Commissioner. However, if a retailer wishes to use indices prepared on the basis of his own data of prices and 
inventory quantities, he may do so provided the Commissioner 
finds that sound statistical procedures have been used in their construction.

The procedure to be followed in adjusting the clos
ing inventory under the retail inventory method to a Lifo 
basis is adequately illustrated in the text of a release 
prepared by the Bureau of Internal Revenue, which has been 
reprinted in The Journal of Accountancy, Vol. LXZXV (February 1948), pp. 121-125.

,Because of this Change in tax regulations, some re
tailers, especially department stores, have now adopted the 
Lifo principle. - •>
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"writers $, the tifo procedure has developed, to the point 
where it does not seem to refleet either a reasonable as
sumption as to the flow of goods or the flow of costs, but
rather a special concept of income--that of "economic in-

' ■ • ' . ' ' ' ' come o59 ■ ■ -
Objections to Lifo: At this point the question should

be considered as to whether revenue and the cost of goods 
sold, as measured by the Life procedure, really are placed 
on one common plane of money valueo Since Lifo is essen
tially a method of charging against current sales the re
placement cost of goods actually sold, it has been criti
cized severely on the ground that time lags between the date 
of purchase (or completion, in the ease of manufactured
goods) and sale may result in an inaccurate matching of cur- 

. ; ... .... 2 rent costs and current revenues« I*or example, if purchases
are made in June to cover sales up to December and during 
the interim the price level is rising, lifo would not pro
duce the.desired resultSo furthermore^ since Lifo as a 
method of determining the current cost of goods sold is 
operative only as long as replacements are made in kind, it. 
is entirely possible that replacements will not be made in

lo George Go May, "Inventory Pricing and Contingent Be selves," The Journal of Accountancy, Vol * LXXXEY (Novem
ber 1947)8 p= 365o .

20 Willard Jc Graham, "The Effect of Changing Price 
Levels upon the Determination, Reporting, and Interpreta- 
tion of Income," The Accounting Review, Yolo XXIY 
(January,1949), P* 23°
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kind or s, for that matter 9 they may never be made at all.
The extent to-which replacement costs represent cur= . . 

rent eosts might also be affected by other factors= For 
■ example j, if sharp price changes since -the last sizeable 
purchase have occurredj or if there have been sharp in= - 
creases-in costs after goods have.been produced3 the re- 
placement costs would not approximate the current costs■ 
very closely* Further9 ehanges in acquisition costs due . . .
to changes in the quality of the goods or materials would
affect the determination adversely0 Then* too, a series of 
dips In quantities would not make possible a true matching 
of current costs against current revenues 0. Whenever the 
inventory’ quantity falls below the opening balance,, some 
of the old low-priced goods would be matched against current
revenues and some of the current costs would be Contained In

. 2 ’ - . ' , 
the inventory. ■ : 7

When, goods are manufactured by a business enterprises 
there would be additional factors affecting the degree of 
accuracy obtained„ The length of the production period and ; 
the time lag between the purchase of materials and their use 
in the manufacturing processes would, of course, be an im
portant factoro Also, Lifo as a method, of placing the cost

lo milard tk Gfahamp. opo c.ItoV"' P°' 23 c - ■
20' Edward B<, Wilcox,. t$The Rise and Fall of 1IF0?,$

The Journal of Accountancy, Tol0 EKOT,- (February 1948},
P» 99= : "" . ’ ' - -
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of goods sold, on a basis of current- cost is erifioized be
cause not all. of the. elements of eost are so computed 0 
Even if it is admitted that eurrent costs are Substantially 
reflected with respect to raw materialŝ  labor/ and some 
items of overhead; there are other items of overheads par# 
ticularly d©pre6iation8 .which remain on an historical cost ' 
basis o However j, if a method of computing depreciation on 
a current cost basis (such as Mr0 Blackie 8s in the preceding 
ehapter) '. is adopted 9 this latter objection is partially met« 
Neverthelesss such factors as these should be considered in 
determining the applicability of the method0 .
. Glosely related to the preceding objections to Lifh is ■ 

one which is leveled at the balance- sheet treatment of in
ventories when Lif o is used = The objection is that Mfo 
recognizes current costs at only one point in the entire 
accounting structurê  that of income determinationo, The ■ in
ventory figures on the balance sheety as a result, become a 
heterogeneous collection of first-in costs which neither 
. represent recent original costs nor current costsc As such 
the balance sheet inventory figures will have little or no 
slgnlficanoeo The current assets in a period of rising 
pricesp for example, may become greatly understated0 Thus

lo Willard Graham9 op0 cit 0 „ p0 210
2 o Perry Mason, "Accounting during inflation and Defla 

tlony" NoAoOoAo Bulletin, Vol. JXTLXT (April ls 1947), p. .939. —  ; 9



it is .maintained that in this respect, secret reserves have
been re =>introduced into our financial practices under the
' ' ' : ' . - , 1 endorsement of a generally accepted accounting principle 0
• Another objection to Mfo which has been presented is 

that its use prevents an understandable comparison of in- 
come between years as .against the background of the ©Co~ 
nomic conditions of those years» It is thought that any 
inventory costing method which tends to reduce reported net 
•ineome during periods of rising prices and increase the net 
income during periods of falling prices would be guilty of ; 
ŝmoothing outthe.periodic income»

Perhaps the most commonly encountered objections to 
Mfo as a current cost method is that it is only a "half- 
wayf? devicethat even though Mfo could" compensate for the 
fiuctuating Value of the dollar with ■respect to inventories> 
it is obviously not a complete solution to the over-all 
problem; that unless a solution can go all the way in 
eliminating the undesirable effects of the unstable dollar? - 
such half-way devices as Lifop which create more confusion

' ■ 3than good9 should be avoidedc
Answers to Objections: The Mfo enthusiasts ̂ however 8

have not remained idle in the current discussions concerning

lo Ma.urice Moonitz9 "Adaptations to Price-Level Changes 9 " The Accounting Review, I VolXKIII (April 1948) s 
p o 142o -
. 20 Edward B= Wilcox, opo cito 9 p0 100„
; < 3o . See, for example. Ibid., p0 103o : ; :



Its usef ulness -as ' E current oost methodb In general they. 
imihtain:that Respite Its imperfections s it has served a ^
- very useful purpose in that it. has excluded from, periodic ; 
ihoome to a substantial degree the effects of . price -infla=»

; IE response;' to the ob jections presented previously 
with respect to the accuracy of the conversion of the cost 
of goods Sold to a current cost basis through Lifo9-it is 
admitted that the conversion, is not ah exact one. But it 
is contended that an imperfect eOnversioh is better than 
none at all, and that Lifo comes closer to reflecting the 
cost of goods sold on a eufrenf cost basis than any other " 
"original cost" method. : . -  

..; Notwifhstandlhg: the above s, it is generally believed 
Lifo should-not be Used indiscriminately. It is admitted 
that there may be conditions inherent in a business. enter™ 
prise that will make some of the previously mentioned imper
fections of Lif o so' strong that Its use. may. become undesir
able ». Heverthe 1 es S 5, it is thought that Lifo can be used 
advantageously by most types'of business enterprise. - .

In answer to'the objection that the use of Lifo re~ ;
suits in meaningless Inventory figures on the balance sheeti

1. Since Lifo has not beeu fully tested over a com- • 
plete eeonomic cycle, the proponents of Lifo have restricted 
their arguments t© periods of price inflation; but for the 
most part they Stand ready; to defend the principle, of the method in the event of price deflation. 7 ;
; . : - 2. See, for examples Perry Mason, op., cit., p. 939. ;
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most of the supporters of Lifo contend that only secondary 
; consideration should be giTen theretog that primary emphasis . 
should be placed upon the determination of income and the 
income statement0 They believe the inventory cost should be 
'considered a Residual.amount remaining after the matching of 
absorbed costs against concurrent revenues =,

It is thought that j, even though in a period of rising 
■prices the inventory cost would be understated with respect 
to current costs3 a business enterprise would be entirely 
justified in carrying the inventory at its original invest-

. . 1 ■ ■' ■ : '. v. . ■ment cost. Since the investment in a constantly-maintained 
minimum inventory is a necessity for the continuance of op
erations a it has much the same characteristics as the physi
cal equipment of the enterprise which9 of course, should be

: ' ■" ■ 2 _ ;V7carried at original investment cost« it is admitted that 
the "first—Ih” costss of which the inventory would consist 
under Lifoa would understate the current assets in a period 
of rising prices. But the question arises as to whether in
ventories should be shown with the current assets at all.
. .  Beloubet has long maintained that inventory costs8 for - 
the reasons mentioned aboves should in principle be excluded 
from the current assets and be included with the fixed assets.

; t V lo- V.Maurice E. Peloubet, "Some Consideration on Lifoy"
The Journal of Accountancy, Vol. IvGOCVI (December 1948) s • 
p. 494o...................... ..

2. Loc o cit.
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If this were done, the question of balanee sheet valuation 
would lose much of its importance„ •

Although fflany of the proponents of Lifo agree that this 
suggestion has some; theoretical iaerits they believe it is 
trueg neverthelessg. that inventories are a part, of the cir
culating assets which are commonly thought of as making up 
the working capital„ For this reason they would still pre
fer to think of inventories as making up a part of current 
assets . It is the opinion of this group that 3 even though 
lifo should be recognized as a realistic and proper proce
dure for the determination of periodic incomeV the inventory 
costs should be reflected on the'balance sheet at an amount 
approximating current cost. It is .suggested by one.account
ant that the current cost of the inventory be approximated 
either by a computation of the inventory, on the Fifo basis, 
or by the application of known replacement values as of the 
balance sheet date 0 The difference between the inventory 
costs as determined by Lifo and the amount as determined by 
the use of Fifo or replacement Values would be shown on the 
liability, side of the balance sheet as a t?deferr ed ■ prof it;n ":V 
It is recommendedhowevers that part of this amount (38 per 
cent) be shown as a tax provision in the current.liability 
section of the balance sheet« Appropriate explanations 9 of

lo Maurice Eo Peloubet, op0 eit„, p0 494» ■
2o Replacement cost methods will be discussed in a later section in more detail9
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'■ ■■ : ' ■ ■ ■ : . - . 1 - eourseg would be in orderc

Another writer, Maurioe Moonltza recommends a similar 
2 ' . . methodo The technique would consist of a charge to opera

tions on a current cost basis $ as approximated by Lifos and 
a credit to inventories (assuming a perpetual inventory 
system) on an historical cost basis as .under S’if 0=, The dif
ference between the two amountss in the event of price in
creases, would be credited to a price change capital ae~

3 . • - ' . 'counto In this manner it is claimed the cost of goods
sold would be reflected substantially in terms of current 
costs; the inventories would remain valued substantially at 
current prices, and as such would reflect the current in
vestment therein; and, finally, the credit to capital would 
reflect the increased dollar investment in the inventory as 
occasioned by the permanent rise.in the unit price thereof* 
The1;capital account, even though it would be associated with 
the other capital items on the. balance sheet, nevertheless
should be so distinctively labeled that its nature could not

4be misunderstoodo

1 o Anson Herrick, "Some Considerations on Lifo.,”
The Journal of Accountancy, Vol. LXXOT (December 1946),
Po 495=

2. Although the procedure as outlined by Mr. Moonitz 
is meant to be applicable only in those eases where there is 
an assumption of an indefinite continuance of a higher level 
of prices, it seems to the writer that such a method could 
be used during periods of price declines as well as during periods of permanent price increases.

3= Maurice Moonitz, op. cit.„ pp. 141=142.
4. Ibid., p. 142.
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Furthermore, it is pointed out that since this pro- 
eedure relies upon completed transactions as a measure of 
the required adjustment, it will overcome the criticism as 
to ^lack of objectivity^ that "is made of other methodss some 
of which will be discussed in following sections« Thus 
through the use of these modifications of LifOg it is thought 
,that both the determination of income and the balance sheet 
treatment of■inventory costs are treated fairly and with 
realism*

The supporters of Lifo also haye something to say with 
respect to the objection that the use of hifo causes the 
’’smoothing out" of profits during periods of varying eco
nomic conditions 0 They point out the fact thatj, .if Lifo 
does what is. intendeda the charging of current costs against 
revenuesthen a comparison by years of different economic 
conditions would actually be a valid comparison of the cur-
■ . ' - . ■; . : .. 1 ' . ' ■ ■ ■  . v - ; "  : -. . ■■rent operations of those years * It is admitted that Lifo. ./
tends to eliminate sharp peaks and valleys in earnings a but
at the same time it is stressed that this situation results
from the elimination: of the. element of unrealized inventory
profits caused by price level: changes, and not from an arbl-

:;trary desire to equalize periodic profits * . -
: As to the objection that. Lifo is only a "half-way
deviceonly a partial answer can be given. As pointed out,

: 10 Maurice E* Pelou.bets "Has Life Fallen?"j" TheJournal of Accountancy, Vol. LOS? (April 1948} s po 298.
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tWre are those, ltr= Pelouhet and Mr. Blaokie among others, 
who;believe that'If a current cost method for inventories 
is employed -in conjunction with some other method to reflect 
depreciation charges on a current cost basis, then most of ,• 
the items which are affected to any great extent by price 
level changes 'will have been covered0 And even though true . 
eoonomic income is not attained, the results so achieved. 
for all practical purposes,.will be equivalent thereto.

Replacement Cost Methods

As stated in the previous section, the real justifiea= 
tion of Lifq is that it approaches a current cost basis in 
that it places. revenues. and the cost, of sales substantially 
on one common price level„ There is a'substantial group of 
aoGountante,' however,' who:-believe-that even though Lifo has 
represented a promising step toward mpre realistic account- 
ihg p*oeeiuras> ;it: is just ah incompiete derivation of an : , 
id.ea having, basic merit. ' They feel that if there is any 
merit at all to a current: cost: poncept for inventory account- 
ing, then the.theory should be carried all the way to cur- ,: ' 
rent cost and; hot just as an approach thereto 0 in order to 
carry the .theory the whole way, this group recommends that: :
revenhes be charged with the Original costs of the goods < : . ■
sold restated in terms of the particular price levels exist
ing as of the time of their sale! In this manner it is ."

: lo Maurice E. Peloubet, Ĥas Lifo Fallen?”, p0 302a



thought that the degree of approximation» for the most part, 
could be eliminatedo

According to this group, the original Gosts could he 
restated in terms of current costs in many cases by refer
ence to their respective replacement eosts=-~the costs that 
are- being incurred or would: have to be incurred at the time 
of sale in order to replace the goods sold„ It is empha
sized that the Justification for such an idea is not in that 
the goods have to be replaced of in.that provision is made; 
for their replacement s but merely.in that such a method pro
vides a convenient device whereby current costs can be deter- 
minedo So even though the theory is most commonly referred 
to as a replacement cost theorys it is strictly a current 
money value theory, and as such is entirely independent of 
the fact of replacement„

But in the event the items sold are not capable of 
being replaced with identical items, direct evidence on cur
rent cost through the -use of replacement costs may not be 
available. In such cases it is thought that appropriate ' 
price indices can be used effectively. Those sometimes sug
gested are the ones prepared by the Bureau of labor Statis# ' 
tics for use in adjusting closing inventories under the 
retail inventory method to a lifo basis. These were"men- J; 
tioned in a previous section of this chapter, However, these

1, Some writersin order to avoid the term r̂eplace
ment cost.would rather .refer to the principle as .̂ next-in, first-out (Mifoib theory,' b
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: ifidloes. may not "be applicable to the particular costs which 
are to be restatedo/. This may be true for one of several 
reasons« The costs to be restated, for examplê  may be of 
a different class or group than those for which the indices ' 
were designed. Or it may be that since these indices are 
published-only semi-annually5, they may not "be appropriate 
for fast-moving goods0 In the event it is thought that the . 
indices could not be used, it is suggested that if possible 
the enterprise construct its own indices, or use other . 
regularly published indices„ It is believed appropriate in
dices could be constructed by an individual enterprise 
using the same t@ehnig.ues as those employed by the Bureau .
of Labor Statistics in the construction of their inventory 
indices „ The freq,uency of construction could then be de
pendent updn the needQ Of course the same arguments for and 
against the use of indices in the restatement of fixed assets 
and depreciation charges to a current cost basis would be 
equally applicable■to their use in the restatement of in-
: ' ■ -  ̂ ■ ' ■ -' . ' ■ 1 .... , •ventory costs and the cost of goods soldo

As to procedures, none of those recommended are given. 
in much detail0 As a result there is still much to be ans
wered from the practical application viewpoint0 William 
Blackie, for example, states that" the application of the 
replacement cost theory would involve "nothing more than 
(a) appropriate adjustment of the inventoried costs, and (hi

I.® Of o pp o 43-49 a ante»

mailto:t@ehnig.ues
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withdrawal from inventories at the adjusted costso” As 
was true in the case of fixed assets, the “Price Change Cap
ital Account” would he charged or credited with, respec
tivelŷ  the amount of decrease or increase in the replace~ 
ment cost of the inventories<, Wo Blaekie maintains that 
the technique used would be no different than the.one now 
employed when inventory amounts are reduced from higher 
costs to lower “markets15 on a "cost or market55 basis* 
Nevertheless, it is thought that better techniq.ues should 
and can be developed to make this type of adjustment more

■■ - '  ̂ , - 2 .adaptable to a eontiriuous process *
Another writer, Willard J* Graham, suggests that the 

sales for the period be charged with the current cost of the 
goods sold (as determined by replacement costs or indices), 
the inventory account be credited with the original costs 
of the goods sold, and the difference be charged or credited 
as the case may be to a “Sapital Adjustment Account*55 The 
nature of this account was discussed in the previous chapter , 
with respect to his recommended adjustment for depreciation 
charges * Here-, again, there is little mention made as to 
how the procedure should be applied*

The chief difference between the two methods is that

io William Blaekie, “What is Accounting Accounting For --Now?55, NcAoOoA* Bulletin, Vol* XZJX' (duly 1, 1948), p* 1365o
2* Ibid*, p* 1358*
3o Willard J* Graham* op* cit* * p* 23 =



under Mrv Blaoki©eB method. '"Inventoriea would be shown on 
" the balance sheet at current cost; while under Mr0 G-raham?s; ■ 
methods they wohid be shown at original cost0 • In both cases 
revenues would be charged with the approximate current costs 
of the ‘ goods' soldo ‘ ; > . ; / / ' : v' " d. ;'

It has been suggested by another accountant that re
placement dost standards (Nifo standards) be established0 
These would be computed each"month on the latest market 
price information available„ The oost of the goods sold 
could then be determined bn a current cost basis by ebsting 
the goods sold at. these., established stanaardso The differ̂  
enee between the original cost and the cost as determined by 
this method would be shown- as an adjustment to operating . 
profit prior to determining net profit0 ■It is contended :
that -in a'number' of eases the additional work required in 
computing replacement cost standards would be small9 .since 
the computations are made anyway in determining the relation 
ship between replacement product costs and". current selling V 
prices 0 In the event the computation of replacement cost 
standards;should- become too burdensome a it is thought that
Index numbers could be used- advantageously, since many en~

' " ' • 2 terprises are now using them in adjusting selling prices0

: 10 John Wo McEachren9 'fJUse of Replacement ligures in 
Cost Accounting for.Pricing and Income--Statement Purposes,n The Journal of Accountancy, Vol „ JfCaCVIII (July 1949) 925= . ;.;h :
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The preceding -Jaethod is clearly' a compromise in that 
it is .desired to adjust some of the operating figures for 
price level changes hut at the same time to show the net 
income on the conventidnal basis.

Thus through the use of a method similar to those out
lined aboves the proponents of replacement cost methodology 
hope to reach the goal that Lifo approaches* The objee- 
, tioms leveled at the replacement cost methods most frequent
ly concern the difficulty in determining current cost. It 
is generally conceded that information concerning current 
cost could be obtained without too much difficulty when the 
inventoried costs are confined to raw materials and consist 
of only a few items„ But it is contended that when the in
ventoried items are numerous and complex or when intricate 
manufactUring processes are involveds the cost and trouble 

. of obtaining such information would be very great. Further, 
it is held that in some cases$ absolutely no worthwhile 
estimate or approximation could be obtained* So we see 

. that the arguments for and against such methods are concerned-, 
not so much with the basic principle, but rather with the 
adequacy of the information necessary to place the principle

- 1* Mr* McBaehren also recommends that depreciation be computed upon a replacement cost basis* It is his belief 
also that these two.types of charges are the only ones which 
require major considerationo

2* Research Department, American Institute of Account
ants, “Should Estimated Current Value of Inventories be Disclosed6?”, The Journal of Accountancy, Vol. LXSVIII 
(September 19WT, pp. 220=221*
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< - Into practice, ;v;; ■y ■ ' ^ ..:> .. ‘

.  '  i  ■ : : Other Inventory Gosting Methods . . :

: Base Stock; Method.: Recently some a.c count ants have ad-
, vocaled a return to the has© stock method as a means of 
- . determining current costs. This method, of course, is 
: - - cohsldefed to be the forerunner of Lifo0 The chief - differ™
: ence between the two;as curreht cost methods is that under
Lifos replacement , costs are charged against sales only if 

■; replacements are actually made; while under the base stock 
■ method, replacement ooSts are charged against sales whether 

: V or not. replacements are made, '/:'x;,y / ; ::̂ ŷ.yy:. ;d-
•;Beeaus© of this, it is sometimes claimed that' the base 

stock, method should be preferred over Lifo in that it oyer- 
: comes to a great extent the objection to Lifo which concerns- 
the time-lago However, even if this point were admitted,
• the other objections to Lifo for the most partdwould be y •
- still applicable to the base stock method; and, in addition,
another objection would arisen ' &y^ a method re- -

y : lies to a great extent upon estimates as to the number .of,yy.d::": 
units to be included in the normal stock, and the unit pride 
at which the units therein are to be .valued, Usually the 
unit price is that cost which has.been the lowest experi- : 
enGed, or in some cases the lowest cost expected to be ex
perienced , It is maintained, therefore, that such a method; 
does not permit the cost of goods sold to be determined upon 

: Ob jective evidence' and so it deviates somewhat: from, an" - ■ ■ v.
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"original gost” method0 Sinee most aecountants . agree to 
this point s the method as it is" generally advanced will not 

' : h© dlseussed farther0; ; . . ' ■ : 'i:.;
There.are, however, some, proponents of Lifo who think 

. one of the more iinportant imperfeetiohs of Mfo. can be over- 
, come by adopting a prooednre more closely related to its 
predecessor = As/was previously pointed outs. when flfo is

• used, dips in the inventory quant it i e s or variances between 
'/ the quantities ofthe beginning and:ending inyentdries/

would cause an imperfect/matehing of current costs with
• . revenues. To ;help remedy this; situation, it has been pro-
. posed that when an abnormally low-priced inventory has been 
ihvolunfarily liquidated . (1 ,e,,, ̂ if there has been a reduc- 

/ /; tion in quantity below the Mf © base} in a period of rising 
// . prices, the' excess of the estimted replacement cost of the

part so liquidated over its, original cost as determined by 
liifO shouid be charged to operations in the year of liquida- 

/ / tion. Offsetting thischarge would be a credit to a "re-
-' ;//' serve f or replacement" account, . a valuation reserve, . ; * / ■
: In this manner the .procedure fulfills its primary pui-
/ pose, thah of excluding from net income the monetary, income 

resulting wholly f rom accumulated price. Increases on quanti- 
t ties so liquidatedo- The reserve, is established so that the 
inventory costs can be reflected on the balance sheet at a

' /.:- f / 1, Samuel J, Broad,: "The Effects , of Price/ Level / . . :. //:.. Ghanges : on/Financial Statements /" N,A,C„A0 Bulletin, Vol,;,// XUXCluly 1, 194S ),Pa 1336,. —  _ _ _ _ _  ■



oost- rejiresenting.the ”first=-l,nM costs or the Lifo base, 
and so that subsequent replacements can be recorded as part 

. of the Inventory at the lower costs« Of course. If there is 
a permanent reduction in the quantities below theLifo base, 
then the need for the replacement reserve does not exist0 

- Even though the reserve provision is based upon an esti- 
mated replacement cost/ it is thought'that it is better to 
make such provision in the light of considered judgment and 
available facts than to make no provision at all. In view 
of this argument, it is believed the procedure is sound and 
that it meets the underlying principle of matching current : 
costs with revenues o

This modification of Lifo tends to bring it very close 
in principle to the base-stock method, and at. the same time 
overcomes some of the disadvantages thereofo ;

' Highest-in, First-out': 'inother method which has: been 
advocated by some accountants is the highest-ln, first-out 
method (Hifo)» Hifo approaches the base-stock method in that 
the highest lot-costs are used in costing out sales regard
less of price level trends and mid-period dips in inventory 
quantitieso As a result, the procedure tends to reflect the 
inventories at the lowest costs Incurred. It is claimed 
that during periods of steadily rising prices, the use of 
Elfo would be equivalent to the use of Lifo and that during

“ I. Herbert D. Soper, ^Inventory Reserves; Ihy and 
When,” The Accounting Review, Vol. IZIII (October 1948),;
P« 391o ; - ' . ' . -
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periods of steadily falling prices it would give the same
results as Fifo0 This is desired, aeeording to its sup”
porters, so that a business enterprise ean absorb at all

1times the ĥeaviest risks” as soon as possible0
Apparently with Hifo, primary eonsideration is given 

to the "absorbing of risks” rather than to proper income 
determination6 Even if it were assumed that prices rise 
and fall without variations and that there were no mid” 
period dips in inventory quantities, .the method would surely 
be inconsistent during a period comprising a complete busi” 
ness cycleo - ' . ■ .

Evaluation of Proposed Depreciation 
and Inventory Adjustments

Because most of the technical and practical - criticisms 
of this proposed current cost methodology (the adjustment 
for only depreciation and inventory costs) have been set 
forth in the preceding sections df this and the previous 
chapters, all that will be presented herein is a brief sum” 
mary thereof.

The principal objections to the making of adjustments 
to reflect depreciation and inventory costs on a current
cost basis are much the same for both types of costs, It
was thought by the opponents of such proposals that any

I, Carman G, Blough, Editor, Current Accounting Problems , "Inventories t A Method of Oosting— Addendum, ” The -- Journal of Accountancy, Vol. I2XXZY (October 1947L pp. 336̂
W?V~- —  ; V .. .



procedure whieh would deviate from a strict" original cost 
basis would not be capable, ofs or susceptible tos being ap~ 
plied consistently either in the same business enterprise 
or in different enterprises within the same industry„ More
over s it was thought that any such method would not be sub
ject to objective determination and9 as a resulta would 
permit derivations sometimes.involving gross inaecuracies 
and unnecessary speculations0

-Mother major criticism of the proposed solution under 
consideration was that the methodology9 regardless of how 
accurate the current cost computations might bes would not 
result in a determination of economic income» Although in 
many cases the depreciation and inventory costs are of great 
significance, to present true economic income all such costs 
must be restated to a current cost basis„ It was .thought 
that to associate the aecounting dollar and the economic pur- 
chasing-power dollar in the same derivation would result 
only in confusion and misunderstandings0 Therefore if the 
proponents of the concept of economic income desire to re
flect that type of income, they must go all the way and re
flect the changes in the purchasing power of the dollar in 
all transactions where it is involved„ A methodology which 
attempts to accomplish this aim will be discussed in the next 
chapter o ; - :-v - .

It should be sufficient to say at this point that the 
writer agrees with those criticisms of the proposed method
ology pertaining, first, to its inability to reflect accurate



eeonoai© income and, seeondly9 to its departure from w@ll= 
defined and objeotlve standards of income determination. 
After the other current cost proposals have been presented8
the implications of the above argument will be discussed

■ ■ ■ ' 1 . .  ; ■ : x .: : . more fullyc
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One of the most attractive and one of the most compre
hensive proposals for meeting the .prohlem brought/about by 
sweeping ohanges in the value of the dollar is that pre
sented by Henry ¥= Sweeney in his Stabilized Aoeomiting«,
The technique of; ,,stabilized aecounting,$ was adapted from 
many different methods that were used in T’ranee and Germany 
during the inflationary period following "World War 1, How
ever s many original ref inements in both theory and ipraetiee
were ineorp©rated into the method as presented by If o',• ■ 2 ■■ " ... . v: '

■ v? ;He)sets forth three kinds of objections to the conven
tional aeeounting procedureo The first is that ordinary 
accounting procedure is irrelevant; the seconds that it is 
mathematically unsound; and the third, that it is incomplete„
The first two are objections of theory, and the last is a
, ■ ■■. ' 3. ' :■praetical objection, . - ..

I.. Eenr^Wi Hweeney, Stabilized Accounting (New York 
and London: Harper & B r o s 1936). - : ; .



The first ohjeetioiis, that ordinary accounting -proe©- 
dure is irrelevant, is based upon Mr 0 Sweeney9 s contention 
that the figures shown on eonventional aoeounting statements 
are extraneous to the main reason for keeping accounts0 
This is truey in his opinion, because of the faet that they 
are neither expressed nor measured on a basis which is con- ' 
sistent with the probable object of being in business0; 
Presumably one invests in a business enterprise in order to 
increase the general purchasing power of his original, in
vestment 0 . General purchasing power is interpretedp in this 
instance to mean the ability to command the various goods 
and seryices that a person desires to use and enjoy directly. 
Therefore5, in yiew of this primary purpose of being in busi
ness, Sweeney/thinks that acGOuhting data should be imasured 
with reference to the progress made in obtaining either more 
purchasing power or greater power over it0
, The second objection, that ordinary accounting proce- ,
dure is mathematically unsound, is based upon the eonten- 
tion that the figures on the conventional statements are 
not expressed in the same kind of measuring unit. This ob
jection is the same as that discussed in Chapter II, there
fore no further discussion will take place at this point0

The third objection, that -ordinary accounting procedure 
is incomplete, is based upon his contention that the in
formation presented does not include all types of realized



ami unrealized profit and loss„ Those not refleeted by 
conventional aeeounting procedure^ or those current cost 
methods involving adjustments for only the cost of goods
sold and depreciation expensesj> are those gains and losses
: : ■ ' • :"■ ■■ ; ■. ; ;;; v;./'' l:in the purchasing power of the net moneysvalue assets0

All the foregoing objections can be overcomê  accord
ing to Sweeney9 by the employment of ŝtabilized accounting” 
.techniques, the alms of which become threefold? first, to 
assist in the maintenance of the real capitals that iss to 
measure the changes in the purehasing power of the ihvest- 
sent made by the owners and entrusted to management; seconds 
to malce the accounting data more accurate by re=expression 
in a dollar of a uniform value; and third > to make the ac
counting data more complete by including all realized and 
unrealized gains and.losses which have resulted from changes 
in; the value of mo , . . v '- ^ . , . ■ : / ■ •

Stabilized Aeeonnting Theory :;.v

Now that the alms of stabilized accouhting have been : 
set forthj, the basic theory related to their accomplishment 
will be diseussed« -

Expression in a Uniform Dollar: One of the objectives
;of stabilized accounting is to re-express dollars of vary
ing values into dollars of a Uniform value as of a certain 
dateo; In order that'this, be•aeeomplished under present



eeonoiriiG eoMitionSj index nmnbers must be employed<, The ' 
qmestlbii imaedlately arises as^h© what index nmnber should 
be employed for this purpose» The selection of the proper 
index number, is not as d.iffiGUit; as it might seem upon 
first thought 6 It ••will be recalled that another aim of V . 
stabilized accounting is to measure the progress made in ob- 

; taining either more purchasing power from the owner’s view
point oi greater power over it„ Then if this be the case, 
a cost of living index would be the best suited because of 
the fact, that the general purchasing, power of an individual:: 
ean; bevd;iree$;ly associated- with.::’f?f@nSumptlon; goods<>’’ -

. Nevertheless, 'Mra Sweeney f inds one practical objection to 
using a' cost of living index,, which is that. no comprehensive 
‘cost of living index has been compiled in the United States 
prior to 19.20 for periods as. short as months„ Monthly in
dices for periods prior to 1920 would, be necessary, since ; 
figures for dates prior to 1920 still appear in the account- 
ing'records of many business enterprises0\ rv : ■ .

In Spite of the fact that an adequate cost of living 
index does not exist for his purpose, • Mr<> Sweeney has dis
covered an index which he thinks' is.a good practical sub- ' . 
' sfitutei It is a general price level index devised and 
compiled by Carl Snyder under the auspices of the Federal 1 
Reserve Bank of New York„ Snyder’s index and the United .

' : ' lo 1 henry !Wo Sweeney, op0 cit0 p, 4= - - t-.-'



St at es Burem Qf Sabgr St atis'bies* ©©st of living index, ' 
sinoe 1920, have been fairly close to on© another in mag- 
nitude 0 Therefore Mr» Sweeney uses the former instead of 
the latter, maintaining that much"more accurate results ©an 
be obtained with it than if either the ordinary dollar or

: a  ;:v- ■ d ; - . : - . .  ■any other cqmmonly available price index were usedo In 
any event, it is contended that dollars of different values 
can be re-expressed in dollars of a uniform value by this 
means, and as a result mathematieai soundness is obtained0

• Sfeintenance of Real Capitals Another of the aims of 
stabilized accounting is to determine the real capital of 
a business enterprise--the genera1 purchasing power that 
the original investmeht consists: of at any one instant— and 
to assist in its preservationo The means by which'this is 
raGcompllshed has-already^been discussed in part0 In the pre 
ceding discussion pertaining to the expression of dollars, 
of different, values.into dollars of a uniform current value 
it was stated that the index number select ed by .I#*, Sweeney 
would be so chosen: in order that the general purchasing 
power of the original investment can be reflected at. the de
sired timeSo' By .showing the purchasing power of the orig
inal investment at various times, the changes therein can

, : . lo In 1940, four years after Sweeney’s treatise was 
published, Snyder9s general index was discontinued0 How- ; 
ever, if hone of the figures to' be sfabilized. date:prior to 1920, the cost of living index prepared by the TToSV Bureau 
of Labor Statlstios would presumably be ideal0 '

-2, Henry W* Sweeney, op. cit 0; pp. 4-5. :



them be êtemratned:0 By. makihg; use of these data, ̂ it eein be : ■ 
determined whether or mot the real capital is being satis= . 
faetorily: maimtaimed, ' ■ ' - . •

The determination of real Capital- is important not ■; 
only from the above viewpointf but also from the standpoint 
Of the determination of real income 9 for it is through 
Ohanges in real capital that real income is determined<,
The real ineome for a period of time s in stabilized account
ing s is merely- the difference:between the amount of real 
capital at the beginning and end of such period, after tak
ing into eonsideration of course those transactions which 
affect the capital only and are not pertinent to income de
termination. As will be seen later, the method used is very 
similar to that used•in typical sihgle entry bookkeeping f or 
the determination of income, ^

It should be emphasized, however, that even stabilized 
accountings like- conventional accountings cannot maintain ' 
'.thê, r ,can only assist in its maihtenance0;■ ■' : t
After showing all the facts eoncefning capital and income s ‘ 
stabilized accounting can do no more* In the event that: ; 
real capital;is actually being dissipated or Is not being 
increased at a satisfactory ratey then management should 
make use of the data provided by stabilized accounting and, 
if possihle, take the; necessary corrective action*

• 1* Henry ff* Sweeney* op* clt*, p. AS«



Money Value Profit and Loss? A third aim of stabilized .
• accountings it will- be recalledis to make the accounting 
data more complete by including all gains and losses that 
have resulted from changes in, the value of money. But priori 
to discussing the means of accomplishing this aim3 another■ 
feature of stabilized accounting should be presented. :This 
is that a! 1 of the accounts : in the g eneral le dger of a busi-= 
ness enterprise can be divided into two distinct groups: 
m̂oney-value itemsV and ,$real=value items o.*f - :.
' MMoney-value99 itemsi are those that “remain rigidly and 

irrevocably s et at previously determined money amounts, ir
respective of how the value of the money in which they are 
measured i e h a h g e ’Ah./example-:'-withvrespeet to assets ; 
would be"cash, accounts and notes receivable, of bonds and 
.mortgages owned = “Money-value“ liabilities would eonsist Of . 
accounts and notes payable, bonds payable, mortgages payable, 
and any other liability which would fulfill the conditions 
of the above definition., “Money-valuen income would consist  ̂
: of items such as rent Income and bond interest 0 • “Money- ..'
value“ expenses likewise would consist of suoh items as-rent 
- expense and office - salaries 0 /-■;//.-: :■///: I-/; ./ /i-
/ - “Eeal-value” items are those that “have. individual price - 
levels and the values of which, therefore, are not.strin-/ 
gently set at fixed amount s.that cannot vary with the value/

1 o Henry W 0 Sweeney, op0 elt °, pi 16. •■ - ./' . '
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of moneyc, ” Ari example with respect to assets' would be in
ventories (valued at cost), machinery and equipments build-_ 
ings, land, or deferred charges o ’’Real-valueM. liabilities 
might be thought of as those items whieh comprise deferred 
credits to income such as unearned rent revenue <> The ful
fillment of an obligation such as this requires the delivery 
of:a service/regardless of what the money equivalent of : . 
that service might. h@ ut the time of delivery0 ’’Real-value’’ . 
liabilities with respect to tangible goods would not be 
eommoni Host income and. expenses are ”real-value” items 
since they are hot set at f ixed amounts that cannot vary: 
with the value Of .money,, ; Permanent net worth items, even 
though they do hot have individual price levels such as 
’’real-value” assetss are treated as ”real-'value” items so ‘ " '
that they may be expressed in the .general price, level isof

. -;:y h-:' . 2 'the end of the period under review, . ;
Now that the difference between ’’money-value” and 

’’real-value” items has been established, prof its and losses 
fro4 changes in the, value of money can be diseussedo 
' ': First it should be recognized that ’’Money-value” pro-; .,
fit and loss can be observed from two standpointsi They can 
be Viewed solely from the standpoint of- chahges in price ’
levels 9 or .unrealized profit: and loss from the -chahges in ... 
the value of money; and second, they can be viewed from

' : lo henry ¥, Sweeney, op, citl^ .p, IRi \ i ■
. . 26 hoc, cito , ■ \:.v.. :



the standpoint of ^realizationn of such profit .and lossc 
Thena in addition, eaoh of these two basic viewpoints is 
applied separately t o 'Mmoney-value” it eras. and; ’$real-value M 
items. . v'V v :r '

These differenees ean best be explained through the use 
of, illustrations = The asset Mcash15 will be used in the f irst 
illustration to show the different types of "money-value” 
profit and loss as they pertain to "money-value" items 0 
Let it be assumed that a business enterprise receives dash 
of $3,$000 at a time when the general index is 3.00$ and that 
this cash is held until the end of the accounting period in 
which it is received. Let it; be assumed further that the 
general index at the end of the accounting period is 12,5«
The unrealized, loss $ then$ on the ohange in the value of . 
money would be $250. This fact, ean be reconciled- thnsly.
If no loss were to occur$ the cash should have risen in the 
same ratio as did the general price level$ that is 25 per 
: centi But cash,- being a nmoney~valuen asset $ remains un- - 
changed in amount regardless of price level changes. Thus 
since the cash of #1,000 did not rise 25 per cent or $250 $ 
the general purchasing power of the cash, was #2.50 less at the 
end of the accounting period than when it was received. As 
Sweeney would s ay $ the owner s would have been able to buy 
#250 less of the general things that they Went into busi- ■ 
ness to obtain (consumption goods) than they would have ; V



been able to buy wben tlie casb came into the business.
If it .is assumed f urther that at the end of the ac- , 

counting :pef iod, dne-half; of the ‘ll̂  000 or : I5Q0) is his-" ' / 
bursed, then' one-half, the unrealized loss of |250 (or $12.5) , - 
■would be -realizedo . ■ The remaining portion of the original 
unrealized loss would still remain uhrealized as of the end 
■ of the accounting period. Such is the theory underlying the 
recognition ;pf mdney-value prof it and loss as it pertains to 
”mone y-value R It ems. ■ -' .

" " Prior. to" .-extending the illustration., to- a .tt real-value” 
item, it should be pointed out that a general index, such as 
•Snyder’o or' the -Bureau" of Labor Statistics cost of living in- : 
dex, is simply' an average, of the prices of all. the;, individual 
goods and services in the - community for the period covered.
The price indices of -individual goods and services themselves 
usually, vary in a greater or lesser degree from the general 
index and from one another. As a result, in so far as its 
relationship.to the general level of prices is concerned, an '
.individual index may seem to be rising when it is actually,. 
falling; or, conversely, it may seem to be falling when it -
is really rising..This may appear paradoxical but it can be
explained, for instance, in the former case, by the fact that
the rate of increase of the individual index would not be as

■ ' -- ■■ ' ■ ■■■ ' " ; " .. . . ", 2great as the rate of increase in the general index.

. i. . Henryrw;. Sweeney, op. clt. , pp. 15-16. . , "



Moreover * when the price of an individual "real-value" 
asset, for example, r1ses at a faster rate than does the 
general index,■the.value money:has with respeet to this 
asset falls more, than with respect to, goods- and services in 
generalc Hence a profit is said to he. earned, heeause there 
is a greater change in the "special yalUew of money than 
in the general value» In other words, since there is an in
crease in the geheral. purchasing power the Individual asset 
can command,, there has taken place an increase in the indi- 
vidual value, of the asset greater than that experienced hy
all goods and .services in general. Such an increase is
' '; I ' : . , . - v:".";called; happreeiation^ v. ' ; . tv • ' : :

fhe-same7type of profit also would be earned in the 
event that the.price of the individual "real-value" asset 
should fall at a slower rate hhah the general index, Con
versely, if the price of such an asset should rise at a 
slower rate than the index or fall at a'faster rate, a loss 
- would be incurred „ 1;. ■. ." :  ̂ ;̂ ■ . - - ■ .

. To illustrate, let it be assumed that' a business enter
prise aohuires a real-value item such as a depreeiable fixed 
asset at a cost,of,$1,000 at a time when both the general 
and the individual indices are 100, I’urther, let it be as- - 
sumed that at the end of the accounting period concerned, 
the general index stands at 150 and the individual index 
of the fixed asset at 200, As of the end of the accounting
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period tlie ' ,8rea.l e©st>? of the asset--=that is3 the current 
equivalent in terms of the general price level-=is $1,500 
($l,GdQ z 1$0/100)» However, the coat of replacing this 
asset in its original new condition is $29GOO (tl̂ OOO ± ' . / : .: 
200/100)» The question then arises as to what was the. ‘ :
amount of '' appreciation» Would i t he $1, 000 $, which is the 
difference between the original cost and the replacement: 
value; or would "it be $500g the difference between the orig
inal cost re-expressed in the general price level and the 
replacement cost? According to Sweeney, the appreciation 
in this case is the latter.

This is true because of the fact that the total in- . 
crease of $1 $ 0.00 in the price of the asset as of the end of 
the accounting period over.its price at the time of acquisi
tion was offset by the-amount by. which the general index 
also rose from the time of its acquisition* Thus of the 
total increase, $500 was brought about by a rise in the gen
eral index and an additional $500 was brought about by a 
rise in the special index over and above the general index«
In other words.there was'a greater inGrease In the valUe of 
the individual aSSet than in the value of ail gobds.and ser-: 
vices in general!':: . -'/A

To summarizes'appreciation cannot;be determined and 
; shown as additional information unless changes in the ;

if: It is maintained by Sweeney that individual index numbers can be used effectively to estimate the replacement 
or reproductioh:costs of real-value assets*
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speelal value of money dan be determined <, I’urthermore, In- - 
creases or decreases in the special value'of money cannot 
. be determined unless the particular ’’real-value” asset is 
measured in terms of both the/general index and its indi- : 
vidual index at the particular time such information is 
desired. Therefore if only the general index is used in 
the stabilizing procedurê  which will be discussed in the 
next section, profits and losses from the changes in the 
value of money, with respect to 15real-value” items will have 
to be omitted, For this reason, Mr , Sweeney recommends the 
use of special indices or their equivalent in the stabiliza
tion of ”realwaluet? items, \/.h ■ ' '

';Qf course, the appreciation illustrated above is gross 
appreciatioh, since depreciation was not taken into account0 
If idepreoiation is to be considered, the eomputatloh is ap
plied to the respective carrying values only.

Such appreciation, according to Mr, Sweeney, is earned 
income, .even though in the above illustration it was un
realized,; since it represents just as much a gain in economic 
power as does the commonly accepted form of income„ To be-. 
Come realized, such intangible appreciation must be replaeed 
' by. a tangible: asset, happen, for example, if a
particular appreciated asset is sold at the end of the ac
counting period for more than its original cost re-expressed

1 o The use of ah appraisal value which refleets. the replacement cost could be used instead Of a special index 
number for this purpose. Bee Henry • Sweeney, pp, cit,,



in t erms of th# general pr1o e level« Likewises a sale of ;
an asset under similar eonditions at an amount less than 
its original edst re-expressed in terms; of the general price v
level womld: cause a previously unrealized loss to become 
realized, . . -V- ’ ' . ;V

Such is the theory underlying recognition of t?money- 
valued prof it and loss as it pertains to Mreal-value,f items. 
Through the application of this theory, as it pertains both 
to "money-valuen and ®real== value” items, all prof its and 
losses, relative t© changes in the value of the dollar can be 
determined. Obviously, more praetical procedures would be 
necessary•in■ many;6ases for the determination of such gains m 
and losses, particularly with respect to ”money“Value” 
assets such as cash and accounts receivable, if the theory 
were:to be ̂applied to the accounts of a going concern,
Sweeney has developed many practical procedures which he be
lieves would be satisfactory in any thoroughgoing application 
of his theory; some of these will be presented in a tsubseai 
" quent section of this chapter, : ■ / ".Vi' :V: V: :

: ■:;v-■ Stabilized Accounting Technique ■ , ■

In the preceding section, the basic theory pertinent i 
to the accomplishment of the objectives of stabilized ac
counting has, been- presented. The purpose of this section 
will be to show how this theory can be applied to typical ■



v,;::r v;: :. ; ; - ;  Vv- V' .'• ■ : v'\-; v '-- ■ ' 9i

aceoipriiing datâ : ■ ' : ' ' ■ ; '''- -
AetiiaILly there are t>y which, the preceding

. theory ■can he appliedo One is referred, to as the tfstahili- .
:nation 'Of each entrŷ  method andithe other as the "halance ; 
sheet stahilisati©n??: method0 If the f ormer is employed, the 
stabilized equivalent of each entry, either individually or 
in groups of like items, is determined; if the latter is 
used, the stabilized equivalent of just those items which 
are to appear on the balance sheet at the close of the period 
f or the most part, are determined, v .

Baianee sheet stabilizations in most cases, can be com
pleted in a small fraction of the time required for sta
bilization of each entry. In addition, the cost incurred 
for a balance sheet stabilization would be.much less than 
that incurred for the stabilization of each entry. Yet 
balance .sheet stabilization can yield as complete a sta
bilized balance sheet and a stabilized profit and loss state
ment , except with respect to the details of operating ex
penses, as can stabilization of each entry. Also, most of y 
_ the other financial reports and statistics that are com
monly prepared at the close of an aecounting period can be 
produced just as completely, In -view of these facts, 
balance sheet stabilization would be the more practical of 
the tWo, and for this reason Mr, _Sweeney recommends its use,

~ ■ -1, . henry.W, . Sweeney,: "Technique of Stabilized Account-
ing,M The Accounting Beview, Yol, % (June 1935), p, 18?,



fhe^e^sre 9 baianee sheet stabilization will be the only  ̂
method di:8ea.38e& h^reinl -\ r -

Illuatration; I?rior to atteapting a detailed discus” 
aion of the technique involved in balance sheet stabiliza- ; 
tidn 9 the basic teehniqne will be presented by means of a 
simplified illustration. ■ ; :

let it be assumed that the ,JX'Corporation^ began opera”' 
tions on dannary ls 1948 and on that date issued at par
150,000 of its authorized capital stock for cash. With a • 
portion of the cash obtained $' the corporation purchased: on 
the .same, ̂  at a cost of $5,000 3 land at a
cost of $.5,000 and a building at a cost of $25,000. The 
building was estimated to have a useful-life of twenty-five 
years from the time of purchase, aud at the end of this . 
period would have no scrap value. On July 1,-1948 the cor
poration purchased additional land at at cost of $1,000 for 
which it issued a non-interest bearing note payable, due on 
.January'2, 19491 and also pur chased addit ionai mer ehandis e:: 
at a.cost of $10,000 for which it paid-cash.

Let . it be further assumed that/during 1948 the corpora 
at ion. sold for $30,000 all of the merchandise acq.uired bn- 
January 1 and July- 1, 1948. All sales were made for- cash 
and. Were Sade evenly throughout the year . ' Costs of $5,000 
(all of which became expenses during 1948} were incurred 
and paid for in -cash evenly throughout the year . . On December 
31, 1948 the edrporatlon purchased for cash additional mer
chandise which made up the closing inventory at a cost of
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$10g000 and. on the saae date it declared a cash dividend of 
10 per cent -on. its outstanding capital stock. Finally, the 
Index of the general price level was 100 on January 1, 110 
on July 1, 120 on December 31, 194-8» and 110 on the average 
during the year.

The foregoing transactions and the req.uired adjusting 
and closing entries would be entered in the corporate records 
in the usual manner, the technique of balance sheet stabili
zation having no effect whatsoever on this phase of account 
iiig>.':\;:;̂ êr../their entry, the ledger accounts would appear 
somewhat as follows: ' '



Jano 1 Received from sale 
of stock

Jan. 1 to
Deco 31 Received from sale • of merchandise

Do 000

30,000

Jan, 1 Balance #15,000

Jano 1 ' Merchandise 
• Band . ' .

July 1 Herehandise 
Deco31 Merchandise Dividend 
Jano 1 to.
Dec 0 31 Expenses 
Deco3d Balance

F 5,000 5,000 
25,000 10,000 10,000 5,000
. .5,000
15.000180.000

Jan,::' 1
• Merchandise Inventory. 
:$i0̂ ooD̂ ir '

1948 Jan, 1 #25,000

Reserve for Depreciation of Building
. Dec«, 31. k% of cost 1,000



Jan a 1 
1

Jan» 1 Balance

Ian&
5,000
1x000

6,000

Be© a 31 Balanee 6,000
,000.

Rote# Payable
Jnly 1 Ron=Interest bearing 
. L ; : due Jan0 2/ 1949 $ 19000.

Be©o 31 Dividend 
Balanee

55,000 ; Dec o 31 Het' prof it
■kMO: ;::v v

i%# i, 1 Balanee

9,000
9,o6o
4,000

;al Stock 
'1946 Jan 6 1

'Bed'.’-- 31 , To P & L
•: -Sale,# -

000 Jani i ;to 
■ BeCo.:3l

VOxn



10,000
• Bee o 31 To GOst of G-obcls

■■■ ' m m :

Cost of Goods gold
000.. Dee=31 Closing inT< To P & L

1,000 Bee=31 To P & L

Other Expenses



Bee«31 Cost of ©odds Sold
Other Expenses 
5o Surplns -

Profit & Loss Summary
'■ De0o31 Sales

1,000 
, ' 5,000 
9,.000 

W I W

) , 00©

The postelosing trial balance would then, appear as follows:
1' V.Corporation ':Vi :' , i: ■ ..trial Balance v ; Ir-l

. I'; \ : Beeember. 31, 1948 ,y; : ■■■■■■■• ; /.
O a s l v l  o  0 * 0  0  O o  O Q O: O O O '  C 9  O O O 0  O 6  0 0 . 0 0  O ' O 0  O'." 0  O 0  O O © © 0  O C O O O O O O* jMer ehand il s e Inyent or y © © © © © © ©. © © © © © © © © © © © © © © ©■ © © © © ©
Building .Reserve for Depreeiation of Building©
Land.....Rotes 
Surplus
Capital Stock »

6 O 6 C O 0 6 O 0 o. o o o o ;o O O O o 0 0
O O O O 0 0 O O 0 0 o o

o O  o- G © O O O O O © © O G O © © o- © d o  © O O 6 O O O O 0 . 0  O O © O O -O O O O o o o o

0 0 O O O’ o O o' 0 0 b o G O O O O 0 o o b o O © O 0 O o 0 O 0 0 0 0 0

o b o o o 0 b o b o o o b o © 0 o o d b © o o o o b o o ©, o © o o o b o © b o o 6
o o o O' o o oo o 0 o © o o o o 0 o p e o b o o o b o o o © o o o o

,000 10,000 ; 25,00©
6 jOQ©

,000

i 1,000
1,00© 
4,000 50©000



The only data heeded in the preparation of a stabilized 
balance sheet, asing original,cost as a basis of valuation - 
for the fixed assets, and of a stabilized profit and loss 
statement are contained entirely in the preceding ledger ac
counts and the general price level index series. To accom
plish this work, the following steps should be followed in 
the order listed: :i ~  : \,'v :

1, All Of the 'heal value” items and -the owners ’ investments in the business are first stabilized, :
2o The- Unrealized surplus or def ieit from the changes : •

- in the value of money is stabilized,
;; 3, The realized profit and loss on changes in the gen-
: ' era! value of money is stabilized,
A, Any changes in the book surplus during the period,- for example dividends declared, are stabilized,
5o A combined stabilized and unstabilized balance sheet• V' - is constructed, : ■ :: : V/' .. :‘
6= The net sales or other revenue and any extraordinary 

income or expense are stabilized, ?
7, The total operating expense is stabilized,
8, A combined stabilized and unstabilized profit and;, loss . statement is constructed,
It should be recalled at this point that "money-value” 

items , due to their naturê  are already expressed ;ln the 
general price level as of the end;of the accounting period; 
therefore nothing need be done with respect to them, except 
to Gompute, profit and/of loss due to changes in the general 
value of money as stated in steps 2 and 3 above, Furthermore

, I, ' The steps given are those .prescribed by Henry if, Sweeney, i’Technique of St abilized Ac count ing, pp, 199-20$,



ail tliat need be done with respect to ftreal-value” items, -
if the original cost basis of valuation is used, is that 
they be adjusted to their cost equivalents in terms of the • 
general prioe level as of the end of the period;, ’ ;

The stabilization procedure outlined in the eight steps 
"on page:98'will now be applied to the ledger accounts of the;"

Gorporatibnv, . f \ :;
v ■ The accounts involved in the application of step 1 are:
merchandise inventory, building, land, and capital stock. ; 
The merchandise inventory is•already stabilized in the gen- . ; 
eral price level of December 21, 1948 since, by assumption, 
all merchandise in - the inventory was purchased on this date« ' 
Hence it would be shovm. on the stabilized balance sheet at 
the same amount, $10,000»; The building' was acquired at a . 
cost of $25,000 v/hen the general index was 100, This cost 
is then;stabilized on the basis of the general price level 
as of December 21 when'the general index is 120, as follows:
$25,000 x 120/100 = $20,000. The stabilized amount in the
reserve for depreciation of the building is then shown as 4 
per cent of the stabilized cost of the building, or $1,200̂
The land, acquired at a total cpst of $6,000, was purchased 
on two different dates, therefore each purchase should be v y : 
stabilized separately. The land which cost $5,000 and which 
was acquired when the general Index was 100 is stabilized as 
follows: • 15,000 x 120/100■= $6,000. That which cost $1,000 / 
•and which was:acquired when the general index was 110 is sta- 
:biiized as -follows: $1,000 x 120/110 = $1,091.. Thus the
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total cost of tibe land, should he shown on the stabilized 
halance sheet as f7 s091= Similarly9 the capital stockj is
sued when the general index was 100, is stabilized in the
general price level of December 31, 1948 as follows ?

. - ■ 1 ■
$50,000 x 120/100 = #60,000.

In this illustration the only accounts involved in 
step 2, the determination of unrealized surplus or deficit 
from the changes in the general value of "money, are cash and 
notes payable0 There would be an unrealized loss on cash 
because the $15s000 on hand as of December 31, 1948 was ac
quired when the general index averaged 1100 Had the cash 
increased ih the same ratio as the general index, its pur
chasing power on December 31 would have been $16,363 computed 
as follows: $15,000 x 120/110 = $16,363= However, since • _ 
the cash is only $15,000, the unrealized loss thereon is 
$1,363. 7 On the other hand, there is an unrealized gain on 
notes payable because the note was issued when the general 
index was 1100 If the debt is restated in terms of general 
purchasing power $1,091 would be necessary on December 31, 
1948 to liquidate the obligation, computed as follows:
$1,000 x 120/110 = $1,091. But only $1,000 is actually 
needed on this date to pay the note; therefore there is an 
unrealized gain of $91 on this "money-value” liability.
Thus in this illustration there is a net unrealized loss in

I. All computations in this section will be carried only to the nearest dollar=
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the aEaoxiht ef |ls 272. (#1,363=-#91 = #1,272) ■ ‘ ,
ĥ■ :h'-;' The\’;6nly :.aceQunt: requlring'' t]le application of step 3, the.
Vdetermination of realized profit and" loss on changes in the . 
general value of moneyis the “money™value7? asset cash„ :
Due to the fact that all cash disbursed during the year 1948 
.was acquired on or after the first of the year and the
general index rose steadily throughout the year, in this
h h / r v r :C . ... i ./-hcase there necessarily is a realized loss0 Since there
were relatively few cash dlshursemehts,'the realized loss •
can-, he computed on each without much difficulty„ A method ; -
will .be given in a subsequent section for such computations
when, the number ef cash disbursements is large»

^  disbursements. of. the-year ““those of January 1 -
for merchandise,, land, and a bulldingT-are made from cash re“
ceived on that same date;-therefore there is no’-loss with v
respect to them. Howevera . the disbursement of #10,000 for
merchandise On July 1 from cash received January 1 results - ’
.in a fealized;loss of #1,091 computed as follows: #10,000 x -
110/100 6 #11,000; $li,000“#10,000 = $1,00.0; #1,000 x
120/100 = $1,091o To explain this computation:. if the
#10,000 had been disbursed for like merchandise at the time
of its receipt when, the general index was 100 rather than on
July 1, It would have bought $11,000 of such merchandise <,

; 1 c There is one assumption which would have to be made,
with respect to cash—-that the first cash,received would be 
the" f irst disbursedb This assumption would be made only in 
the case of cash, since other "money-value" items- such as .accounts receivable; and accounts: payable could be specifically identified.. . ^ \>;-0 . •



•Bin oe only #10000 of mer ehandise was: Obtained1" when $11,000 •
eotild have been obtained Si2Ĉ months earlier, there is a 
realized loss- on ohange invalhe of money of $1, 000. This 
loss , though, is expressed in terms.of a general index .of '
.110. and, sinee the.general index at the close of the period 
:is 120sv.it must be re-expressed in terms of the .latter, ■ heree 
the last step in the computation.: The entire computation 
assumes,.of course, that the special index of the merchan
dise involved rose in the same proportion as the general

‘ Similarly, the realized loss on the '$5s000 disbursed 
for expenses is computed as follows: $5,000 x 110/,100 = 1
15,500; $5,50045,000 = $500; ..$500"x 120/110 = $545/
Since the $5,000 is assumed to have beendisbursed evenly 
throughout the year, for which period the.' index averaged 
110, the cash is;; considered as disbursed when the index was
1 1 0  o ...

The two disbursements of December 31, 1948 were made
from cash received when the index averaged 110; since, all 
the cash received on January 1/ 1948 was spent previously„
... The realized loss with respeet :.to both of these disburse- . ,
ments is Computed as f ollows: $15,000 x 120/110. = #16,364;
$16,364415,000 =- $1,364= This loss is aiready reflected : 
in the price level of -December 31, thereforeno further com
putation need be made 0 / ;/ l.

i The total of the? three -realised losses calculated '
' above ($1,091; + $545 4$1,364);;■ is $3,OO0. ' Thus the
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requirement af stieg;-3 lias been fulfilled̂  ..
In:the applieation of step" 49;the stabilization of any 

changes in book surplus during the period, only one transac
tion is involvep, namely, payment of dividends on December 
31, 1948« Since they are paid on the same date the sta
bilized balance sheet is prepared., no change in this amount 
is neeessaryo:. v:. : : , • V-

Step 5 callsfor the construction of a stabilized and 
unstabiii'zed balance sheet „ In the following presentation, 
one appears beside the other fdr comparison *
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j: ' -■. ”Xt! Corporation ;
'Staisillzel and Unstabllized - Balance Sheets 

As of December 31 $, 1948
Unstabllized ' Stabilized

' : . ;'4 “ “Assets - ; - ■:
CashMerchandise Inw Building. ;|25s000:; Less,. Reserve . :
for Depr. l̂ OOOLand
Total Assets

: v . . Liabilities and Net Worth ; ;
Motes Payable ’ : | 1,000 .| 1,000
Capital Stock Issued 50,000 60,000
surplus? ’ - ' ' -I: / ,  ̂ ■ ,Realized Surplus $4,000 ' # 1,163 ■ ̂
Unrealized ... : . . . ;, ,-Deficit - -   ,0 4,000 1,272 4' 109*

. - ''i: ' ’':o, ,|55»000 . A #60^91
Îndicates Met Deficit - - . :

 ̂ All the figures in the "stabilized" column of the above .
' balance sheet have been previously determined, with the ex̂  ,

v - ,,44;;'"i,, -,-.:-'. - ' ' v.i-:-.eeptioh of that for realized surplus. This figure can be
obtained very easily by using the following method: V ‘ -
Total Stabilized Assets, Dee,-31s 1948 $60,891 •Less: Total Stabilized Liabilities 

. 4 . Dec, 31, 1948; o : . -1.1,000 . . , 4 iTotal Stabilized Capital . - 4 -
 ̂ Stock Dec, 31, 1948 60,000 61,000

- Net Deficit, Dee. 31, 1948 4 ' ' $ 109.Stabilized Amount of Unrealized Deficit  ̂ • • 1,272
. Realized Surplus ̂ Dee, 31, 1948 $.1,163 '

#15,000 #15,000 •10,000 10,000
4/.;-;44> C-4.- . $30,000 -4 : 4
- ;24,000 1,200 28,800 ' 
r 6,000 -7,091 4
$55,000 ' $60,891



HaVltig Setermiiaed the total amount of realized surplus
by the method just shown and having determined the stabll-.
ized amounts of any changes therein during the period/ as.
in step the amount of realized net income for the period
can then be found without difficulty. The computation is
made somewhat as f ollows: :’v ■ ' .» v; v. , - : .
Realized Surplus s': Dee» 31, 1948 ' ■ ; • #1,163 :Less! Realized Surplus Jan. 1, 1948 . . ; 0 -
Net Increase in Realized Surplus during 1948 ; #1,163Add? Items charged directijr thereto during 1948 6 ^

h\.;h6kpivideMs Reelered.^ / 5,000
Rehlized; Net Income >forx 1948 ’ #6,163

After determination of the realized net income for the
period,v a stabilized statement of surplus can be constructed
if desiredq. For, comparative purposes, an unstabilized state-
ment of surplus -is shown with the stabilized statement in
this iliustratiohq : : ' • ' .

; T  qorporation ; :' Stabilized,. and; Unstabilized Statements of Surplus: % . p For the Tear Ended December 31, 1948
■ :■ : Unstabilized Stabilized

' Realized ■ . f ' ' v ■ 'Baianee, dan,. 1, 1948 • : $ 0 ; # 0
Add Realized Net Income for 1948 ' 9,660 6,163Total .■ ; : ■ h $9,000 P t W .  ■Less Dividends Declared in 1948 . 5,000 5,000
h Balance, Dec, 31, 1948 ' y $4,000; ' $1,163

Balance, dan. I, 1948 - ■ ; V f. 0
Add■Unrealized Net Loss for 1948 1,272
' v Baiance-j 'Dec a 3^ 1948 ; , $1,272

■ , . Such is the procedure f or the preparation of a sta- . 
bilized balance sheet and stabilized statement of surplus',,



Steps 6 s, 7 and 8 are then' carried out in order.that a star 
bilited profit and loss statement can be constructed.

In this illustration.the.sales account is the only ac
count involved in tho application of step 6S the stabiliza
tion of net sales or other revenue and the extraordinary 
income and: expense^: 3-be. sales . for the period, which were 
made evenly throughout the period as the general index / .
averaged 110s are stabilized as follows: $30s000 x 120/110 :
V  $32,727#:^ // /;:/

The stabilization'of Operating expenses as'prescribed 
in step 7 is done in total only when.balance sheet stabil
ization is employOd. If operating expenses were -stabilized 
individually., the additional information .yielded would 
probably not be worth the extra cost, the longer time spent 
in the work, and the additional complication which would re.ry 
• suit 1 - For this reason the f ollowing method, which makes use 
of only information already.obtained, is employed to obtain 
Only their stabilized tdtalr i -
Realized Met Income for the Year (step 5) $ 6,163.Add Realized.Net loss on Boney-Value .Changes (step 3). 3,000
;Net income from Business:A0tivities ’ $ 9)163
le ss. ( Add} Ext raordin ary; income (Expense) • : . .

(step 6) ' - . . V f - . ' / ' i / v ' - 0
Net Profit on Operations $ 9,163
less Net Sales - : . 32,727
Operating 'Ixpenses.:. : "t. ri". ft- . : ' : y  y <; $23/564

In this lllustratloh, since .the number of expenses is 
few and their computation made simple by assumption, each-? 
, could have.been stabilized individually/ For example, it
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was. assumed that; the Vebst1 of goods, sold consisted of; the
first two purchases only; therefore, the computation■.of its
'stahiliisetvdincuht ..ls';:ms::'foilows.?.:7'';' : ’
itirchase dh Jan, 1, 1948 i | 5,000 x 120/100 = $ 6,000 
Purchase on 0ee„ 31,1948, 10,000 x 120/110 = 10,909
Stabilized Odst of Goods Sold ■ /' $16,909

The depreciation expense is stabilized, as in the com- ' 
putation of the stabilized amount of the reserve for depreoi™ 
ationj by taking 4 per icent of the: stabilized original cost ,., 
of the buildingj, -as' follows; |l,000 X 120/100 = #1,200, :
Finally the other -operating expenses, which were incurred 
evenly throughout the year when the index averaged 110, are 
stabilized as follows: $5,000 x 120/110 = $5$455v . :
. A summary of the .stabilized operatihg expenses is then-/ 

as follows : - . . / . ,y: ". , \ : > f :
.Cost of Goods Sold : $16,909Depreciation of Building 1,200
Other Expenses .5,455
Total a . $23,584 -

Of course, this is the same figure as that obtained by the : ; 
method shown pfeviOusly.- Obviously, if the number of pur
chases is .large and if the other operating expenses are 
numerous.and have been.incurred over varying periods of time, 
individual stabilization would result in a great amount of ■ 
additional work and probably would prove to be impracti cable « 

The last step in balance sheet -stabilization., step 8, 
is the cohstructioh of a combined stabilized and unstabilized 
. statement of profit and loss. The statement, using figures' ■
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obtained previously In this illustration, is as'follows: ■
. Corporation it ::"v I ; . A:

;Stebl:lized\'and..-trn:stabilized; -St$teMehtj-'-t' ' ; '
’ 'V>: v of Profit and Loss .

‘ ; r Zor ■ the Yeaf. Ended Deeeabef 31, 1948 t ;
; : : h • '4 V ' Enstabilized , Stabilized
- '' -t; v" '■? Realized 4;.- "V I ^

Sales : ' $30,000 " '132,727 'Less Operating Ezpenses , v 21,000 23,$64
Net Prof it on" Operations $ 9,000 $ 9,163 .'
Profit and-Loss on Ohahges in
- Ifoney ITalue s t ; -1' - ' \ \ i l -
Loss on Oash t , --' .. ■ : 3,000

Realized Net Income ; , $ 9,000 : ‘f ;6,i63
V-.\-'nnre-dlized ~̂-.-...

Profit and Los s on Ohanges in
Money'Value s ' ’ ' t
Loss on Oash 7 " $1,363 .
Gain on Note Payable 4 ' 91
Net Loss ; "

Einal Net Income for the Year ; . $:9,000 $ 4$ 891

yt in addition to the foregoing eight steps of the 'sta=- ’4 
bilizing procedure, there.could be a ninth step, which might 
be the recording of the ^stabilizing adjustments" in the gen
eral ledger » These adjustments are merely the differences- ’ 
between the amounts shown; on the unstabilized and on the : '
stabilized statementso Only one account in the general ' . 
ledger is necessary0 It should be placed at;the. rear of the 
ledger after the last orthodox account, and entries therein ' 
are made preferably through the general journal * After all 
stabilizing adjustments are entered, the account should be

;1 4 ;- lo Henry "Wo Sweeney, Stabilized •Accounting, p. 29.



rul.edti A isalaneiiig figure is not neededs since all the 
debits and credits therein necessarily are self-balancing<,
The '"Stabilization .Adjustments*1 account in the case of the 
"X” Corporation is as follows;

Stabilization Adjustments
Building I 5,000
Land . 1,091Gost of Goods Sold 1,909Depreciation of Bldg, 200
Other Ezpenses 455Realized Money ValueLoss : , .3 9000
Unrealized Money ValueLoss: 1,272

; : $12,927

■ It would seem advisable to record the stabilizing ad̂  
justments in the ledger5 for they then become part of the 
permanent records and are included with the orthodox accounts: 
which they correety However9 if it is not desired to record '
them in the manner illustrated $/they may be regarded merely

. ■ '■ ■ , 1 ' t \ /. - - .as memorandum information*
Such is the basic t eehnidue employed in the procedure 

Imown as "balance sheet stabilization,." It should be pointed 
out that the computations for the stabilization of the 
assets, liabilities, and capital stock should be checked very 
thoroughly. It is evident from the foregoing illustration 
that if a mistake, is made in one of these computations, not 
only will the figure for the itea involved be erroneous but

IV Henry "Wo Sweeney, Stabilized Accounting, p, 29v

Reserve for Depreciation of Building $ 200
Gapital Stock Issued 10,000 
Sales 2,727

$12,927
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also "blie total amount of stabilized surplus or deficit 0 
Further^ ^  this latter figure is wrong, then the realized 
surplus or- deficit vrill be likewise and, if this latter .v 
figure is incorfect, so is the realized net income from op
erations for the periodo

It should be observed that the; foregoing stabilizing 
procedure has ho effect whatsoever on the conventional 
method of fecofding business transactions, but only upon the 
preparation and presentation of the financial statements.

Practical Problems of Stabilization : ' • V _

It probably is apparent to the reader that many compli
cations, not appearing in- the foregoing Illustration, could 
and; toost likely would arise in .practice.- Some of the more 
■ important' of these problems will be'discussed in this sec- '.
' :tlon,::;'b Vy ^ ^

Generalr Prior to discussing specifIc problems, two 
important short cuts employed’ in the stahilizat ion procedure 
. will be explained= The first one consists in stabilizing by 
means of monthly indices rather than by means of daily in- 
dices. For example,: if - twenty-additions have been made to 
a certain fixed asset account during a particular month, each 
on a different day, it;is much simpler to stabilize the total 
of all twenty by the index for the month rather than to 
stabilize each by the index for the particular day on which

'' ;; 1 o Henry W,;Sweeney,- Stabilized Accounting, pp. 62-63,
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the addition was aequlrea. and then adding all the sta= 
hilized equivalents together. ^

• Of course the results obtained by such a procedure are 
. not as accurate as those obtained by the use of daily in
dices ; but 9 due to the fact that most general and special 
indices in the Hhited-gtates usually do not change greatly 
within a particular month, the results so obtained are con
sidered satisfactory» However, if a relatively large addi
tion or deduction should be made in an account and there is
'some fluctuation in the index throughout the month, it = 
would be preferable to.make a separate caleulation and use .

■ the daily, index f or its stabilization rather.than to include 
it with those ̂ additions or deductions which are stabilized 
by the average monthly index„ In such a ease, the index for 
the exact date could be estimated by interpolation.

The second short cut employed consists in first con
verting all or most of the book figures to their base-year 
equivalents, then re-expressing only totals in current date 
equivalents« The. base-year equivalent of a particular 
amount is that amount re-expressed in terms of the purchas
ing power of the dollar of that year which serves as the

- base year of the particular index in use. -The purpose of 
this .procedure, as will be seen in the following illustra-

( tion, is to.reduce the work involved in computations to

' 1. Henry W. Sweeney, Stabilized Accounting, p. 62. 1:
- . . - . " 2. : Ibid., pp. 63-66. V. \ i .i  ̂ i ;..
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•almost half of what it would be otherwise',,
To illustrate, ■ asstnae. that as of a certain late it is 

desired to ohtain a staMlized total, of ten amounts $ each ; 
having a diff erent index as of .the date of:occurrenoe o The 
long and direot method 3 the one" used heretofore in this 
: chapter, would be to mult1piy eaoh’of these ten amounts by 
a fraction, the humerafor of which is the index as of" the 
current date' end the denominator the index as of the ■date 
of occurrence. The total stabilized, amount could then be - 
obtained by merely.adding the ten stabilized amounts„ If 
the short out is used/ each of-the ten individual amounts 
is first expressed in. the base-year equivalent. To obtain • 
this, each amount is multiplied by a -fraction,.the numerator , ; 
of̂ .whieh is the index as of the date of occurrence and the ” 
denominatof the index for thebase-yearv Since the denomi- 
hator iS 100 in. each ■ case: (the.. index for the base year) , the 
fcdmputation 1 s made much simpler, "A total is then obtained 
of the ten base-year equivalents, and this total is re- 
expreSsed in; terms of the Current date by multiplying it by 
the current date indexi .

. Not only does this ■procedure eliminate a considerable - 
amount of work in current date stabilization, but it also has 
other important advantages. First, it reduces the amount of 
work required for subsequent stabilizations as of any de- ",
• sired dates. .Sven fhough current date indices change from 
period to period, the base-year equivalents always remairi 
the same, , unless of course the base-year is changed. Such :



eMngesy. Acsweirer, aie ver^ Inf 2?e4uent; 0 : / : ' ■
X- ’Sh)' illustrate the second advantage t- if it were de=

; sired to express the same ten amoimts previously mentioned 
in terms of the price level one year later (assuming a dif= 
ferent index)9 the only calculation necessary is multiplica
tion of the .total• of vthe ' hase»y;ear equivalents by the index 
humher as of ;that date 0 ■ y ; i ; -

"Still another advantage of the hase-year procedure is : 
that it permits; a' great part of the work of stabilization 
to he completed hefore the end of the accounting period, if 
the long8> direet method is used, little of the work can be 
done until after the. end of the period ,# since the index as 
of the end. of the period is not known until then. However, 
if the base-year method is employed, most of the items to 
be: stabilit ed ean 'he1 expr essed in terms of their base-year 
equivalent prior to the close of the period, and at the end 
all that need be done is to multiply the base-year1 equivalent 
by'the-current date index. Hence by spreading out the sta
bilizing- work, the stabilized 'Statements and other infofma- 
:tion are obtained.much earlier, ■ -

Money-Value Items: The practical problems encountered •.,
with respect to the various $,money-value” items are of a :
; very similar nature; therefore only one. such item, cash, 
will be used to,Illustrate these problems. However, the 
reader should keep in mind that the practical problems en- ; - 
countered with respect to cash in the stabilizing procedure 

' are representative of most "money-value" items, . .
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: , In the illustration in the preceding section on sta
bilized aeepunting teelihlque> the deterraination of realized 
and. unrealized profit and loss from $8money-value” changes 
was mde very simple by means of the assumptions made with . • ■ 
respect to the amouhtS: and dates of receipts and disburse
ment So From a practical stahdpoint s ' the daily business 
trahsactions of most firms include many such cash receipts 
and disbursements„ - It then becomes necessary to devise some 
method whereby, these gains and losses, can be determined with 
a minimum akount of work. ‘ m. I . . ' t
; Two kinds of analysis of. a nmoney-value18 account such 
as cash are necessary$ according to Mr« Sweeney$ as the first 
/Step-yih his practical approaeho The first type of analysis 
is the determination of"the total monthly increases and de
creases in the cash aeeduht during the particular, period- 
under, review <> This information is obtained by merely list
ing the total monthly debits and credits In the. accountv 
The second type of .analysis is the determination of the 
months of origin of those amounts appearing in the opening : 
and closing balances.of.the particular period under review. 
With respect to ,cash, this:type of analysis is very easy 
since the cash balance is always presumably eOmposed.of the 
most recent increases in easho After the two analyses are 
madey the amount of unrealized gain or loss.from money- .V 
yaiue changes can be quickly and directly computed 0 :

: v ■ lo Henry. W „ Sweeney, stabilized Accounting, pp»; 59-616
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The b.alanoe of this procedure can best be set forth by • 
means of an illustration0 Let us assume that the cash ac
count of a certain business enterprise contains the follow
ing monthly Increases, and decreases r " • - ’ - :

. ' ■ Gash' ■ . ' '• 1 / ' ■ ■.:
'• 1948 . :. V 1948:'̂ '" :. / :'-1  ̂̂  . / -Jano 1 Balance $15,000 Jan. $ 3,000Jan, 5,000 Feb, ; 4,000
feb, v- • 6,000 Mar, : 5,000Mar,- 1 7̂ 000 Apr, I 6,000Apr, 3,000 May 5,000May 8,000,. June . . 3,000June ■ 5,000 ' July ■ - lv :: 4,000.
July : - 6,000 Aug. .4 •: : A,000 A :Aug, ' . 4,000 Sept, • - 6,000
Sept, ',9,000 Oct, 8,000Oct, . - 8,000 Fov, 1 6,000
Hot, . > .9,000 Bee, > ' - 5,000, Dec, - ' 10,000 Dec, 31 Balance 36,000

■ ^1/'- / u;Vu' \ ‘ ' ;$#,000
1949:Jan. 1 Balance. $36,000

r Let. it be assumed further that, the indices for the above
months were'as f ollows t : ;

January 100 July 105 ,: : February 101 . August 106
' March 102 ■ September 107

April 103 October 108
. yh'-. y - . - , Hotember 100June 104 December 110

The amount - of the unrealized 1oss is computed as shown 
earlier in this chapter. On a first-in, first-out basis ■ 
the $36,000 balance on December 31,:1948 came from the re
ceipts of September, October, November and DecemberThere-. 
fore, the following calculations are made: '
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# 9*000 x 110/107 = # 9i,2.52o338,000.x 110/108 = 8,14&a15
99000 x 110/109 = 9s082o57103 000 x 110/110 = 10,000.00B C W T  1557655705'

Then f36,483«0.5 minus |36s000o00 equals $483/05, the amount
of the unrealized loss on monejr̂ ’value ehanges»

However 9 by employing the .second short cut mentioned,
exactly the same result can b© obtained more easily though
not so obviously. The calculation is made as follows:
The balance as of December 31; 1948 is first converted into

\ ■ ' - " ' 1 its base-year equivalent, thus: $36,000 » 110 = $32,72?=27=
The next step is to convert this same amount into base-year
dollars by the months in which it arose, which would be done
as follows: : ;

: ::: ■ /; $ ,9,000 * 107 * $ 8,411=218,000 e 108 = 7,407o41■ - 9,000 109 = 8,256-88
7 ' 10,000 e 110 = 9,090.91

# # 8 #  #3' I&6, 41 " : ' '

Thus in terms of base^year equivalents, the cash was worth 
more during the months in which it was received than on 
December 31, 1948, hence an unrealized loss of #439-14 in 
terms of base^year dollars is incurred- In terms of the 
dollar of December 31, 1948, however, this loss, is expressed

1- Even though this expression is not exactly correct, 
it is the- form most commonly used- The expression should 
reads $36,000 x lOO/llO = $32,727-27- However, since in computing base-year equivalents the inddx for the base year is always 100, this part of the expression is omitted-
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as follows: $439>14 x 110 = $483=05= This amount is of
■ , ■ ■ . . . ■

course the same as that obtained by the direct method above= 
This latter method has an advantage over the direct method, 
as will be seen later, in that some of the figures obtained 
by its use will be used again in the computation of realized 
gain or loss.

After computing the unrealized gain or loss on money- 
value changes, the realized gain or loss can be determined* 
As the first step in Mr, Sweeney’s practical approach, the 
monthly increases are stabilized in base-year equivalents 
by "months of origin,’’ and the monthly decreases are sta
bilized in base-year equivalents by .’’months of occurrence 
Application of this step would result in the cash account’s 
. appearing somewhat as follows:

’ flash -
■ 1948 /' y - -Jah= - 1 Balance $15,000=00* Ian, $ 3,000 = 00
lan= 5,000=00 Ieb= 3,960=40
Feb= 5,940 = 59 Mar*. ' 4,901 = 96
Mar= " 6,862=75 April 5,825=24April : 2,912=62 May 4,901=96
May . 7,843=14 lune 2,884=62
June 4,807.69 July 3,809=52
July 5,714=29 Aug* 3,773=58Aug= 3,773=58 Sept* 5,607=48
Sept* ' 8,411=21 Oct= 7,407=41
Oct* 7,407=41 Nov* 5,504=59Nov* .8,256*88 Dee* 4,545=45
Dec* 9,090=91 Dee*31 Balance 34,898*86

#91,021*07 - $91,021*071949 ' ' . ' ' ' " ' "  .Jan*l Balance $34,898=86.
*lt is assumed the Jan* 1 balance of $15,000 was made up 
entirely from receipts of Decembers 1947 when the'index was 100* ■
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The reader should; keep In mind that the above amounts are
obtained only for the.purpose of eomputing realized gain or
loss on “money-value” changes, and; that none of the v amount s.
would ever appear inthe cash account0

.After : obtaining the above figures „ the e omput at ion of. "
. realized gain or-loss expressed in terms of base=year
equivalents is relatively easy and is computed as follows:
Tbtal inereases by months of origin': 76-jO2i„07
Opening balanee by months of origin l ::'j;-.::\tl5a.QQ:Q..0Q-i:
Total . ' t V ; ; /V V':' V" '"tV: ' ■ : . | 91,02-1 „07Less closing balance by months of origin ' : 73)166.hi

Total deer eases by months of Origin $ - 57,854 =.66
Less total decreases by months of occurrence $6,122e 21
Realized loss , -. ; :; V : :V.

The amount representing realized loss is then expressed in
terms of the dollar of December 31» 194-8 by the following

...  ̂ d  ' : / -. .. ;'v  1  - ' ' ;  ; ■ ;-v .' computation: $1,732.45 x 110 = $is9P5o70o ' There was a
realized loss in this illustration due to the fact that the 
cash was disposed of for less general purchasing power than 
it had when it was originally acquired; in other words, the. 
total decreases by months of origin exceeded the total de
creases by months of occurrence. . ...

As.-stated earlier1 In this section, the same type of 
reasoning and the same types of calculations are employed in 
order to determine all gains and losses from changes in the 
value of money with respect to "money-value" assets and

1« The procedure used in this illustration.for deter
mining the amount Of realized loss Was adapted from that used in Henry: W  Sweeney, Stabilized Account ing, -pp. 81-82«,
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liabilities, V =: ; . ..
• Real-Value It eras: Of the entire stabilization proee=

'- dure<,Iiiief Stabilization of the two "real-value" itemss ’ • "
■ Inventories and' fixed assets $ m y  eonstitute the 'greatest - 
tash and present the most difficult problems „ As in deter-”

' mination of gains and losses on Mmoney-yalue” ehanges9 the 
stabilization of the inventory in the illustration in the ;'
'.preoedihg, section on stabilizing accountihg technique was V
, made extremely simple by assumption, And even though the ..
inventory may contain a great number of items acquired on 
different dates.r according:to Mr, Sweeney;its‘stabilizatioh 
should not prove unduly difficult or expensive, . Of course„ 
the basis of yaluation for the inventCry will have -some ■: 
bearing upon the amount of work involved in its stabiliza
tion, Î or example, iwhen cost is used as a . valuation basis,
the amount of work will be less than when "cost or market„ ’
: V - - : . 1 . : ' : 'whiehever is'lovrer" is used,:

If there are only a few items: in the Inventory 
recommended. procedure is to stabilize each; item separately; 
If there are many items s as is usually the case, then" a more "
, practicable means must be employed, #r, Sweeney has del 
veloped.a practical method'whereby an approximately correct 
stabilized; figure -can be obtaihed and wherein only "tests" 
are used. An -outline: of: the recommended test methodj, when 
cost is used as a -basis of valuation, follows, " -

v - 1» Eenry. W, Sweeney, Stabilized Accounting, ; p, 170, :
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. lo Select from the inventory ten to twenty items :from '' those having the largest. money costs,
. 2o Compute the hase-year equivalent„of the■costof each 

. item selectedo . ^ .
3= Determine the ratio, that' the total of such sta-

hilized bosts :hears to the unstabilized total: of the 
■ Selected itemso :  ̂ t,
4 c Convert the :ratio obtained in step 3 to it S current- " date equivalent. ( M u l t i p l y  the ratio by the index r 

foi. the :end idf- the: peripd . . ; . ' \
, 3 o;MiltIply the unstabilized total of all the items in the inventory'by the currentsdate ratio obtained in step 4 to determine the stabilized amount for the

o " , : inventoryo • / V , ^
. To illustrate this: procedure, assume that from, a total . 

inventory of.$15,000 ten of the larger items are selected as 
test items. The amounts of these items3 designated'by;:: / ■
letters $ are shown belpv along with the index number as of ,
the time /of acquisition. In additions tp/ cohserve. spaee, the 
base-year equivalent of the cost of each item (step 2} . is ...
also given, ' V  . ' - ' ' ^

, Unstabilized v Index Base=YearItem amount . number ; equivalent
' ' a. ■ -. #620.00 , h M O  V 1 387.50840.00 Ml 52117kt yio.00 / : t / M2 : /: - 438.27//#. -h/;v:::,::l3030t60:. / ;. /./:Ml. -• 639.75E / : ,1^380,00 /: M o ' 987.50
, ^  . /■: 6.50.00 159 408.81G , 990.00 .160 618.75- -H : ;; . : ; 760.00 / 161 - / 472.05'::/i • 820.00 ' / 162 /: 506.1?. J ■ •• : 2,000.00 163 : 1,226.99Totals: #10j000.00 16,207.53

1. -Henry W. Sweeney, Stabilized Accounting, pp. 170-
m .  . ■ . : / ; - : '' - : / /
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Step 3 would be accomplished thus

Assuming that the index as of the close of the period is 16$» 
■ step 4 is curried out. as follows?' " ’ -"V:
■ : ' : :  62o0753% X 165 = 102,42425%. : :• ./
The. last stepj, to determine the approximate stabilized 
amount of, the cost of the ending inventory9 consists of the 
•following computation? ' . V . •'
_ % ' • $15soooo00 z 102,42425#/= $15,363,64 ", ; •; -

If one prefers algebra s the same result can be Obtaihed 
by solving the following proportiont 6 ;; ‘ w
Let X = the stabilized-total:of the whole Inventorya
Then? -6 j, 207«53 . ; • $10 ,ooo .00 
: 6.::.-10X;= 15 (#6,207.53) ' ■
\ 66 vy---x = $9,311,295' : : 6; i < ' . '.:,;6 v
This amouht, hbwevefj represents the base-year equivalent of 

• the total inventory. To obtain the stabilized amount of the 
cost of the inventory, in current-date dollars, the following 
additiohal computation is made,? • ,: - 6 ...

y':6--''y: ; . $9s311o295 x 165 = $15,363.64 which is the same
amount as that obtained above by the other method„ . ; ;

' ffheh 5?cost.or market, whichever "is lower" is used; as a 6 
basis of inventory valuation, the same type of test method y 
is used * t The major difference is that has e=-year equivalents 
must; be.cdmputed for both the unstabilized cost price and ' 
the market price of each itear selected, After these amounts



are obtained, the lower of the stabilized cost price and 
the .stabilized market price is chosen0 Ffdm .then on, the 
prooedure is the same as that outlined above„ ;

it should be apparent that the above t est -method is 
only a basic method» Many complicating factors, especially' 
in manufacturing enterprises, do arise; however.9 Sr, Sweeney .. 
seems to have met many of the3e by using special techniques =, 

Asi&e from inventories, the■stabilization, of fixed 
assets will most likely present the" greatest practical pfob-- 
lemso As' was. shown in the illustration in the section on 
stabilized accounting technique9 the cost of each fixed ■
asset is stabilized by being re-expressed in the price level 
as of the end of the period. . In the illustration., the fixed 
assets were stabilized on: the, basis of .the ,general index , • yxL 
but 5 as pointed out, a special index may be used so that un
realized Income from appreciation can beascertained0

One of the practical problems encountered in the sta
bilization of fixed assets has been discussed previouslŷ  v ■' 
It was stated in the section pertaining to the recommended . 
short cuts that the individual stabilization of each addi- V 
tion to and deduction from a fixed.asset account by means 
of'daily iridices would prove impracticable, and that the 
totals of such amounts should be stabilized by means of 
monthly, indices„ The one exception to this short cut9 how
ever 5 should be kept in mind« \ :

Another rule to be observed in the stabilization of 
fixed assets is that when credits are made to fixed asset
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accountsj these credits should not be stabilized: according 
to the month of occnrrenee but rather on the basis of the 
indices used previously to stabilize the debits against 
which the credits apply* Otherwise the stabilized credits 
will fail5, improperlys to eliminate that portion of the

■ '/I... ; :stabilized debits involvedc
Closely associated with this rule is another which 

should always, be observed in the stabilization procedure„ 
When credits are made to depreciation reserves9 such credits 
should be stabilized (just as the actual credits in the 
fixed -asset accounts themselves) on the basis of the index 
or indices used previously to. stabilize the debit or debits 
against which such depreclation applies = In other words„ 
these credits should not be stabilized on the basis of the 
index for the period for which the depreciation is takens or
on the basis of the index as of. the date on which the de=

- ' . . ■ 2 - ' ■■■■ ■ . ; -predation entry is made*
Obviously the above rule is easy to apply when the

credit to the reserve account is based upon only one debit
in the related fixed asset account„ On the other hand 9 it
is hot so easy to apply when the credit to the reserve is
based upon;several debits9 each of which is stabilized on
the basis of a different daily or. monthly index number.

” ™  To Henry W . Sweeney % Stabilized .Accounting  ̂ p. 66 <
2. Ibid. , pp. 174*”175 =



Howeverv: a more practical method for. stabilizing the credits 
in the depreciation reserve's has been'advanced by Mr , Sweeney„ 
It eonsIsts. simply of applying the depreciation hates 
'against the stabilized balance ef the related fixed asset 
acdohhts, Of course if debits appear in the depreciation . 
reserve accounts, they too should be stabilized oh the basis' h 
of the index used' in the stabilization of the fixed asset. /
to which suoh debit applies, - ' •"; .

" Finally, if depreciation is stabilized for a fraction
al part of a period, the procedure.is the same as that used 
to determine the amount of ordihery depreciation for the 
fractional' period, except that the - amount is based upon the 
stabi11zed cost of the asset and not the monetary cost, 1 

Net- Worth Items: Even though net worth accounts are • 
treated •as ’’real™value” items, they are treated separately : :i 
for the reason that the practical problems connected there- : 
with are all of a similar nature„ Each permanent net worth 
accdunt is stabilized on the basis of the general Index f 
number as of the date or month of its origin. This was the ; 
basis by ■which.the capital stock account, in the illustration 
on stabilized accounting technique, ' was stabilized» Other 
net worth items stabilized: on this basis are, for example, 
investments and drawings of sole proprietors and partners, 
dividends Declared, surplus reserves, and premiums and !
: discounts on capital stock subscribed and issued, ■ y-;

' ■■.i.v̂,;; ;Nenry^W'.: Sweeney, Stabilized Accounting, p, 175,
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Treasury stock acquired through purehase should be 
stabilized on the basis of the index used to stabilize the 
issue of capital stock from which it was re-aeq.uire.do This 
is proper since the cost, par value, or other value of the 
treasury•stock correctly represents either a reduction of 
the par or other value of the Sapital stock outstanding, or 
a reduction of the total net worth without prior deduction 
of the treasury stock,,

The stabilization of the net worth of a sole propri-. '
etorship is relatively simple due to the fact that the total 
net worth attaches only to one person0 However 3 stabiliza
tion of the net worth of a partnership becomes somewhat more 
;complex, since the-:: total net worth of the partnership must 
. be distributed among the partners« The procedure for ac
complishing this follows the same general type of reasoning 
as set forth before0 The procedure, in outline form, is as 
follows: .

16 Stabilize the balance in the partners’ capital ac= counts„ If the accounts have been: stabilized 
before, they need be only restated, along with any intervening changes of a capital nature, in terms „ 
of the current-date indexo

2„ Deduct the stabilized total of the partners’
capital accounts from the total stabilized net worth0 The difference would represent the undistributed net income of the current period„

. 3 = Add the undistributed net income of the current 
period to the stabilized total of the partners’ 
drawings for the periodo The total then would repre- 

: sent the final net income, both realized and un
realized , for the period under review.

To Henry W> Sweeney, Stabilized Accounting, p. 177.
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ifo Deduct the total amount of unrealized partnership 
capital as of the beginning of the period from the total unrealined capital as of the end of the period= The balance would represent the unrealized net income for the periodo

5<> Deduct the unrealized net income for the period from 
the final net income of the period (step 3)« The difference would then represent the realized net 
income for the period*

6. Distribute the stabilized net Income*, both realized and unrealizeds to the partners according to their 
respective profit-and=loss sharing ratios» In the event partnership salaries and/or interest on 
partners’ capital and drawing accounts is allowed, such amounts should be stabilized and treated in the same manner as the unstabilized amounts would have. been treated, . ;

7, Finallys classify the partners’ net worth as of the 
end of the period into their realized and unrealized sections,^

With respect to the stabilization of the net worth of 
a corporation5, if there is more than one class of capital 
stock outstanding; the determination of stabilized book value 
of each class is more difficult than if just one class is 
outstanding. Howevers the book value of each class is de~ 
termined with relative ease by adding to, or deducting from, 
the stabilized amount of each class that portion of the sta
bilized surplus, both realized and unrealized (and any other 
appropriate net worth items} which is regarded as affecting 
the equity of that particular class. The portion of the 
stabilized surplus properly regarded as affecting the equity 
of a particular class is determined by applying generally 
recognized procedures of accounting to the stabilized

1, Henry if, Sweeney, Stabilized Accounting, pp. 177“ 178.  ̂ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _



VTtiis , 5.iaoussi©n of • certairi praGtioal problems enoonn- ' 
tered in the stabilization procedure does not infer% of . •
Go-yr.se$ that others (and there: may be many) would not-arise 
in practiGe =: However s the problems involved in the preced
ing discussion are the most common and probably present the , 
greatest !;diffichities<,;: : "

- : ■ - ; ‘ Evaluation of Stabilized Accounting ■ ; ; :

Although it cannot.he denied that Sweeney*s method is :
■ • very.,- complete and thoroughgoing, nevertheless it. has 'been, 
recently subjected to severe criticism, ihere- have been . - 
three,major areas of attacks First, it is contended that 
stabilized accounting is too intricate, that the users of 
financialstatemehts and possibly some accountants would 
not be able to:comprahend the significance of the'method̂ . : 
ologyy Although this is purely a matter of speemiatiOn at 
fhis .time, ft probably cannot be denied that there is some 
. truth in; - the, .statement, . i- ' ■ : -  ■ ->. . : ■ -  - h f
: ? Stabilized accounting is criticized also because it is.,
thought its use would be too Gostly, that any benefits 
which might be derived would:be exceeded by the eost thereof, 
This too is primarily a matter of speculation, since the 
method has not been used in practice0 However, Sweeney 
maintains that the .cost of it s application would not be ex
cessive 5 in fact, he believes the cost would be considerably 
less than.that of a regular audit of the accounts. Although
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n© money value can be placed upon the results so. obtaineds 
he considers their value would far surpass the cost of pro
ducing them in most 'oases« . .

In attempting to convince his readers of this, Sweeney ; 
has used the•statements of three actual corporations in 
different fields of business for an illustration of the ap
plication. Of his method. He has even chosen in one illus
tration an accounting period in which the price level indices 
at the beginning and ending dates were the same. In the 
other two illustrations there was1 a variance in the price 
level as of the beginning and end of the period 0 However, 
in each ease he' contends that the information shown by the 
stabilized statements would be of marked value to all per
sons concerned. Furthermore, he maintains that through a
careful analysis of the time involved in each application
' : . V • ■■ ■ ;■ . ■ 1 . . ■ ;■ -W.made, the cost would be very reasonable0

Perhaps the most valid criticism of stabilized account
ing is that which pertains to the use of a general price 
index. Despite the fact that important progress has been 
made in the development of general price indices during re
cent years » it is quite frequently maintained that, a general 
price index is not appropriate for the use to' which Sweeney 
would put itv . ' '

As stated previously, a general index is used in order

; ,.,1,.See, for example, Henry W, Sweeney, Stabilized .
Accounting, pp, 99-101, ' , ' - . ; ■. . . -



that. ehanges in the purchasing power of invested capital pf- 
a business enterprise m y  be deterrainedo It is believed by 
most critics of stabilized accounting that such an objee= 
tive cannot be accomplished through the means described 
heretofore. It is admitted that in most instances the 
primary purpose of an investment in a business enterprise 
by an individual is to enhance the value (in terms,of an 
increased purchasing power) of that investment. Neverthe
less , it should be recognized that the assets of a business 
-enterprise as a going cohcefn (with-the:possible exception 
of cash,- current receivables and mrketable securities} do ' 
not represent - a pool of effective purchasing power currently 
available to either itself : dr owners." . They become .
so only when offered in the market.

lurther, many of the assets such as fixed assets are 
not acquired for marketing but for use in the production of 
other goods and services for:marketing. As such they 
realize purchasing power only indirectly unless," of course, 
they are discarded' as " productive capital and placed in the ; 
market. , Moreover, even if changes in purchasing power of 
total invested eapital of a business enterprise could be 
determined, the significance of the changes therein to each 
individual.investor (if there be more: than one) would be .' 
meaningless. The same number of dollars may mean different

1. Maurice Moonitz,"Adaptation to Price Level Changes, The Accounting .Review, Vdl.î  ̂ , pp. 139=140.
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purGhasitig. power to different people $ sinee purehasing 
power la an lil<llvia.nal matter. . '

Bv'en If the preceding objections to staMllzed accouiit- 
Ing are-overlooked and the methodology is regarded only as 
one Wlohfeeeks primarily to, make use of a uniform dollar ; ' '%
as our measuririg unit, the. use of a general index for male- ;
ing; the neeessary adjustments is open to. GritiGism. It is - '
oontendedby many authorities that a general index, regard- : ; • 
less'.-of'■■'the-WeuraW'‘:'Of: its Gonstruefiony is not suitable 
for use in a.partioular business enterprise for the purpose : ;: 
of .providing a common measure of money "values» First of 
all, a general price index is a weighted average of the in
dividual prices•of many different goods» Shen a general : 
prloe index moves upward or downward, the individual prices 
included in the average do not move precisely to the same 
extent, or for that matter, some of the individual prices : 
may move- contrary to the general movement,, Therefore, while 
there may be a high correlation between the movements of 
the general price, level, there may be eonsiderable dispersion 
in the changes of individual prices„ And if the price dis
persion is great, it. is believed the use of a general index

. 1, , JoMe Keynes, A Treatise on Money (New York.: Ear- 'cdurt. Brace and Go., 19301, Vol. I, pp. 95-102.
2. No condemnation of general priee indices is intended herein except as such indices are applied to the : 

stabilization of the accounts, of a specific business enter- 1', prise. It is realized that general indices serve many 
valuable purposes, such as their use in the determination, of ' ■price trends. . f .. : I  ̂ ;
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in the stabilization procedure would result in gross inae=- 
1curacies«

Moreover s all enterprises obviously do not trade in 
the same types of goods; and even if they should, they 
usually do not trade in the same proportion of similar 
goods,. Thens toog some general indices, such as the one 
Sweeney recommends, treat almost entirely of consumer goods 
and services, few of which are normally used as such by 
business enterprises in the production of. income, , ,

Therefore, the writer believes that if the problem is 
even partially one of converting specific original costs,to 
a current cost basis, the use of a general index is inap
propriate and hence the technique of stabilised accounting 
is unsound.

In view of the foregoing criticism of the use of a 
general price index, some accountants have recommended the 
construction of special firm or special industry indices for 
use in the stabilizing procedure„ A discussion of one such 
method follows in the next chapter.

I-, ' if fredTWeston, "Consistency and Changing Price 
Levels,n The Accounting Review, Vol. 2CCIV (October 1949), 
pp'o 364-385 r
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methodology similar to Sweeney’s ’’Stabilized Account
ing” has been recently.advatieed by 5= Stewart Freeman9 
Gompany Auditor and Economist for the Dennison Manufacturing 
Company„ He refers to his method as the ’’Capital Price A.3- 
justment Method." It is very much like stabilized account
ing in that t (1) it attempts to maintain the purchasing 
power of the invested, capitals (2) it involves the determina
tion of real earnings on the basis of purchasing power in
dices 3 and (3) the adjustments are made to a special adjust
ment aocount without affecting the regular system of ac
counts o ■' , ; . V'v"

On the other hand, Mr* Freeman6s method differs from 
stabilized accounting in at least two important- respects 0 :
First, while stabilized accounting attempts to determine the 
changes in the purchasing power of invested capital;through, 
the application Of a general purchasing power index to spe-V 
cifie items, the capital adjustment method employs the use

1. E, Stewart Freeman, "Capital Price Adjustment Method for Deflating Inflated Prof its A»Cafc:-Pulletin, 
Vol. XOX- (February 1, 1918), pp. 635-658*



of one - or more indices designed to measure the purchasing 
power of the capital in the general field or fields in 
which that capital is customarily employed. Secondly, /
Mr. freeman's method differs from stabilized accounting :in - 
that, it is not nearly as thoroughgoing. Zor example, no at
tempt is made under the former to distinguish between real
ized and unrealized gains.and losses resulting from the - 
changes in the.value of the dollar. Nor is any attempt made 
to subdivide earned sUrplus into Vrealized” and "unrealitedv 
components. There are, of course, other differencesespeci
ally in technique, but the above two are of priimry impor-
tance. ' ' ; ,

In general, the procedure under the capital price ad
justment method is to first compute income in the conven
tional manner and then to transfer from income to canital a . 
sufficient amount to offset the increase or decrease: In the : 
purchasing power of the Capital. In the event of price in
flation, this amount would be credited to a capital price 
adjustment account and deducted from net income on the state
ment of profit and loss as a final adjustment thereto. If : 
prices subsequently go down, the proeedure would be merely ' 
reversed. f ; - ' v v-/ :. -

'A credit balance in the capital price adjustment account 
Would be added on the balance sheet as one more item of net 
-worth. This Item, depending upon the jurisdiction in which 
the enterprise is operatingj might be classified as a sur
plus reserve, as capital surplus, or it might even be -



eapitallzed'o : In this respect it should be pointed out that 
this element: of net worth would diff er from appreciation •" . 
surplus in that it would.refleot a ehange in the actual in™ 
vestment brought about by prioe changes rather, than a mere 
write-up of assets to an amount above costo A debit bal
ance in the account would be deducted from the sum of the 
other- net worth items. ■ : . V .

At this point, then, the only problem consists of de
termining the amount which would be oonsidered sufficient to ' 
offset" the increase or decrease in the purchasing power of 
the:capital. As was stated previously, this amount is de
termined by computing the changes in -the purchasing'power • - 
of capital in the general field or fields in which that par
ticular capital is customarily employed. For purposes of 
discussion, these price adjustments will be divided into - 
three groups: first, the price adjustment for working. . \: 
capital.;-, second, the price adjustment for depfeelable" fixed 
assets; arid lastly, the"price adjustment for the other as
sets and liabilities. :: F

Price Adjustment for Working Qapitai

In order to explain the justification of price adjust
ment. for working capital, Mr. Freeman classifies the net 
current assets as follows: • . .

1. Net money and money rights; for example, :the.cur- - V
, : rent cash balances plus trade receivables minus trade payables and short-term bank loans. '



2. Prepaid costs; for example9 the current inventories 
.. and the current prepaid expenseSo^ = ;
As the components of item 2 are consumed andperiod- ' 

idaily replaced or renewed, the working capital must con
stantly be increased to cover the drain from item 1 thereto„ 
If the value of the dollar were always-the same, then this 
’flow of dollars from item 1 to item 2 at a given volume of 
business would remain approximately:the same from period to 
periodo In such an event, no price adjustment would be 
necessaryo However, since the value of the dollar does 
change, the nuraber of dollars of working, capital changes 
also, for example, if the price level rises and the com
ponents of item 2 have to be replaced or renewed' at the 
higher price level,"then the:working'eapifalCitem 1) will 
have to be increased still further. This of course is based 
upon the assumption that the same volume of business is to 
be maintained! '" , ■ v"' ' : , ' : v-l;::  ̂ -
' - Consequently, in the event of rising prices the working
capital must be Increased.periodIcally not only to cover the 
drain: from item 1 to item: 2, but also the increased need f or 
capital for item 1 itself. It is with this latter increase 
in capital that the price adjustment for the working capital 
is conoerned. . d:': - :: : d":,;

Since the level of prices does not of itself have any. 
effect on the rate of turnover (at any given volume of

' V ;!.' B.o Stuart Freeman, op. cit, / p. 612. 'f:
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business)3 the amount of additional capital required will 
vary proportlonateiy: witll: the price level 6 Theref ore the 
increased need for working capital, and as such the amount 
of price adjustment with respect thereto, will be equal to 
that percentage bf the net current assets at the beginning 
of a period by which the prices rise during that period„
For example,, if the working capital amounts to $1,000,000 at 
the beginning of the year and prices rise 25 per cent during 
the year, the profits fbn the .year would have to contribute 
$250,000 to the capital price adjustment account. The manner 
in which this amount.would be shown on the statements was 
discussed previously,

' t,.The; percentage of • change in prices could be computed by 
either one of two methods, . The first would, be to determine 
. a price index for the net Current assets as a whole, and 
■ the other method would be to, determine separate indices for 
each balance sheet item, n;-,'; ; ; 5, : -h-5-

v When the Change in price is computed separately for 
each Item, the percentage increase is determined by the 
price relationship of each Item as; of the beginning and end 
of the year, The opening inventory, for example, might be 
priced with the unit prices used for the ending inventory. 
Then the percentage'by which the aggregate cost of the open
ing inventory so computed exceeds the cost as originally 
computed would be the figure to/use for the capital price ' -

1, -E, .Stuart Freeman, op, cit,, pp, 642-643„
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adjustment. The percentages for the prepaid expenses could 
be computed in the same maimer. For accounts receivable, 
the percentage increase.in the average-selling price could 
be used. Finally, the percentage as computed for the vari
ous items for which money is owed might be used for the cur
rent liabilities and cash balances. The preceding examples 
are those given by Mr, Freeman in the discussion of his 
method. They are of course not intended to be exhaustive, ;

When the change in price is computed for the net cur
rent assets as a whole, a composite index is made up from 
the :indices of the several parts. These several parts, -how
ever, would be--weighted according to their normal relation
ship over ah extended period of time, For example,; the 
weighting might be based upon a ten-year average of balance
sheet percentages, with perhaps some allowance for any.
: .. . ' /; - U • - ■■ , . ■ - ̂ ■ h . : - ;
noticeable change in trend,; . . -; h '
■ This method differs from the .other essentially in that
it is not dependent:upon the- more or less;accidental distri
bution of working capital as of the beginning of a specifi-e 
period. It is not stated which method is preferred; but 
If, Freeman maintains■ that any reasonable method of approxi
mation, consistently followed would be an improvement over 
the customary practice of ignoring the effect of price level 
changes altogether.

1, E» Stuart Freeman, op, clt,, pp. 643-644,
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Price Adjustment for Depreciable Assets'.

. The capital price adjustment method of depreciation 
accounting differs from the conventional in that it attempt# 
to recover dollars expended in.past years in terms of cur
rent dollars of,eqnal purchasing power rather than in terms 
of just plain historical cost dollars„ - Er .. Freeman does not ' 
use the term "to recover" in the sense that his recommended 
procedure would provide the necessary funds for replacement 
of specific assets. Rather* it is used in the sense that 
his procedure would tend to emphasize the amounts required 
to be withheld from: gross income to provide for the replace
ment of the existing assets. He realizes that even though 
additional amounts might be deducted from profits and added 
to reserve accounts* they are in other respects no different 
from amounts which are labeled as profits and added to sur- ; 
plus. Thus the capital price adjustment plan is proposed 
not for the sake of providing funds for replacement of assets 
but for the purpose of providing a more realistic determina
tion of net income, which in turn will provide a much 
sounder basis for future replacement planning. .

As to procedurethe historical cost of. an asset would 
be depreciated in the conventional manner, , The assets them
selves would not be written up, ; except as. they are repiaced. 
at a higher cost, ;  ̂ ::/v

1. Stuart'Rreeman,; op. clt. pp. 648-649»



The additional dollars necessary fin the ease of a 
rising price level) to place the depreciation oh a basis of 

. current dollars would be recovered by a transfer from the : 
bottom of the profit and loss statement to a r̂eserve price 

' adjustment” account„ This amount would be determined at / 
the end of each a6counting period by adjusting the balance 
in the reserve price adjustment account to that percentage 
of the depreciation reserve by which the purrent-year ■' ::
dollar cost of the assets exceeds the historical cost. Thus 
it is contended that any; errora made; In onetyear would tend: 
to be corrected: in the iong...rimp /-I : -p :

When an asset is retired or discarded, that portion of
the balance of the reserve price adjustment account appli
cable thereto is transferred to the capital price adjustment- 
account, In this manner, the amount added ho assets' would 
have been approximately provided by an offsetting amount 
added to Capital. \ ' • . : ; ;  ̂ ; .

In the event of a declinihg price level, the same prin
ciple would. be followed but the entries would be reversed 
The balance in the reserve price adjustment account would
be shown among the capital and surplus items on the balance :
sheet in the same way as the related price capital adjust
ment account. If desiredj however, the two could be com- ; i 
bined and shown as: ohe account» ; ;

The percentage of change in price referred to previ
ously could be computed in as much detail as desired; but It
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is thought that heyond a certain points further detail 
would merely result in unnecessary exactness«

The suggested method is to first divide the depreciable 
assets into; a relatively few groups, based on similarity of 
price movements and length of service life. Then the aggre
gate cost for all assets in each group would be allocated 
according to the, year of expenditure <> These aggregate 
costs So - computed would then be increased by the percentage
increase in price from the year of expenditure to the'our-' . 1  .: v ' / I .  . : ' . ■ - . : ... : I ' ; , ;
rent yearo After the current cost. of each sub-group has
been determined, the aggregate replacement•cost for each 
major group could be readily determined and would be avail
able for comparison with the .aggregate: hlstoriGa of
that group. The percentage by which one exceeds the other 
then would be at hand for use in computation of the amount 
of adjustment to the .reserve price adjustment account for 
that particular period, , .: v \

Price Adjustment of Other Assets . . .
: and Liabilities • :-

The capital price adjustment method applies not only 
to working Capital and, depreciable fixed assets, but also to 
all other assets and liabilities which have been acquired , ' 
or incurred with dollars of a'different purchasing power than

. .1 1, Mr, freeman does not state whether he would employ
replacement cost figures, if available, or price indices in , 
the computation of current cost.equivalents.



that at which they will tie replaced, sold„ or liquidated.
The saiae principles applied to the;adjustment of the 

.working capital and depreciable fixed assets would also 
apply to other assets and liabilities. In the case of both . 
;net current assets’ and depreciable assets, the adjustment 
to the capital price adjustment account was made at the 
time of reconversion to dollars of a different pur chasing , 
power. likewise, the credit or debit to the adjustment ae- . 
count, in the case of other assets and liabilities ordinarily 
would be made at this time. j:- ,

; j ior examples if. investments have, been made in items =- 
of an indef inite duration, such as might; be made in land;or 
capital stock, ho adjustment for price level changes would 
be made until such time as they were sold or otherwise dis
posed of. At this time, the cost of the investment;would - 
be re-expressed in terms of current dollars and the real 
profit or loss determined.The difference between the j
monetary profit or-loss and the real profit or loss would 
then be considered a proper adjustment to net income and the 
capital price adjustment account =

If the assets sold reflect the customary employment of 
the capital of that enterprise, then specific price indices 

; should be used in translating the .original cost into current;
cost. • However, in the. event the assets do not reflect the 

j normal"employment, then it is recommended; that- a more. general 
. index of the purchasing power of the capital of that part 
tieular enterprise .be used, possibly the same index which



might be used for the adjustment of worhing capitalo
In the case of those other assets and liabilities 

which have a somewhat definite durations,, such as bonds and 
other long-term receivables and payables, the recommended 
procedure-is slightly different„ Even though it is not pos
sible to know for. sure what the price level will be at the 
time of maturity, it is suggested that the expected price 
gains and losses from such items be estimated at the end of * 
each accounting period. If at the end of a particular-period 
the estimated long-term gains exceed estimated long-term 
losses, this net amount 'would be deferred until"-such time 
as it is realized. However, if the long-term losses exceed 
the gains, it is suggested for purposes of conservatism-that % 
this net loss be divided by the number of years to maturity 
and the resulting amount be considered a deduction from the 
net income of that particular accounting period. As stated .. 
previously, the amount of net loss•would be re-estimated. 
each period, . thus the deduction from the net income of each 
period would not necessarily.be the same„ -

; Appileation of Method, to a Going Concern 
The ideal way and the theoretically correct way to ap

ply the capital price adjustment method to a going concern ; "
would, be to adjust each element of the capital and surplus 
to the purchasing, power it had at the time it was contributed. 
The difference between the pur chasing power as' of the time 
of contribution and the time of reconversion, of course, would
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be stioim. in the capital price adjustment account„
HoweTer» there may have taken place certain events ...

such.as quasi-reorganizationsand changes in ownership that 
might- make it impracticable to change past computations of .- 
the various capital items0 Therefores in many cases it 
might be more practical to choose a more or less arbitrary 
starting point for the application of the method.v In such 
‘ eases $ it . is suggested that many of the purchasing power ad
justment s which might'otherwise be considered necessary for , 
the capital contributed prior to the starting date be ig= • -
nored o For example , working capital contributed prior, to r v ■ 
the starting date would have its -purchasing power main™ 'r -
tained as: of that date ; but any working capital added therd-̂ w
; after would have its purohasing power maintained as of. the: 
date of addition„ Furthermore, replacements of depreciable 
■ assets* prior to the Starting, date .would be disregarded; but • 
each year thereafter, the balance of the reserve for depreoi- : , 
at ion would be adjusted to compare with the 'replacement cost . ■ 
of the related assets then on hand 0 ;

Thus.through the use of the capital price adjustment 
method as described in the preceding sections, Mr> Freeman 
claims the maintenance of the purchasing power Of the: capital ;. 
fund can be greatly assisted and, furthermore, the profits 
or losses:of the enterprise, in effect, would be measured 
' by matching: bur rent cost s against eurrent revenues« .- -

;. lo ; :S0 Stuart Freeman,:op. oft* , ppo 6$0-6$l*
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Svaltiatlon of Proposed Methodology

The oapltal p̂ ibe adjustment method Is certainly less 
complicated and more unde"rStanda.ble than Sweeney’s stabil
ized accounting, •Also, the price change adjustments are 
made- in - the- light of spec if i c pr i c e chahges rather than 
general price changes, which was one of the primary objec- : 
tions' to Sweeney’s method. . ; .

On the other hand, Treeman’s method is not nearly as 
complete as Sweeney’s..: :Bfany of the realized and unrealized 
gains and ■losses resulting:from changes in the value of 
the dollar that were reflected in stabilized accounting are 
not reflected by the oapital price adjustment method. More
over, the ."purchasing power of inyested capital theme is open 
to much the same objections as these directed toward sta- 
bilized acoountihg. : • •

Even though the capital price adjustment method would 
employ the use:of special indices rather than a general- • ■ ;
price:index, it is nevertheless.criticized in this respect. 
It is eontended' that special price indices are not effective 
for the purposes of restating past costs in terms of our- 
. rent costs. ‘ Most of these criticisms Were brought out in 
Chapter IV with regard to their use in current cost depreci- 
at ion accounting. ' • - . ; ■... '1- ■.:•■-.

At this point it should be emphasized again that when.

1. Of. pp% 43-49« ante. ' . , ; ■
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siieli iiadiees are applied to a stabilization technique such 
as this, a multitude of index number problems: must be dealt 
With. Consequently, it might seem, that the serious diffi
culties involved in the application of such a method would 
Outweigh any advantages that might.be gained therefrom.



CHAPTER VIII

: A GEEERAE EVALUATION OF THE. PROPOSED
- - CURRENT COST METHODS .

;* It will be the purpose of this chapter to present the 
views: bl those accountants who;at the present time would 
not abandon the well-established concept of "accounting in= 
come" in favor of the comparatively" new concept of "economic 
income.” First, their answers to the charges made against, 
the profession‘will; he presented; secondly, theif reasons: 
for adhering to a. sffict original cost basis; andy lastly, 
their own solution to the overfall problem,

: : ; Criticisms of Conventional Standards

- f : fo recapitulate' briefly, the principal objective of 
those who desire a change to the concept of economic income 
was to avoid the misleading inferences and the resulting un
sound judgments which might result from the presentation of 
periodic income in accordance with presently acceptable ac
counting standards, • '-u /

It was argued that conventional methods of income de
termination overstate present-day profits in terms of eco- ■ 
nomic income ;and consequently, are likely .to mislead manage
ment in the formulation of}dividend, pricing, expansion, and 
fixed asset replacement policies, , Similarly, it was argued
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that stockholders and other investors could be misled con
cerning the profitableness of an enterprise and hence the 
value of their investment ; that labor union leaders and em-. - 
ployees are likely to be: Jnisleh concerning the justification 
for increased wages; that those in control of public fiscal 
policy could be misled as to the soundness of higher tax . 
rates; and, finally, that such factors as unwise expansion, 
higher wages, higher taxes, and higher prices could possibly 
contribute to further inflation and instability. Thus, it 
was quite generally contended by such accountants and others 
that the proper Interpretation of presently reported profits 
is utterly impossible.

In reply to these oriticisms, those who do not desire a 
change from the cphcept of accounting income quite generally 
contend that before any changes in basic theory are accepted, 
sufficient evidence should first be provided that these :
changes will result ih an increased usefulness of reported ' ■
profit figures. And after a careful analysis of each charge 
made, it is argued that such evidence has not yet been pro
vided. . ' ' ' ' .

It was said that conventional.accounting fails manage
ment, in that it does not provide the proper information for 
the formulation of a proper dividend policy; that if divi
dends declared are based upon inflated profits," such will 
result in a return of capital and not earnings.

It is admitted that management, of course, must recognize



■ the need ah increased.retehtion of - earnings during 
periods of highCmpnetary profits and hence adjust the divi
dend policy aceprdihglyV- But .it is pointed out that the 
problem of e ons ery ing; c ap 1 ta 1 thro ugh a conservative divi
dend policy should not be confused with the problem of in
come- determination6:.;: They are mutually independent -of each 
others and the former need not be the function of•accounting 
nor the basic concern of the accountant. Moreover, it is 
thought that the majerity of business management realize 
this distinction and do not.criticize the accountant in this 
respect. Benoe this-charge is thought to be unsubstantiated., 
{ In regard to management’s being misled as to the desire 

ability of expansion,;the same reasoning applies, ! Business 
men are influenced to expand their plant and equipment only ■
•.When they see the possibility of" making more profit. But, -d
herd again^ they are not ignorant of what is taking place;
they know that these profits do not have the same purchasing
.;-,d ,;• > 'T d : n't y':::'-:. -2 ■■■': :;vpower as they would if the price level were lower. , Thus,
profit determination should not be confused with the problem
of plant and equipment expansion during periods of high prices

As to pricing policy, selling prices in most cases are
not determined by the addition of an arbitrary profit

: 1. Harvey M.. Spear, "Depreciation' Accounting under
Changing Price Levels5 M The Accounting Review, Vol. XXIV 
(October 1949.) s p. 3701 ,; ^

.2. D0Boi Mackenzie, "OontempOrary[Theories of Corporate 
Profits -Reporting,” The.Accounting Review, Vol. XXIV
(October 1949 * ?  ̂° 5^57
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percentage to cost„ It Is true that sometimes cost is an 
important element in the determination of selling prices, 
but'it is of course not the only such element o For example., 
management must not only consider past costs incurred9 but 
also allowances for future contingencies in its estimated 
costso It is believed that good management would not be 
misled in pricing policy simply because past costs are not 
reflected in terms of current costs and hence profits not

' . ishown in terms of economic income, Once again, the pricing 
problem should be independent of profit determination.

In regard to fixed asset replacement planning, there 
can be no argument that a gOing ooncern must be able to re
place; its productive assets as they are consumed in opera
tions* It is also essential for management to understand 
that the current costs thereof may be significant in the de
termination of pricing and dividend policies = But., this does 
not imply that such costs should be taken into consideration 
in the determination of periodic income. Regardless of the 
amount of depreciation deducted from revenues, the working 
capital of a business does not change. Depreciation could 
be eliminated altogether and the same would be true. Thus, 
the replacement of fixed assets is a problem of financial 
management; and, even though accounting can and should pro
vide pertinent information relative thereto, accounting

1, GcE, Eiswohger, "The Interpretation of Income in 
a Period of Inflated Prices," The Accounting Review, Vol.
XHV (January 1949), P* 31» -



t v ”cannot provide the necessary fimds. -
• It was said that investors and prospective investors 

are likely to he'msled by the reporting of accounting in
come It is admitted that investors are entitled td and 
should; receive•from management its judgment on material 
questions which might affect the significance of the profits 
reported by eonventional accounting , methods o' But s at the 
same timeinvestors are entitled to and should receive the 
judgment of accountants on questions relating to income that 
are ^susceptible of determination on the basis of facts ; 
and accepted accountitg criterion0,J It is believed that 
at the present time the concept of economic income is not 
based thereon„ The reason for this belief will be explained 
.more fully shortly. , / :;V

• Labor union leaders are■said to be misled by profits 
- reported in terms of accounting income, It is merely stated
in reply to this assertion that to deceive the well-trained
analysts of labor unions merely by restating some or • all of
the costs of revenue to a current cost basis and thus lower-

. " V \ h i r: - ; v . t . - : ' ,3 ; \ 'ihg repbrted profits would be very, very unlikely»
With regard to taxation, it is agreed thataccounting

lo Garman Go Bloughs, u'Hoplacemeht. aud Lxcess Oon- 
‘ struction Costs,” The Journal of Accountancy, Vol. TXTXTV 
(October 1947), P

: £o .DoHo Mackenzie, op., cit e i . p0 364, '
7 - 3, Ibido , p0 365c . V' Vv 7: ': /



can throw light on questions of taxation and is perhaps Y . Y 
neceasary thereto,- but the solution of such questions as to 
whether 1 highw: tax -ratesYshould'fhe'Yestablished; during peri
ods - such as these must, in the last analysis, he dependent ‘ 
upon considerations of public:fiscal policy, A change in ■ 
accounting procedures of income determination 'cannot pro
duce a change in administratiYe. tax practice „ YFurt her more 
if the government should acoept economic income as a basis 
for the taxatioh of. business enterprise (and thus give them 
relief from the taxation of "inflated Profits"), it would, 
seem that wage earners and others probably would demand the 
:eame :privilege with regard to their personal incomes 0 Then 
' from a practical standpoint we most likely would find our-. 
selves right back where we started.'Por if- the government 
received less tax revenue on account of reduced business 
profits and reduced personal; incomes, then it -probably would 
find it necessary to raise the tax rates in order to obtain 
sufficient revenue„ : .Y '* ; ..Y.:.-Y-■ - v.Y Y

:: .'V :■ -1». Thomas H0 Sanders, "Depreciation and 1949 Price 
Levels9" Harvard Business Review, Vol. XXVTI (May 1949), ■
P. 301. 'Y - . . ■ Y; . Y / ' Y ' Y/ ■ " ; 0 -;. ;.-
Y ; 2. D„H. Mackenzie, op. cit. , p. 363.: .Y Y '

3. Nevertheless ItYseems.to. the writer that even though 
::"we:Ymost;Y likely Ywouid, fInd oUf selves right backY -vdiere we y Y Y 
vstarted".with respect to the total.amount of= governmental ■'
■ revenues to beYcollected through taxation, the problem of the 
equitableness of the taxation of the various components still 
exists. For example, assume that there are two corporations 
engaged in the same type of business and similar in almost 
all respects •(l.u. in theY volume of Y bus iness activity, in 
the use of productive facilities^ etc.) except that one
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Thus 9 there is no argument over the faet that during 
periods of rising prices reported profits do not represent 
actual gains in economic goods, nor.is there an argument to 
the effect that problems, relative thereto do not arise. But 
in view of the preceding discussion, it is believed that 
those who favor the adoption of economic income are falling 
to distinguish between the utilization or the administration 
of income and the determination of.income. It is admitted 
that management and others, to plan intelligently, must use 
profit figures and ratios developed therefrom; but at the 
same time, they must understand the effect of fluctuating 
price levels and other economic changes on the financial con
dition of the business enterprise. To intermingle the ac
counting dollar and the economic purchasing power dollar

. ' ' " ■ " 1 would only result in confusion and misunderstanding,
Therefore, it is doubted by this segment of the profes

sion that the American business public would benefit from a 
substitution of economic income for accounting income as the 
basis for reported profits, Consequently, it is believed

' " 3° "Ifrom p, 15!V cent,) enterprise acquired its depreciable fixed assets at a time when the value of the dollar 
was relatively low, and the other when the value of the 
dollar was relatively high. In such a case, the former might very well be subject to the payment of a greater amount of 
income tax than the latter (assuming, of course, the other 
factors involved in the determination of their taxable income are approximately the same), even though the amount of 
economic income earned by each would be approximately the same, .

• 1, Harvey M. Spear, op, cit,, p, 370,



.that the charges made against the profession are to a great 
/extent unjustified and unsubstantiated „

rJ*le Continued Use of an Original Cost Basis

Having reviewed the answers to the charges made against 
. conventional standards of ihcome determihaf'ion by the pro
ponents of the various current; cost 'methodsthe solution to 
the problem as recommended by those accountants who would 
adhere to"the conventional standards will how be presented0

As mentioned in the preceding section, it ;was their/con- . 
sidered opinion that a proper distinction was not being/made . . 
between the determination of income and the administration 
of incomeo /Therefore, their solution consists merely of a 
continued adherence to a strict Crigihal cost basis/ with/a 
possible improvement in the interpretative function.of ac- /: 
counting. The arguments for a continued use of a strict 
original cost basis will be set forth first, ■

A major requisite of any accounting procedure, includ
ing the determination of.periodic income, is that the result
ing amounts must be capable of being tested objectively • //: //," ■ ' : . / -.■: . .■ 1/ -,. /; - / - - ■ ; ■. . : : .
within reasonable limits, / . /.

In the determination of/ economic income, it will be re
called that first the current costs of those costs to be 
matched against revenues must be obtained. But, is there 
any objective criterion by which such costs can be determihedf

1, Carman G, Biough, op, cjt., p, 335°
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It is thought not. I1 or example, without some sort of legis
lation it would he possible for different business enter
prises, . even those in the same industry <, to arbitrarily 
choose a current cost method whereby "economic income" 
might be reflected. As already seen, such methods can dif- 
fer 'duite; extensively„■ There are methods involving only the 
adjustment of depreciation expense and the cost of goods 
■ sold, aiid then there are those which attempt to go all the 
t w a y v y  y ' ;  d t x  : • ■ /. / l  . ; ; t  ' x  . V I  ' ' ' . ■ V'

'V . tObylQusly, those methods which reflect only depreciation 
expense and the cost of goods sold on a current cost basisV ' 
cannot be justified bn the basis that they reflebt economic 
income, for they do not„ Such -methods only approach that 
:basis. And so much would be left, to judgment that account- V 
ants could neither undertake them nor express an opinion 
upon them,. '  ̂ - V V ■■■;'.

One business enterprise, for example, might choose price 
indices to reflect depreciation on a current cost basis, 
another replacement costs, and still;another appraisals'. If 
published indices are to be used, who would decide the proper 
ones to be used? Or, if it is decided to cbnstruct.its own 
indices, who would decide the base year to be used, and who 
would be responsible for it s adequate construction? Most V - 
likely in all cases it would be management, It is not

. , 1, William 8, Papworth, . "A Summary of Papers from theInstitute’s 1947-4# Amnual Meeting,” The Journal of Accountancy, Tol.: LX3DSTI (November 194#) 3 p,—3#67~ “ — —
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intended to condemn management, but merely to point out that 
if Buoh procedures - were adopted, there could not be objec
tivity, uniformity, and consistency— the requisites of any 
good accounting procedure„
' . Similarly,: would those current cost methods selected
for use during periods of rising prices be acceptable to
management/ during periods of falling prices? It is doubtful ..
' ' ' ; ' " : ' ' : " 1 /. ■ ' • - ' : : , '' whether such would be the case. / ;

. - If the accounts were to reflect true economic income, 
it would be necessary to estimate all economic gains and 
losses. This, of course, would involve some sort of method . ’ 
such as Sweeney’s, However., since this. method involves the 
use of a general index, it . presents many ̂ objections . These 
have been discussed hefetofore in Ohapter ¥i. '
• /.: Thus, it is believed that the economic concept of in
come has not yet• been developed and reduced to such a satis
factory basis as would warrant the abandonment of a strict 
• original ..cost, basis, which at the present time is capable 
of adequate administration. With original costs, account
ants, have something objective with which to work, something . 
definite- over which they do not. have to speculate. If the 
profession were to adopt any of those methods involving the. 
use of /current costs in- the determination of income, much 
of the objectivity for which accountants have long striven

~--™Tr7™-C7ET~Wrswonger, 0£. clt. , p. 32,
: \ 2.. Cf, pp. 127-131, ante. / - - •
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- \ ■■ .■. ■ ■ > .. would, "be lost o ,

• Moreover, if the strict original cost coneept should 
-he abandoned, it" wohld ̂ very, likely that reported profits 
would be much more subject to manipulation than- they are at 
-the" present time .with:'the- result that the public confidence 
therein would decrease rather than increase, As a result, 
business as a whole would suffer, -

Therefore, if current costs cannot be determined within 
: reasonable limits of obgectlvity ,- accountant s. have only two 
courses open. They can either', obtain or develop acceptable ' .- I 
criteria which can be rtade capable of objective and con
sistent application, or they can refrain entirely from the

; ' : ■■ • 3 , . O-' v’ : / -use of current costs. Consequently, it is quite generally
' believed by this group that until new concepts are developed .
which will insure the integrity of income deterMnatipn, our
: only course at the present time is to adhere to a, strict
original GOSt basis, . ::-'V -'‘V' - / ;

... ■; ■ The Interpretation of Income i

- ' Since it is believed by this group that the problem of 
price level changes- as fhey. affect business. enterprise 
should not involve a- .change in our present standards of 
income determination, but; -rathef. a possible 'improvement in'

• V 1, b,H, Mackenzie, op, cit, , p, 366, •
2, Carman G, Blough, op, cit,, p, 336,
3. Ibid,, p, 334. : : . ; ;



our reporting teeMlq.ues9 it will be the purpose of this ■ . 
seetion ..to outline such proposals.

Because no one. single figure in accounting, whether 
described'as net incom or •something else, can ser̂ e all the 
purposes'for which it might be used, it is believed that the 
correct solution to the problem would lie in the education of 
its users as to its significance and. its limitations 'during, : 
the period in which it is derived. It is thought that it 
should be possible to acquaint the users of financial state
ments' with the problem through such devices as appropria
tions of income, parenthetical notations or footnotes in the-
financial.statements, by supplementary schedules, or by a■ ■■ v"' , ; -V ;■ - v ; . v. " • , ' . . - '' ' '• 1 :
discussion of the problem’ in the president *s annual report«

If appropriations Of income would help in convincing ' 
the stockholders and other users that profits must be re
tained in the business, then such procedures would be unob
jectionable as long as'the appropriations were created out 
of earned surplus and were not a factor in the determination 
of income! Tor■example, a profit and loss statement could 
show•the net income for, the year computed in accordance with 
generally accepted accounting principles and approved by 
auditors, and then show those deductions for reserves deemed 
necessary by management to arrive at an amount of income that

lo OoBo Niswonger, op. cit„, pa 310 •



, 1”may fairly be considered as disposable 0
Another possibility would be to present net ineome on 

the profit and loss statement in accordance with present 
bbncepts., then give some" indicatioh of the disposition of 
the profits. This procedure would not involve the use of • 
reserves, but rather just a summary on the statement proper 
or on a supplementary, sohedulev The information might be 
shown somewhat as follows: ' , ; A ' /

liet Income Disposed of as Follows: , /
To Finance Inventories, xxxxx -
To Finance Receivables xxxxx

■ To Finance Additional Improve- - -
• ments and Replacements xxxxx

: ; To Reduce Eiabilities xxxxx
: * :'h To Increase Cash • xxxxx%
: Such computations need not be. accurate, their■only purpose
:being to• convey the information that the profits are not all
free for distributiono ; ; ^

- In a similar manner, - such inf ormation might possibly be
presehted in the president8s annual report or in a prominent
place along with the financial statements„ A recommended
type of analysis follows:. .

The net income for the year of §10,328,964 does not represent cash on hand available for :: . distribution as dividends or additional compensa
tion Funds ' tied:*.up.;in Inventories. at the end 
of the year exceeded those at the beginning by

1. G-eorge 0„ May, ^Inventory Pricing and ContingentReserves; Comment on Hew Accounting Research Bulletins,”
The Journal of Accountancy, Volo I3CXKIT (November 1947 ),
. P o . _y y ^  ' ‘ '

2o DoHo Mackenzie,"opo cit., p0 367«
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oyer f2,300s000, while replaoements of or addi
tions to. plant and equipment during the year were $3,150,000 more than the depreciation proylslona 
of the year. As a result of the inflated price level these amounts have had to he substantially greater than would otherwise have been, required,

■' Furthermore, in the 'judgment of management,
if the company is to maintain its competitive . ",position, it will soon have toepend approzimately:' -

vj’ $2, 500,000 for necessary replacements and additions / 0 
'30 plant and equipment, and will have to increase.

. i . inventories by nearly $1,000,000 within the next . ;
few months, Management deems it desirable, there- ' 
fore, to retain some of the past year1s earnings • to provide, in part, for these requirements,V: '

■ :v Under these circumstances the management . A ..
: . . expresses, the belief that the dividends of . ,.$3,000.,000 that were declaredydiifing the. yearhcon- stitute the maximum prudent distribution of assets 
: to stockholders „1 h ' - ' y , -L':' , ' ;

Such methods as these would have the meritof permitting
•aii interested parties to see the' various claiifis on profits
and to•form their own estimates of its availability for the .
purposes which they have in mind. Moreover, such procedures
would still permit the systematic and consistent reporting
of net income'as -acoompllshed under the striet original cost •
concepts. For these reasons it is believed by this. group --;
that any one of these policies would be more successful and
much less costly than one of intermixing current costs and
original costs, or one of attempting to convert all costs to
a current cost basis through the use of a general index or a
number of special indices,; V : • '

 ̂ 1, mitoriai, "Claims on Profits," The Journal of
Accountancy, TolV (Ifercĥ  194#), p. 182, : : ; "' -



;0HAPT1R JX

V;': ■ GONOLtJSION : -

As is the case with any complex problem, there Is no 
single, simple approach, and the specific- problem now under 
consideration Is certainly no exception, Consequently, the 
conclusion reached herein Is one which Is based, primarily 
upon today’s economic- conditions, ;r ■ ■ / - _ ''"x-1::'

The writer does not conour to the fullest extent with 
either those who-would attempt to reflect economic income 
at the present time;.or'those who would ignore the problem 
/altogether = ..: :: V'/g / ' ;/: .' \ - / y /' - / , \

The _writer agrees with those accountants and others who 
:believe that as a matter of pure theory, revenues and ex
penses should be related to each, other on.the same price 
level basis.x He Relieves that to match revenues expressed . 
in terms' of one price level with expenses expressed in terms 
of another is definitely in error. He agrees further that 
accounting should seek to attain a methodology whereby the 
profit and loss statement would reflect an accurate pre
sentation of the flow of economic resources into the -busi
ness/enterprise and the economic resources. surrendered in 
hhe acquisition of the incoming flow. Moreover, he believes 
that again- as a matter of strict theory, those gains and
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losses arising from changes in the value of money should be ■ 
distinguished from those gains and losses arising from the. 
operations of the business enterprise» v .

The writer is of the opinion that if such a methodology 
could be devised, reported profits would be more meaningful, 
more useful and more: capable of interpretation than those 
obtained through our current practice of measuring and pre
senting income without regard to changes in the value of our 
measuring, unit „ ' -

On the other hand, the writer agrees with those account
ants who reject all of the presently proposed current costy 
methods in favor of our conventional standards of income 
^determination. For the. primary problem as it confronts, the 
profession today remains one of developing a means whereby 
economic income can be accurately measured. '

Until some basic change comes about in our measuring 
unit, or until procedures can be developed to overcome those ' 
difficulties inherent in all the current cost methods, the 
profession should ayoid those procedures which are ipcom- -- 
plete, which do not ;lend themselves to objective determina
tion, and which presumably are- not intended for consistent ' 
application. Until such time as the problem is solved in ' 
a satisfactory manner, it is believed that the distinotion 
between the measurement of. periodic income and the utilize.-"' 
tion of such income should be emphasized more than ever, and 
the users of financial information be educated to that effect



Of course, if the■ purchasing power of the dollar should 
drop to;the point where past costs incurred would become 
utterly..tieaningless when expressed in terms of that price 
level, new 'cohcepts and standards of income determination 
would necessarily, have to be developed„ Since situations 
of thislicind.;have presented themselves' before in some 
foreign countries,:"it is not,too unreasonable to believe that 
such a situation could happen here, even though if might seem 
unlikely at the present time* If the necessity should arise, 
a procedure similar to" that developed by H„W. Sweeney per
haps would be:' the 'bhst solution^:: :it' any. rat e, the writer 
believesVthat; accountants should become more aware of the 
problem and should further explore the possibilities of 
improving their service as reporters' and interpretersof the 
financial affairs of our business enterprises»

fhe-;::finai conclusion of-the writer., ..after consideration 
of the problem in all of its primary aspects, is that the 
price changes which have occurred during recent years do not 
afford■sufficient justification for the adoption of any of 
the proposed current cost methods; and that the interests of 
all concerned can best be served.if the profession con
tinues to adopt and to work for uniform, objective and well- 
defined standards of income determination and interpretation 
on an .historical cost basiso . ' . ■



AEErotit;
v. ]_

. ;dtfHRlNTÎ  iJMMBEEi INDICES

X, Indices-Based oni Cbnstrud'tlon. Building 9 Equipment 
; : ■ Costs : ' - : , ' m..

a.o Engineering News^Record. Construction Cost Index 
b-„ Engineering News-Record Building Cost. Index,

’ • • ‘ cV American Appraisal Company Construction Cost
V-: - Trend Index . V ,

do Associated General Contractors of America Index 
. e« Boeckh Index of Construetion .Costs ■ . : ,r . v ;- ̂; fo Handy Public Utility Construction Cost Index

■ ' go Railroad Construction Index .. / . . . . ::
ho A.berttiaw Index ' -

- i. Austin Industrial Building .Cost Index - -' ■
v : j;» Eruin-Colnpn ' Index; i- I , \ ; :

. ; :ko George A, Fuller Company Index :: ; ■. sV :
. lo Turner Construction Company -Index e ' ~ ,

. (Ifor information as: to construction and components
■ ' of above indices, see the Engineering News-ReCord
, ' : - a McGravi7=Hill .publication, Construction Costs

Issue for May 27, 1948, All of the above indices 
■ or portions thereof? appear in this puhlication„}

" ; Mo Comparative Building Costs Index V ' \
n o Comparative Equipment Costs Index
: (For data on above two indices, see the St evens

Valuation Quarterly, published by Marshall and 
: ' Stevens, valuation engineers.}
II. Indices Based ; on "Wholesale. Prices '

.. a. Indices of Wholesale Prices (note especially the 
11 . "all-commodities" index), Bureau ofLabor Sta

tistics, U.S. Dept, of Labor. •.

1. This: list, although comprehensive, is not neces
sarily all-inclusive. The exhibit was prepared by the h 
Research Committee of the American Institute of Accountants 

. and was presented in "An Inquiry into,-the .Reliability of -
• Index Numbers," The Journal of Accountancy, Vol. LXDEVII • 
(Apfil 1#9) , p.'^rg . . • -
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(See Survey of Current Business9 1942 Supplement, 
for description of construction and components 

■ of this index.} - : ■
b. Other wholesale indices

1. Daily Wholesale Price Index of 30 Basic 
. Commodities ' v
; - ■ . , . {See Dunf s Statistical Review, published by ,

■ : Dun and Bradstreet, Ind.) ./ ■
. ' 2. Irving Pisher Index of Wholesale Commodity

■■ ''dr; ..Prices . ,dd - 4 .
. >■’ , d : (Index Number Institute, “Ihc. j 500 Fifth Ave. 

'New;York} • ' d ; .-"d ‘ -
5. Whole Price Index

(National Fertilizer Association, 616 Invest- 
\ ment Bldg., Washington,■D.C.};

- 4. Wholesale. Price Index -'d;
■ (Mod-Ill Commodity Service, Newton Trust Com- 

•/.. d pany Bldg'., Auburndale, ̂ lass.') 'd
5. Daily Index of Staple. Commodity Prices

(Moody^s Investor'S Service, 65 Broadway,
.■d , ' ;. . :: New ..York);; ■. d' dd 1

6. Daily Commodity Price Index
. (Associated Press, 50 Rockefeller Plaza, New 

- . : York) ' - Yd;;.-; .
7. Daily Price Index of 30 Sensitive Commodities

(Journal of Commerce and Commercial, 63 Park
d .4, ;; ; V' ;;Raw, New Yopk) v„: . ; :

III. Indices Baseddon; Retail Prices ' dd .
a..Consumers' Price Index for Moderate-Income

■ 7 : ' d. Families ;; : '-'d, .dd< " •
(Also known as "Cost of Diving Index"), Bureau of 
.Labor̂ Statistics., U.S. Dept, of Labor. For 

•:;dd information on this index, see. Survey of Current
■ ; Business, .1942 Supplement.): d  ,
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Cost of Living Index '
(National Industrial Conference Board)
Monthly- Index of RetallxPriceSBureau of Foreign 
and Domestic Commerce,.UVS. Dept0 of Commerce

(See August, 1943 issue of Survey of Current 
Business, p« 28, for_Inf ormation, on this index,j
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